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To,

"STUDY ON

MILITARY PROFESSIOLOALISM

PREFACE
This study of military professionalism was conducted by the US Army
War College at the direction of the Chief of Staff. The study began
on 21 April 1970 and this report was submit.ed to the Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel on 30 June 1970.
All agencies
and installazions that were asked to contribute to the formulation
of the data base for the study gave this project their immediate
and enthusiastic support. We are particularly indebted to the
Commanding General, CONARC and the Commanding Generals at Forts
Benning, Eustis, Knox, Leavenworth, and Sill; and the Commandant
of the US Army Chaplains Schocl at Fort Hamilton.
This study deals with the heart and soul of the Officer Corps of the
Army.
Its subject matter--involving ethics, morality, and professional competence--is filled with emotional
overtones.
Necessarily,
the derivation ^f reliable and useful conclusions and recommendations
involves imprecise definitions, as well as subjective evaluations and
relative value judgments.
Nonetheless, upontaneity and personal
perception are essential to portray the prevailing climatd of professionalism within the Officer Corps. While attempting to retain
the essence of these qualities, the study was so designed as to
minimize the intrusion of emotionalism and individual or group bias.
The subjects of ethics, morals, technical competence, individual
motivation, and personal value systems are inextricably related,
interacting, and mutually reinforcing.
All of these aspects of the
professional climate, taken together, produce a whole which is
greater than the sum of its separate, component parts.
Consequently,
the study looked at the total picture.
It follows that corrective
action must be based on comprehensive programs.
Piecemeal actions
will not suffice.

J

F

The matters addressed in this study are broad, complex, and
interdisciplinary in nature.
They could, therefore, form the basis
for exteuded investigation along a number of different lines. The
design and rigor of thib tstudy, however, are such that it is considered to describe reliably the prevailing professional climate, to
identify some significant causes of the problems which exist, and
to provide a solid basis for proposed corrective measures,
It may be argued that this report poses a choice between mission
accomplishment and professional ethics.
The thrust of this report
is that there is really no choice.
Measures can and must be found
to ensure that a climate of professionalism exists in the Army.
The
attainment of such a climate is the essential prerequisite for genuine
effectiveness.

G. S. ECKHARDT
Major General, USA
Commandant
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1.

The Traditional Professional Standards.

The traditional standards

of the Americaa Arvy officer may be sumarized in three words:
Honor-Country.

Duty-

The Officer Corps of today espouses this statement of

professional ideals

Junior officers--lieutenants and captains--as a

group profess acc~ptance of the code of Duty-Honor-Country as strongly
as do their seniors.
standards,

Junior officers are deeply aware of professional

keenly interested in discussions about the sublect, and

intolerant of those--either peers or seniors--who they believe are
substandard in ethical or moral behavior or in technical competence.
2.

The Existing Climate.

Officers of all grades perceive a signif-

icant difference between the ideal values and the actual or operative
values of the Officer Corps.

rhis perception is strong,

clear,

pervasive, and 3tatistically and qualitatively indepea.,ent of grade,
branch,

educational level, or source of commission.

concern among officers that the Army is

also.

not taking action to ensure

that high ideals are practiced as well as preached.
is

There is

In fact,

there

extensive preoccupati.on among the younger officers with this condi-

tion but, fortunately,

little

evidence of cynicism or negativism on

their part.
The climate, as perceived and described with uncomuon similarity
by the sample of 450 officers directly queried, as well as by other
segments of the Officer Corps who had participated in recent surveys
and studies on related matters, is

one in which there is

disharmony

iii
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between traditional,
pressures.
oriented,

accepted idealt. and the prevailing

institutional

These pressures seem to stem from a combination ef selfsuccess-motivated actions, and a lack of professional skills

on the part of middle and senior grade officers.
repeatedly described

in seminar sessions and narrative responses

1,ncludej an ambitious,

transitory commander--nmarginally

complexities of his duties--engulfed in
fearful of personal
subordinates,

A scenario that was

failure,

skilled in

producing statistical

the

results,

too busy to talk with or listen to his

and determined to submit acceptably

optimistic reports

which reflect faultless completion of a variety of tasks at the expense
of the sweat and frustration of his subordinates.

3.

Composition of Study Sample.

In some respects,

many of the offi-

cers who provided input to this study represent an elite rather than
a cross section of the Officer Cprps as a whole.

Certainly,

a large

and properly stratified random sample would be required to provide
a statistically
Corps.

However,

representative description of the entire Officer
much of the quantitative and qualitative data

was generated from six different service schools; the service school
environment encourages an objectivity and breadth of view greater
than can be expected

from other assignments where unit or individual

loyalties abide; and the sample of officers represents a broad
spectrum of experience,
belief

grade,

and branch.

These facts support the

that the views expressed by these officers are representative

of an important cross section of the Officer Corps.

More significant,

iv
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and Ln fact striking,

is

the consensus in viewpoint and near unanimity

of the descriptive responses.

These responses,

reinforced by the

statistical data and related studies, depict a climate which is sufficiently out of step with our time-honored aspiration& and the traditional
othics of the professional soldier to warrant immediate attention at the
highest echelons of the Army.
4.
It

Causative Factors.

a.

The primary causative factors are unclear.

is difficult to distinguish between cause and effect.

There is

widespread feeling that the Army has generated an envirorient that
rewards relatively insignificant, short-term indicators of success,
and disregards or discourages the growth of the long-term qualities
of moral and ethical strength on which the future of the Army depends.
Communications between junior and senior officei.
as well as other matters.

are tenuous on this

There appears to be inadequate upward com-

munication of reliabi data to keep the senior accurately infurmed and
both inadequate and unfeelitug downward communication to keep the junior
contented.

Senior officers are often perceived as being isolated,

perhaps willingly, from reality.
b.

There is no direct evidence that external fiscal, political,

sociological,

or managerial influences are the primary causative

factors of this less than optimum climate.
reaction to the Vietnam war,

Neither does the public

the rapid expansion of the Army, or the

current anti-milit&ry syndrome stand out as a significant reason for
deviations from the level of professional behavior the Army acknowledges
as its attainable ideal.
v
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5.

The pervasiveness

a.

Corrective M.-_nur.ia.

this

of

recog-

the understandably human motiveE--such as drive for personal
nition--which
ethlc,

tend to perpetuite

indicate

voir

operative system more nearly

need

in

any

to produce

tive

Army.

in

measures must
promotion,

and challenging

order

L ' -omprehensive,

must in

The implementation

b.

4k number

presented

For Prompt

in

of recommendations

three

of correc(for

and desirable

adherence

Lu

tr"di-

These are

appear appropriate.

categories:

Implementation:
findings

Disseminating the pertinent

Adding the subjects of interperstaal
sional ethics to service school curricula.
2.

Promulgating

an Officer's

Creed

of

this

study.

zormnnunication and proY-es-

(such as

that shown at Inclosure 2).

Making all
command assignments of lieutenant colone s
4.
from Headquarters, Department of the Army.,
directly
5.

top of

and the system of rewards

fact support

the

ethical behavior.

tional

3.

by

for future

from the

for advanced education,

selection

greatly

to ideal methods

instituted

reser-

a healthy

to remain competitive

not enough.

assignments)

represents

the individual officer is

must be

therefore,
is

perfect

for adherence

crusade

results

Admonition

example,

I.

local

Change,

advancement.
the

But

of ,energetic idealism.

hampered

probably not self-correcting.

is

expressed almost unanimously by officers. to make

'Me strong desire
the

of the [rofeiional

the distortion

the situation

that

andt

,,imaite,

Giving

stability

reassignment

in

assignments precedence

command

considerations.

v

vi

and colonels

over all

other

6. Removing from the optimum career patterns for combat arms officers
the requirement that to advance rapidly in grade they must command both

at battalion and brigade level as well as serve on high level staffs.
7. Placing higher priority for assignment of USACGSC and SSC graduates
to service schools, training centers, and ROTC staffs at the expense
particularly of Headquarters, Department of the Army assignments.

*

8. Modifying promotion policies by extending "primary tones" and
eliminating the "secondary zone" concept, while still
retaining provisiono for those officers who are definitely competent in grade but who
are not suited for further promotion to remain on active duty.
9.
Returning-the authority for selection of officers for promotion
to captain to Headquarters, Department of the Army; and lengthening
the time in grade requirement from first lieutenant to captain, by
increments,
10.

to what it

was prior to the Vietnam buildup.

Providing to outstanding colonels

(perhaps 10 percent of those

retiting In any year group) at retirement a promotion to the grade of
brigadier general

a Headquarters,
11.

("Tombstone Promotion");

and making the selection by

Department of th" Army board.

Taking immediate disciplinary action against officers who violate

ethical standards.
12. Providing each officer upon commissioning with a hard-bound copy
of a special textbook which would include The Armed Forces Officer, the
Officer's Creed, a message on the subject of pr-.fessional standards from
the Chief of Staff, and other suitable documents which set enduring
guidelines for an Army officer.
13. Establishing uniform standards for those practices which are now
subject to taterpretation and vary between utits or posts, and which
a,,e amenable to Army-wide policies.
(The recent 17aircut standard
prescribed by Headquarters, Department of the Army is one example of
a step in

the right direction.)

For Implementation on a Trial Basis:
14.
Including as a supplementary input to officer efficiency files
the results of peer ratings which would be compiled from periodic
solicitations, by mail, from Headquarters, Department of the Army,

of

comments from selected officers on those contemporaries with whom

they had served in past assignment".
15.
Having students at the USACGSC and tae USAWC submit confidential
comments on prospective selectees for brigadier general and making a
vii
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tabulation of the results available to the presidVInt of tle promotion
board for use ats lie sees fit.
For Fia ther S~tudy.
t6.
Reassessing as a matter of continuing priority all facets-including basic assumptioiis--of the system of officer evaluat ion,
including:
the role of the efficiency report in making assignments;
the possible role of the indorsing officer as an evaluator of the
rating officer as well as an evaluator of the rated officer; the
weight and nature of the indorsing officer's comments and entries
when his duties obviously preclude Intimate knowledge of the rated
officer; and the possibyility of designing different efficiency
raport forms for different officer grade level groupings (such as
one rather concise form for 0-1 through 0-3, another for-m for 0-4
and 0-5, one for 0-6, and one for general officers).
L7.
Requiring completion of a written examnination on common and branch
material subjects prior to selection for attendance at USACGSC or
equiva lent schools.
18. Providing for atetendance at special short courses at branch schools
and the USACGSC for selectees to brigadier general.
1.9.
Upgrading the academic challienge at Advanced Cotirses and ecii ml
nating from Lthe service those students who fail to meet reasonable
academic or traditional ethical standards.

-

20. Developing a written questionnaire on officer value systems to be
administered over the years at Advanced Courses, USACGSC, and USAWC

to getlerate a data base, assess trends, and keep the issue of indi-I
vidual and group values alive.
21. Providing instruction in counseling subordinates at the Advanced
Courbh!. and the USACGSC.
22. Publ.1ishing atsuitable text , possiblby in Depart ment of the(. Armny
P'amph let format, out lining thme need and exp Iahing thev mvtiiods for
"ounisetIing subord ifnates andh permi tt ing themn to part id pa to In the
23.lavingpromotion boards se rye aliso astscreening boards for candi

dates fr
24.

elimination from the service.

Simplifying the admin iut at.lye procedurUS for el iminat ion of
fromt the service.

of ficers

vit L

.-.--

v

-

25.
Reducing to a minimum, or eliminating entirely for all grades
below 0-6, the "nominating" of officers for assignments and the
honoring t "by name" requests.
26.
Removing wherever possible statistical competition within organizations, and resorting wherever practicable to a "pass-fail" system
of retings without numerical scores in organizational inspections.

"27. Ensuring that promotion boards receive comprehensive instructions
which are compatible with announced policies of career pattern and
assignment priorities, and which do not in effect validate "ticket
punching" as the unique route to rapid promotion.
28.
Eliminating Junior Officer Councils except for those groups of
officers who are in student or essentially transient status and have
no regular chain of command.
29.
Encouraging initiative and learning by experience through public
recognition that human activities are not susceptible to complete
statistical measurement, that mistakes in training are expected, and
that--while perfection may be a long term goal--the concept of "zero
dOfects" is not applicable to all aspects of management.
30. Including an additional grade--such 1s senior captain--between
the present 0-3 and 0-4 grades and authorizilg that grade level for
positions of command at company level.
31.
Including the substance of this study as a topic tor the next
Army Commanders' Conference.
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PART-.

INTRODUCTION

'

STUDY ON MILITARY PROFESSIONALISM
30 JUNE 1970
PART I -

A.

INTRODUCTION

AUTHORITY.

This study was directed by the Chief of Staff, US Army, by letter
dated 18 April 1970.
B.

Seer Inclosure 1.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY.
The study was designed to assess the professional clizate of the

Army,

to i-de-tify any problem areas, and to formulate corrective

actions.

Its goal was to produce a product which could be usefully

and directly applied, as compared with a dissertation that would be
primarily theoretical or philosophical.
C.

NATURE OF THE STUDY.
The subject explored in

this study is highly complex.

Military

urofessionalism involves a whole panorama of disciplines of varying
precision and sophistication.

Exactly what it

encompasses--either

quantitatively or qualitatively--is a matter of widely differing
opinion.
self:

But the focal point of the prcfession is

cl~arly man him-

as an individual, a member oZ a number of groups and sub-groups,

and a product of his culture.

The behavioral scieuces, with their

reliance on intuitive judgment and their preoccupation with being as

unemotional and non-subjective as possible, repres--nt the primary

'

I,
G
'.g

ii
"I

disciplines which would be the theoretical framework for further and
more abstract exploitation6 of the content of this report.

The founda-

tions of this study were the prytions of the existiv&y climate by
members of the Officer Corps.

Regardless of whether all'of

these are

in accord with the facts,

they appear to reflect accurately

spread convictions within

the Officer Corps as to what the fav'ta are.

D.

the wide[

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT,
The body of the report provides a concise review of the problem

d;e7nition and methodology,

recommeridations.

finlings and discussion,

conclusions,

Additional details are included in

the annexes.
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PART II

A.

-METHODOLOGY

MISSION.
The mission assigned for this study was to assess the existing

climate of professionalism in today's Army, giving particular attention to the prevailing standards of professional competence and
moral/ethical behavior.

Also included was the requirement to outline

measures for the solution of any problems which were identified.

B.

PROBLEM DEFINITION.
1.

It was assumed that the professional climate in the Army today

could be assessed by properly obtaining the opinions, perceptions,
and attitudes of a selected sample of the Officer Corps.
2.

Problem definition led to the conclusion that the research

e3ffort should be designed around five basic questions:

FIRST: WHAT ARE THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS OR IDEAL VALUES WHICH
TRADITIONALLY HAVE BEEN SET FORTH FOR THE ARMY OFFICER?

SECOND:
WHAT
ARE
THE
ACTUAL
STANDARDS--AND,
IFDIFFERENCES
EXIST

BETWEEN THE IDEAL AND THE ACTUAL,

WHAT ARE THEY?

THIRD: OF THE EXISTING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IDEAL AND) ACTUAL
STANDARDS, WHICH HAVE MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE ARMY?
FOURTH: WHAT FACTORS, CONDITIONS, AND SITUATIONS (BOTH INTERNAL
AND EXTERNAL) UNDERLIE THE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IDEAL
AND ACTUAL STANDARDS?
FIFTH: BY WHAT MEANS CAN THE ARMY, THE OFFICER CORPS, AND THE
INDIVIDUAL OFFICER MAKE THE IDEAL AND THE ACTUAL STANDARDS MORE
NEARLY IDENTICAL?

3

'

I

C,

STUDY DESIGN.
1.

(See Annex A, Methodology,

for details.)

Concept of Research.

This effort was designed as an exploratory study to probe the depth
and breadth of the five basic questions derived from problem definition.

The focus of the research effort was on the value system of

today's Army officer.
from interviews,
in May 1970.

The major portion of the data base was derived

aeminars,

and questionnaires conducted and administered

The participants were a cross section of the students and

faculty of the US Army Chaplains School,
Beanning,

the Advanced Courses at Forts

Eustis, Knox, and Sill, and USACGSC at Fort Leavenworth.

Approximately 250 officers from these posts participated.

Additionally,

all of the Army members of the class of 1970 at the USAWC along with
Army members of the faculty and USACDCIAS were queried by questionnaire,

and many participated in seminars at Carlisle Barracks which addressed
selected areas of the study.

Additional parts of the data base con-

sisted of a literature survey, including a review of recent Department

of the Army studies; informal interviews with senior cfficers assigned
to OPD,

OPO; and brief, informal visits to the USMA Office of Research

and the US Army Behavioral Science Research Laboratory.
model of the data base is at Figure II-1.

A conceptual

(A bibliography is included

as Annex C; results of data compilation and analysis are included in
Annex B, Findings and-Discussion.)
2.

Conceptual Model of the Study.

Figure 11-2 depicts

e conceptual model of the study.

J
It starts

with an analysis of professionalism, shows the theoretical derivation
4
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of an individual's value system, and sytnbolizes how the answers to the
questions contained in Vrmblem definition determine the angle or the
divergence between the ideai

D.

nid the actual patterns of behavior.

PLAN FOR ANALYSIS.
The quantitative data obtained from the questionnaires were sub-

jected to a computer-assisted analysis.

Questionnaire narratives were

anal: zed for content and recurring themes by a panel of judges selected
from the USAWC student body.

Seminar leader teams of two officets

each---one USAWC faculty member and one student--were debriefed separately shortly after their return from visits to other installations.
(Representative extracts from these taped debriefing sessions and the
questionnaire narrative are included in Appendix 1, .- ecdotal Input,
to Annex B.)
Perceptions of the attitudes of seminar participants as well as
content summaries of seminars were inserted into the data matrix along
with the other information.

Pertinent remarks from experienced offi-

cers in OPD along with the findings of recent studies, such as the
Franklin Institute Research Laboratories Career Motivation Study
published in

1969, USAWC student research papers,

and preliminary

findings by the USMA Office of Research on a study of attitudes of
selected junior officer resignees, were used as background or corroborative information.

In order to ensure that thces

various sources

did not contaminate each other, and that one primary source did not
prejudice the total analysis,

the different inputs (questionnaire

7

multiple choice; questionnaire narrative; seminar leader debrief;
background interviews at OPD,
analyzed first

E.

separately,

BESRL,

USMA; related studies) were

then as a whole.

'ThE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE.
The 415 officers who responded to the questionnaire and the 250

among them who participated in seminars (group discussions) represent
a variety of grades,

branches,

and experience.

They were generally

representative of the officers who will be the middle and senior
grade

leaders during the nxtet decade.

However.

designed to be, and does not purport to be,
tion of the entire Officer Corps.
civilian education,

the sample was nut

a statistical

representa-

and heavy in

The sample is heavy in military and
officers who have given evidence of

above average ratings of performance as evidenced by their selection
for USACGSC and USAWC.
judgment,

The sample was designed to obtain collective

rather than to-provide comprehensive representation of the

Officer Corps as a whole.
During the analysis,

the responses of the different characteristic

groupings--source of comnission, grade, branch, etc.--were analyzed
separately as well as in the overall group.

(As the analysis developed,

it became apparent that the content of the different responses depicting
the climate was strikingly uniform and significantly independent of the
variables of grade,

F.

branch,

education,

THE RANDLING OF BIAS IN ANALYSIS,

1.

Screening of Bias.
8

and source of commission.)

AND MISPERCEPTION IN VIEWPOINT.

8

a,

The study group endeavored ýo screen precuncfptkons,

emotionalism,

and bias from data interpretation and analysis.

This guideline was

fundamental in bnth study design and execution.

There was no attempt

by anyone in

the chain of command to prejudge or prejudice the f i ndings.

Inputs to the stuJy described above were analysed separately.
analyses were perforued by multiple judges.

These

Quantitative analysis

was initially held separate from qualitative analysis.

Analysis of

causative factors and development of qolution concepts were done at
two separate levels--by the interview teams and by the permanent study
team members.

j

Analysis of cause and concepts for solution were sub-

jected to review and debate by discussion groups of students and
faculty at the USAWC.

2.

Perception vs Reality.

a.

Impact on the Data Base.

Much of the data base was constructed

by weaving together the perceptions of the officers in
Sometimes perceptions equate to reality.

-he sample.

Sometimes--in reflecting

feelings about the climate in which one exists--the perception is by
definition the reality.

At other times an indi-Adual views incompletely

or emotionally the actions or motivations of others.
These principles were considered in the design and execution of the

study.

(Most of the perceptions of the participants in this study were

supported by other evidence--such as similar independent perceptions by

ji

observers with different perspective,

findings of other studies, and the

results of recent OPD and USMA interviews on similar topics.

The consen-

sus which developed in terms of nearly identical themes being contributed

9
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by a variety of officers of disparate backgrounds and present assignments also tended to confirm the validity of individual perceptions.)
b.

The Limitations of Individual Perception.

There are good

reasons tc be suspicious of the assumption that members of any organizotion, particularly at the lower echelons,

can accurately Judge

the mrlts of the total mystem or the adequacy or quality of the
behavior patterns of others in the organization.

Complaints about

superiors and about limitations on one's Initiative could be, and often
are, convenient rationalizations for personal inadequacies.

Lcgically,

some.of the derogatory comments from junior officers stem from their
incomplete knowledge of the larger scheme of things or their discomfort
with the many arduous tasks that necessarily confront the Army today.
These proclivities were considered by the study group when the qualitative inputs were assessed.
G.

CONSISTENCY OF CONTENT WITHIN THE DATA BASE.

,

As the data base developed, one of the most significant features
was the complementarity of the various inputs.

Diver'...;.e of opinion

on the magnitude or'prevalance of the defects in the present climate,
and descriptions of examples of deviation from the ideal standards, or
ideas on the basic causes for the flaws in the professional climate
was less than one might expect.
The quantitative data were used primarily to atsess the climate
by discrete increments such as "setting a good example," or "being
loyal to superiors," or "developing the skills required for present

10
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assignment."

These data were also indexed to biogiaphical

data,

permitting correlation between such characteristics as grade and
education level and each of the responses to the forced choice type
of question.

The writers'

narrative responses and the discussions

were used to interpret some of the quantitative data,

to provide back-

ground for diagnosis of the more basic causes of the prevailing
and--particularly during the latter

climate,

phases of the study--to

generate ideas for solution concepts.
Where there were minor conflicts or apparent contradictions between
quantitative and qualitative input,
evaluated

the evidence and decided which indicator appeared to reflect

most accurately

the perceptions and attitudes of the respondents and

the underlying factors of causa3ity.
sistencies irreconcilable.
Themes,

the members of the study group

In no instance were the incon-

For e:rample,

in Figure B-9,

Causation

Annex B, the theme of "permissive society" appeared a greater

number of times than the theme "requiring expertise in
Yet a comprehensive analysis of all

too many areas."

the input resulted in a conclusion

that for a number of reasons the Army's tendency to honor the training
of "generalists" to the point of condoning if

not dictating rapid

turnover of officers for "career development" reasons was a much more
important consideration than was the impact of a "permissive society."
Each increment within the data base must be viewed within the entire
context of the report.

11
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PART III

A.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

THE PREVAILING PROFESSIONAL CLIMATE.

Discussion,
1.

(See Annex B, Findings and

for further elaboration and tabular data.)

Attitude toward Professionalism.

The officers who provided information for this study were an
impressive group.

There is

good reason to believe that they represent

an important section of that part of the Officer Corps which will
provide the key leadership in

the next decade.

for the future was the vigorous,

interested,

Especially reassuring

intelligent outlook of

the captains and junior majors--individuals who had been commissioned
in

the past three to seven years.

They reflected as a group a deep

commitment to the ideal of Duty-Honor-Country.
of others--be

they subordinates,

peers,

They were insistent that the inept,
eliminated from the Service.
either in seminar,

They were intolerant

or seniors--who transgressed.

dishonest,

or immoral officer be

The junior officers did not question--

personal interview,

or on the questionnaire

responses where their anonymity was guaranteed--the traditional,
tially authoritarian mode of the military organization, or its
and unique responsibilities which could result in

plishing a particular task at the cost of his life.
by the pressures of the system,
sacrificed

essen-

vital

an officer's accom-

They were frustrated

disheartened by those seniors who

integrity on the altar of personal success,

and impatient

with what they perceived as preoccupation with insignificant statistics.
2.

The Characteristics of the Climate.

12
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a.

General.

widely perceived,

There is a significant,

rarely

disavowed difference between the Idealized professional climate and
the existing professional climate.
b. 'Te Ideal and the Existln&Climate.
characterized by:

Individual integrity,

unselfish motivation,
of information.

It is

The idealized climate is

mutual trust and confidence,

technical competence,

and an unconstrained flow

epitomized in the words,

Duty-Honor-Country.

The existing climate includes a wide spectrum of performance.

Some

But a widespread,

offi-

performance conforms closely to the ideal.

cially condoned or institutionalized portion of the performance of
individuals varies significantly from the standards that the Army
espouses as an organization,

and that the officers subscribe to as

being the proper standards for their personal. behavior.

X.4 a result,

the existing climate includes persistent and rather ubiquitous overtones of:

selfish behavior that places personal success ahead of the

good of the Service; looking upward to please superiors instead of
looking downward to fulfill the legitimato needs of subcrdinates; preoccupation with the attainment of trivial short-term objectives even
through dishonest practices that injure the long-term fabric of the
organization;

incomplete conmmunications between junior and seniors

which leave tLhe senior uninformed and the junior feeling unimportant;
oand inadequate technical or manag;erial competence to performi effectively
the assigned duties.

A scenario that was repeatedly described in

seminar seshions and narrative responses includes an ambitious,
sitory coiwinander--marginally skilled in the comylexities of his
-

.--

-'".--,4
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tran-

duties--engulfed in producing statistical results, fearful of personal
failure, too busy to talk with or listen to his subordinates,

and deter-

mined to submit acceptably optimistic reports which reflect faultless
completion of a variety of tasks at the expense of the sweat and frustration of his subordinates.
heavy part of the burden.

The junior officer bears a particularly

He is

the executor of command decisions and

bears the brunt of the burden of executing simultaneously and flawlessly
all the policies conceived by all the echelons above him.
The following are representative remarks extracted from the narrative coinnents of questionnaires.

(Additional extracts from narrative

comments are included in Appendix 1,

Anecdotal Input to Annex B.)

These are from officers at various posts.
CPT:
. . . overemphasis on zero defects.
Commanders must realize that faistakes are human,
they should be used as lessons learned and
not vehicles for destroying an individual.
LT: I have observed that the willingness of an
of--ficer to assume responsibility for his own plans
and actions seems to vary inversely with rank up to
the rank of general. While obviously a gross
generalization', this behavioral pattern is consisttent with . . . ccoer your ass.
CPT:
...
reluctance of middle grade officers to
render reports reflecting the true material readiness
of their unit. Because they and their raters hold
their leadership positions for such short periods,
they feel that even one poor report will ref~lect
harshly upon their abilities.
CPT:

.

.

. fear in

the subordinate of relief and

a bad OER if he admits that his unit is less than
perfect or he is presenting a point his superior
doesn't want to hear. . . . The subordinate must
have the integrity to 'tell it like it is' in spite
of fear for his career, etc., while the superior
owes it to his subordinates to help him as much as
possible as opposed to the attitude of 'you get it
squared away or I'll
get someone who will' over a
one-time deficiency. . . . It takes a great deal
14
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of personal courage to say 'the screw up occurred
here' rather than passing the blame down to a lower
level.
The only solution would again be the develupment of personal integrity and moral courage ....
Perhaps an emphasis on these traits as opposed to the
sledgehammer of, 'you screwed up once and now it will
haunt you forever on your OER.'
CPT:
In other words, the CO who allows his subordinates to make certain mistakes in order to increase
their proficiency and ability even though it makes
the CO look bad Is the officer zapped by the OER.
Reduce this . .

. by effective leadership.

CPT: Military personnel, primarily career types,
are too concerned with promotions, efficiency
reports, and conforming to the wishes of their commander.

.

.

.

Many times a good soldier is

. . .

treated unfairly by his superiors for maintaining
hilgh standards of professional military competence.
CPT: Too many officers place the value of a high
OER over the welfare of their men.

.

.

.

The Army

should select men for command positions who have some
backbone and who care about the unit and the men more
than they care about their career.
Relieve officers
who fail

in

these areas .

.

.

Too many officers

will go to any means to receive a high OER.
COL:
Endless CYA exercises create suspicion and
distrut- on the part of Juniors for the integrity
and competence of their superiors..

.

'Buck

passing' has always been a problem, but reluctance
to accept responsibility at high level Is increasingly
evident, as viewed by the juniors.
COL: Across the board the Officer Corps is lacking
in their responsibilities of looking out for the
welfare of subordinates.
COL: Chaotic conditions in the Army permit
unprincipled officers to work undetected.
COL: We appear to live in an environment which does
not tolerate less than total success, with the result
that delegation of authority to subordinate levels
ca.not be accepted since the commander cannot afford
to be 'smeared' by the taint of even possible failure.
Subordinates reared in such an environment can do no
more than perpetuate

. . . this practice

. . . it

is

a trend which needs to be reversed before the initiative of the junior officer is completely subverted.
COL: Everyone is afraid to make a mistake with
someone always looking over his shoulder ....
Authocity and ability are diluted at every level ....

15

When senior officers let their personal ambitions
show through in their actions and decisions, this
weakens ethical standards throughout that portion
of the officer Corps who know of this . ...
Many, many young officers who realize that personal
ambition and not the long range good of the organization is the 'why' of certain decisions leave
the Army.
Hence, example tends to keep in the Army
those who are willing to follow that example.
COL:
It appears to me that we want only to impress
people with what we do right
. .
with a result that
reports are shaded and do not reflect the true state
of an organization. . . .
I feel that many senior
officers need exposure to modern concepts of personnel management, communication techniques, motivation,
and the need for self-actualization that young
officers . .
possess.
COL: Officers do not know their own jobs well
enough and .
.
they are afraid that if they delegate authority to subordinates, . . . they themselves
will suffer .
. the present day commander looks
upon his command tour as a mechanism to help him
get alhead provided te does not rock thie boat or
make waves . . .
As a result, subordinates are not
being properly developed and there is a general
feeling among junior officers that seniors arc
untouchable, unapproachable, unreasonable, and
. ..
A commander
constantly looking for mistakes
who takes a genuine interest in the welfare and the
training of his subordinates is getting rarer,
I continue to be impressed by the
indeed ....
potential and desire of officer candidates who are
being commiss ioned.
COL: Many of these young officers are exceptional
and in my experience come muchi closer to the 'ideal'
than did junior officers in the period 1945-1955 ....
It appears the greatest single factor working against
the ideal is excessive career competition among upper
At Battalion Commander level
and senior officers.
this problem becomes acute and continues from Battalion
to Brigade to Division
T....he below zone promotion scheme should be reconsidered (I had one to U-6).
Better would be a higher passover rate and no below
Te capable, ambitious
zone promotions.....
officer must be protected from himself but more
importantly the junior officers and 1,24 beneath him
[them] must be protected.
16

I am concerned with honesty--trust--and
MAJ.
administrative competence within the Officer Corps.
. . . Command influence impairs calling a 'spade
a spade.'

,

.

.

One of my raters exemplified the

subject concept . . . . His primary interest was
'No. 1'; everything else (including the welfare of
the command) was handled on a 'two-faced' basis.
He would 'bleed' his troops dry to make a good
impression--then stab his subordinates in the back
when they were no longer useful . . . . I'm not
attempting sarcasm, but the concept of 'getting your
ticket punched' has gone too far.
It

is of more than passing interest to note how these themes recur

in allied literature.
of 19.

In May 1970 several officers from the USMA class

who were resigning were interviewed by the USMA Office of

Research.

Included Ln the preliminary draft of a paper summarizing

the interviews were the following:
Their first complaint was based on the perception
of senior officers, particularly colonels and
lieutenant colonels who were in command positions,
that as a result of the 'system' the latter offi-%era were forced to abandon their scruples and
gnore the precepts of duty and honor; and if
icessary to lie and cheat in order to remain
,,iccossful and competitive ....
A second complaint was that no one had shown any
real interest in them, their careers, in their
op," ions.
Without exception, each of the [ten]
reL.gnees states that this interview was the first
e that any senior officer had ever sat down and
L,,<.,.ed with them as opposed to talking !It them.
This theme--of a senior not listenlng--permeated
conducted at the schools by the USAWC study group.

the seminar sessions
Many officers,

including those up to the grade of lieutenant colonel,

expressed the

view that the seminar sessions conducted by the USAWC teams were the
first time their opinions had ever been solicitedby their seniors.
17
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Many of tile junior officers stated that it was not ultimately important
whether or not their individual recommendations were placed into effect
because they did not presume to understand all of the big picture.

Of

vital importance to them was the fact that a senior officer would or
would not give them a chance to express their views,

including bad

as well as good news.
Another interesting by-product of the seminars conducted with the
younger officers was the reaction of thn USAWC team members.
impressed with the insight, energy, maturity,
and majors particularly.

They were

and outlook of the captains

And some of the te&m members felt that had

they been somehow exposed to the barrage of unfiltered,

straightforiard

perceptions of the junior officers a few years ago they would have done
a better Job as battalion commanders.
It

is also noteworthy that the conditions described both in the

written narrative and the seminars are practically identical to parts
of 'he situation revealed by the Franklin Institute Study and published
in Department of the Army Pamphlet 600-20,
Officer Retention,

c.

Personnel--General:

dated August 1969.

The Elements of lmperfection.

Variance from the ideal was

perceived by and attributed to officers of all grades.
senior the officer,

Junior

The more

the less he perceived variations from the ideal.

The junior officers were perceived by

ll grades including their own

as departing slightly more from ideal standards than were senior officers.

The senior officers were held more responsible for everyone's

deviations because they play such an influential part in the design
18

and operation of the system.

Hypocrisy in a junior officer is often

perceived as an individual aberration; hypocrisy in a senior officer
is perceived as a basic flaw in the system.

The poor example of

senior officers--in matters of ethics and technical competence--was
a recurring theme, particularly in the qualitative data.
Of ficers of all grades indicated that there was a greater deviation from ideal standards in "1professionad. military competence"
(referred to within this paper as "technical competence," raeaning
the aspects of proficiency in assigned duties) than in "ethical
behavior."

In attempting to construct a paradigm that would refine

the cause-effect cycle, it-became apparent that ethical behavior and
technical competence are tightly interlaced.

(See Figure 111-1, p.

22.)
3.

Determination of the Causal Factors.

a. The Interdependence of Apparent Cause and Effect. Early in
the study two preliminary findings became clear: the subject of
professionalism is all-encompassing, and the entire spectrum of Army
activities and officer duties must be examined in order to get anythingA
close to an accurate view; and the cause-effect ingredients are so
intermixed and circuitous as to defy separation of one from the other.
These t~wo findings are especially significant when formulating and
implementing corrective actions.

For example, whether the misuse of

statistical indicators is a cause of dishonest reporting or simply an
effeact of incompetent or inexperienced management is unclear.

What is

clear is that the misuse of statistical indicators is part of a much
19
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larger puzzle that includes such things as inexperiencv stemmlng from
rapid personnel turnover (much of which the Army imposed on itself),
a quest for a perfect record, and increasingly complex technical
environment,

and the existence of data processing equipments.

Inaccurate reporting--rampant throughout the Army and perceived
by every grade level sampled from 0-2 through 0-7--is significant and
representative of the interdependence of a number of factors.
it

is a logical by-product of data processing technology:

to quantify progress and compare efficiency,
scarce resources,

First,

the need

the need to allocate

the tendency to apply the "commercial ethic" which

equates success with measurable output, and the desire to make decisions at the highest po3sible level where more of the complete picture
can be appreciated--where political or fiscal nuances can be viewed in
better perspective.

Second,

it

is a result of our failing to recognize

the importance of the non-quantifiable variables in a valid equation
of personal or organizational success.

This is

particularly true of

barely perceptible environmental changes which can be tolerated day by
day,

but which accrete to counter-productive forceu over the long haul.

While giting lip service to the Army's being "people oriented," we
have in tact rewarded the non-people part of the equation.
Statistical indicators deserve particular attention because they
are present as a factor in so many of the perceived variances between
the ideal aid the operative standards.

They represent a crutch on

which the inexperienced or transient commander can lean in judging
his own or hia'subordinates'

progress.

Being incomplete, but the

20
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focus of attention because they are measurable over the short term
period, they can cause a diversion of effort from substantive matters
They are susceptible to manipu-

to trivial or symptomatic indicators.

lation and frequently go unchallenged because of laLk of time and
technical competence along the chain of command, or because of a
fixation on good news -without regard for fact.

TheŽ generation and

analysis of these "indicator,&" create a force within the institution
that is

self-perpetuating:

thus commanders and staff officers live

for peripheral success indicators such as the comparative DR figures,

the savings bond scores, and the reenlistment rate.

I

We then generate

organizational eroding procedures and incidents, all done under the

~guise of "mission accomplishment" or tlbe "can do" spirit.

Still, two

relevant points should be mentioned which were made clear by many of
the respondents:

Statistical indicators are legitimate management tools and shouldI
not be disregarded su~mmarlly.

It is their misuse, not their existence,

to which there is loud objtetion.
The "con do" spirit is indispensable in a military unit.
accomplishment is

the reason for being.

However, not all short term~

mtissions may be worth the sacrifice of people,

precious commodities.

Mission

sweat, loyalty, or other

The "can do" spirit must be tempered with

unselfish good judgment and sometimes held in abeyan~ce.
b. Schematic of the Cause-Effec

CcleI.

The diagram on the next

page (Figure IIl-1) shows one concept of the flow of cause and effect.
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A basic cause appears to be the striving for personal success.
strIving is desirable within bounds,
the type of aggressive, dynamic,
attracts and relies upon.

Such

and is an expected trait among

goal-oriented competitors the Army

Therefore,

the solution to uninhibited

and unethical adventurism for personal gain must be to structure the
reward system and educate the executors of the system so that personal
ambitions are kept within bounds.

This is

officer to submit honest reports,

It is done by setting realistic

not done by directing an

goals that can be met by reasonable, dedicated people, whose methods
and attitudes can be monitored by superiors who have the experience
and expertise to be able to recognize inaccurate reports when they
see them.

It

is done by building mutual trust and confidence, and

loyalty that comes from being in one assignment long enough to be
able to recover from mistakes; and to have genuine concern .- as a'

practical matter--about the impact which expedieut methods will have
on the unit next year.

As one captain wrote in his questionnaire,

"Loyalty applies to pers9nnel on both ends, and is based on mutual
respect and trust.

Loyalty cannot be developed'in many occasions in

today's Army becauce of the rapid movement of personnel. . . . True
loyalty among men is not developed overnight." As these remarks
correctly illustrate, there is direct interrelation between officer
assignnent policies and the enhancement-of an optimum professional
environment.

And other interrelationships--between material readiness,

post work details, selection board actions, service school graduation
standards, and many others--all contribute to the climate,
23
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It is their

total impact--the "system"-- that drives much of the actual ethical
Some will fight che system, and

standards of the Officer Corps.

on opposite ends of the scale:

survive,

and the ethical/moral bums.

the incorruptible idealists

But because most are carried along by

the operating system of reward and punishment, it

is

the modification

of that system which appears to be a primary key to Improving the

"professional climate in the Army.
is

As custodians of the "system," it

again to the senior officers that one must turn for viable solu-

tions.
c.

Areas Requiring Examination.

Find.,ngs of this study indicate

that at least three factors which may contribute to unethical behavior
need close scrutiny:
(1) The Unrealistic Demand for Perfection.

Faultless performance

may be a suitable immediate goal for production line workers who have
routine tasks or for skilled technicians who have nearly infinite time.
changing missions, and

For those who deal with complex organizations,
people of various aptitudes,
sibility.

It

is

perfection or "zero defects" is an impos-

a simplistic approach that appeals to few people on

the working end of the organization.

It

is especially unappealing to

those who take things seriously, who want to accomplish their mission,
and who are prone to report the truth.
Army's proclamation that it

It is

antithetical to the

is people-oriented.

Pressures to achieve

unrealistic goals, whether imposed by design or generated through
incompetence,

s"on strain the ethical fiber of the organization.
24
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(2)

Te Method of Evaluating Officers.

Findings of this study

cast doubts that our present method of efficiency

ratings is

adequate.

The basic assumptions of the evaluative process as well as the mechanics
of the system have questionable validity.
operated by humans and thereby imperfect is

1hat the rating system is
not the point4

One point

is whether or not the system of having only a superior's evaluation
of an officer's performance recognizes realistically
human relationships.
climate that

With all the imperfections

in

this study and other studies reveal,

of ratings that emphasizes "efficiency"

the nature of
the professional

the present system

instead of perhaps "effi-

ciency plus the quality sf the man" seems to be part of the problem
and of little

help in

the solution.

The battalion commander who

as one captain described in a discussion group

"

.

had always

.

his mission in mind and he went about performing that mission with

the utmost proficiency.

His mission was getting promoted!..I

frequently fools the boss but rarely fools his peers or his subordinates.

Peer or subordinate

unduly the chain of comimnand,

Input,

inserted so as noL

should be examineC.

ponder is whether or not a performance-evaLuating

to:, disturb

A second point to
system in a large

i
organization can be expected

to discriminate between

I

1

thosto top qul.i...ty

people sufficiently so they can be placed in any reliable numerical
order.

Tihe present system purports to do that--in selection for

general officer in particular:.
reached,

Perhaps after a certain plateau is

the Army must admit publicly that chance and the personal

pre'erence of selection boards are the only real discriminators.
25
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The Essentiality of Command or High Level Staff.

(3)

The percep-

tions of the group of officers queried during this study left no
doubt but that we have created a climate in which "doing certain jobs"
takes precedence over developing expertise.

It apparently has been

some time since the Army questioned the assumption that a wide variety
of assignments, including command at every possible gra.a level, is
the most desirable career pattern for officers of the combat arms.

The implications of this assumption are so far-reaching that possibly
no single personnel management concept--save that of the uninhibited
quest for the unblemished record--has more impact on the future

competence of the Officer Corps
d.

The Role of External Forces On the Contemporary Professional

"Climate.
Doubtless many factors outside the control of the Army helped to
set the stage for our toleration of expedients and less-than-optimum
techniques.

Some of these might be:

the knowledge and technological

explosions that made the practice of management more complex; data
processing technology that permitted--if not demanded-.centralized
control of expensive resources; a prolonged period of marginallyfunded force levels where over-extended manpower was substituted for
.new
*

equipment or for inadequate O&M funds; and a number of important
and sensitive missions--Berlin buildup, Cuban crisis, and parts of
the buildup and conduct of the Vietnam War--where getting the job
done quickly was the thing that mattered most.
26

However, neither singularly nor grouped togethekr do these appear
to be prime causative factors of those conditions within the Army's
professional climate which represent deviations from. ideal standards.
These external events did not present the Army with such unremitting
and constraining pressures as to demand exterior perfection regardless

-

of the importance of the mission, or the means used to get the job
done.

There is

no externally imposed rationale for the seemingly

prevalent uninhibited quest for personal success at almost any price.
There was no outside force that directly caused the isolation of senior
officers; no obvious excuse for the seeming penchant for rewarding
those who dot''t "rock the boat."
Th• migIt•tn(

is not immune from the intrusiun of parzs of the

changing value !sy:stem of society,
for promotion,

Indeed,

the intense competition

th•, preoccupation with maintaining an image of per-

sonal success, ar'ý4
the interest in accumulating a pilo of statistical
evidence of efficiency are commonplace in the world of American commerce.
These facts of life were considered in both the design and execution of
the study.

:

However, these larger trends, as well as more transitory ingredients of societal change suchas the anti-war,
movements,

anti-establishment

did not appear to be pilmary causative factors to such a

degree that they were truly consequential in this assessment of the
professional climate.
of the data base.

One can draw this conclusion from three portions

First,

the young office.:• who are most directly

affected by recent societal changes still

profess to accept the

27
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traditional ideal of Duty-Honor-Country.

They also complain with

seeming sincerity about any deviations they see between ideal and
actual standards.

Also, and consistent with the outlook of the stereo-

type of the better informed and somewhat skeptical youth of today,
the junior officers are prompt to criticize substandard performance.
And some of them,

according to their owu perceptions,

are williug

to accommodate to the norm of the group even though the norn, be less
than ideal.

Second,

the military has not lately changed its traditional

ideal standards and there was no suggestion put forth from the officers
queried that it

should.

"ticket punching,"

Third,

the system which touts "zero defects,"

and preoccupation with "measurable trivia" that

most officers seemed concerned about was devised by senior officers,
not by junior officers.

If recent trends from the outside have

affected directly the value scale of senior officers,
for such change did not surface during this study.
conclude that there appears to be little

the mechanism

One must therefore

justification for blaming the

bulk of the imperfections extant in our profession on the general
trends which some sociologists discern in our society or which plague
the outside world in general.
4.

Possible Impact of the Climate on the Future of the Army.

The existing climate includes a hardy potential for improvement
in that there is

public acceptance of the traditional ideals of the

professional soldier, and an apparently genuine dissatisfaction with
imperfections.
self--correcting.

However,

the present climate does not appear to be

The human drives for success and for recognition by
28
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seniors,

sustained if not inflamed by the systems of reward and manage-

ment which cater to immediate personal success at the expense of a long

"term consolidation of moral and ethical strength, would appear to
perpetuate if not exacerbate the current environment.
will not cure the disease.

Time alone

The fact also that the leaders of the

future are those who survived and excelled within the rules of the
present system militates in part against the initiation of any selfstarting incremental return toward the practical application of ideal
values.

It

is

impossible to forecast future institutional climates

with any degree of reliability.

Nevertheless,

it

to state as consequences of the present climate:
self-deception because it
mation; it

is

not unreasonable

it

is

conducive to

fosters the production of inaccurate infor-

impacts on the long term ability of the Army to fight and

win because it

frustrates young,

idealistic, energetic officers who

leave the service and are replaced by those who will tolerate if

not

condone ethical imperfection; it is corrosive of the Arm'Y's image
because it

falls short of the traditional idealistic cede of the

soldier--a code which is
modern free society; it
leaders because it

the key to the soldier's acceptance by a
lowers the credibility of our top military

often shields them from essential bad news; it

stifles initiative, innovation, and humility because it
perfection or the pose of perfection at every turn; it

demands
downgrades

technical competence by rewarding instead trivial, measurable,
fillipg accomplishments; and it

quota-

eventually squeezes much of the inner

satisfaction and personal enjoyment out of being an officer.
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PART IV
A.

CONCLUSIONS AND CONCEPTS FOR SOLUTION

-

CONCLUSIONS.

1.

The ideal standards of ethical/moral/professional behavior as

epitomized by "Duty-Honor-Country"
as proper,
2.

meaningful,

are accepted by the Officer Corps

and relevant for the Army of today.

There are widespread and often significant differences between

the ideal ethical/moral/professik,nnl
mized by Duty-Honor-Country--and
3.

standards of the Army--as epito-

the prevailing standards.

The varlances between the ideal standards and the actual or

operative standards are perceived with striking similarity by the
cross section of officers queried during the conduct of this study.
4.

The officers queried,

in

general,

and the junior officers in

/

particular, were concerned about the unethical practices they observed
and were eager to do their part in
5.
ligent.

by t

The junior officers as a group were vigorous,

energetic,

intel-

and dedicated; and were intolerant of substandard performance

subor?.r
si•
6.

correcting the situation.

.es, peers, or superiors.

There was no significant evidence that contemporary sociological

pressures--which are everpresent--were primary causes of the differences
between the ideal and the actual professional climate in
problems are for the most part internally generated;
vanish automatically as

the Army; the

they will not

war in Vietnam winds down and the size of

the Army decreases.
7.

"Ethical behavior"'and "military competence"

assigned duties) are clost

nterrelated,

30

(knowledge of

and inadequate performance

FI
in one area contributes to inadequate performance in the other.

This

demonstrates the importance of professional ethics to long range
mission accomplishment.
8.

The Army rewards system focuses on the accomplishment of

short term, measurable,

and often trivial tasks, and neglects the

development of those ethical standards which are essential to a healthy
profession.
9.

The degree of deviation below ideal standards is

"military competence"
10.

greater in

than in "ethical behavior."

The most frequently recurring specific themes describing the

variance between ideal and actual standards of behavior in the Officer
Corps include:

selfish, promotion-oriented behavior; inadequate

communication between junior and senior; distorted or dishonest
reporting of status, statistics, or officer efficiency; technical or
managerial incompetence; disregard for principles but total respect
for accomplishing even the most trivial mission with zero defects;
disloyalty to subordinates; senior officers setting poor standards
of ethical/professional behavior.
11.

The communication between junior and senior is

inadequate;

the junior feels neglected and the senior is often out of touch with
reality.

Junior officers believe that lieutenant colonels and colonels

in particular do not listen to them; they talk "to" rather than "with"
them.
12.

The present climate is not conducive to retaining junLor

officers who place strong emphasis on principle rather than expediency.
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13.

Variances between ideal and actual standards are condoned, if

not engendered, by certain Army policies regarding officer evaluation,
selection for promotion, career concepts and assignment policies, and
information reporting systams.
14.

The present climate is not self-correcting, and because of

the nature and extent of the problem, changes must be credibly instituted and enforced by the Army's top leadership.
15.

Correcting the climate will require more than superficial,

transit,)ry measures.

The climate cannot be corrected by admonitions.

Concrete irodification of the systems of reward and punishment to support
adherence to the time-honored principles of an Army officeer is required.
B. CONCEPTS FOR SOLUTION.
1. General.
Any organization must perform three functions to survive:

a. It must accomplish its day-to-day tasks with effectivenessI
b. It must select and train competent and dedicated people to be
its future leaders.
c. It maust accomplish the above through means that are consistent
with its basic philosophy, its ideals and traditions, and its self image.
The professional climate of the Army today indicates that item c
is being handled inadequately, and the adequacy of the syste'm for
supporting item b may be in doubt.
32

Item a is also suffering to some

degree,

1

.n that there is presently a gap between real accomplishments

and reported accomplishments in many areas of activity including such
variety as:

readiness status of aircraft, body count, status, AWOL

rate, and CHtI scores.

There is

a close relationship between military

competence and ethical behavior.
Corrective measures which are designed to improve the present
climate must be attentive to each of the Lhree listed functions.
2.

Criteria for Corrective Measures.

a.

The need for change,

plans for change,

and consequences of

change must be known to all officers.
b.

Each corrective measure must be compatible with all other

elements of the total package of corrective measures.
c.

Corrective measures should be identifiable so that their imple-

mentation can be monitored and periodic feedback provided.
d.

Corrective measures should be reasonably self-sustaining--

enduring without constant admonition--if designed to effect long term
changes.

e.

If

designed to cause draumatic short term gains, measures should

be capable of being clearly enunciated, easily understood, and free of
significant counter-productive side effects.
f.

If

designed to cause immediate results,

they must be compatible

with the predicted domestic and fiscal environments of the next: few
years:

they cannot be extraordinarily expensive or count:er to the

realities of contemporary society.
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g.

Corrective measures must be so clearly stated that they cannot

be misinterpreted as an additional statistical burden instead of a
healthy part of a worthwhile solution.
h.

Changes cannot be predicated upon any fundamental changes in

human behavior or basic value scales.

3.

Areas for Implementing Correcti-e Measures.

a.

The Isolation of Possible Areas for Corrective Actions.

Analysis of the data revealed variances between ideal and actual
standards.

These variances had components,

intermixed, of both

ethical and job-skill derivation.
selfish-ambitious behavior
distortion of reports
technical incompetence
etc.
The atte-ipt to iso ate causative factors confirmed the difficulty
of difiterentlaiLng between cause and effect.

Reliance on
statistical

indicators

Competition
for perfect,
well-rounded
career

Incomplete
job knowledge

Rapid
rotation
34
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However,

certain characteristics of the professional climate

appeared to warrant special attention as being important and susceptible to change by the Army.

Areas of particular interest as possible

areas for corrective action included:
° Improving honest communicatioa between junior and senior.
o

Providing stability in assignments.

o

Placing emphasit

o

Rewarding important,

on development of expertise.
ethical behavior and de-emphasizing the

importance of short term trivial accomplishments.
o

Taking some of the edge out of competition for promotion.

* Revising the officer efficiency reporting system.
From these broad areas, specific recommendatlons--each formulated
to address one or more of the undesirable facets of the existing
climate--were developed.
b.

Aplicability of Corrective Measures.

Some of the factors which

contribute to the perceived differences between ideal and actual standards
are amenable to rather quick change through nothing more than alteration
(Time in grade for promotion to captain

of Army policies or procedure-.

is an example of this type of corrective measure.)

Other factors may be

partially su...uptible to administrative or procedural solution within
the Army,

although che results of the corrective measures may not be

felt for months or years.

(Modification of the efficiency report form,

or altering service school curricula to include subjects on ethical
behavior are examples of this type of corrective measure.)
contributing factors,

Other

such as the intense ambition to succeed, may not

35

b3 amenable to change, or may not be totally bad.

Corrective factors

must be destrned ai-und unalterable behavioral or societal trends in
order to canaiLz

the .orce of such trends into productive,

ethical

patterns or at luast to minimize their deleterious impact by not
rewarding their continuation.
where the only yardstick is
less statistics,
statistics,

(Not rewarding the winner of contests

the accumulation of trivial or meaning-

regardless of the means used to generate the

is a fitting example.)

Because of the previously mentioned interrelationships among the
many facets of ethical and technical performance,
positive qide effect.m
Some of these s,•c cth
term quantificario•

there should be

,rhm all properly framed corrective measures.
ts will be subtle and not subject to short
(As an example,

some form of peer rating as an

adjunct to the present efficiency report system might eventually
dampen selfish buhakrior and sharpen technical skills among competitors, as well as pro,-ide a better picture of the quality of the officer
being evaluated.)
Based on tle type and magnitude of the perceived variances from
ideal standards,

analysis by the study group of those Army policies

and practices most susceptible to being modified without unacceptably
counter-productive side effects, suggestions derived from solutionoriented seminars at the US Army War College, and the specific criLeria
listed in paragraph 2 above, a variety of corrective measures should
be considered.-

Some will appear suitable for immediate implementation.

Some should be tested with a view toward later acceptance,
36
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PART V

A.

-

RECOMMENDATIONS

GENERAL.
The variables addressed in this study are human value systems and

individual motivations.

Defects in

defy simplistic solution.
presented as a panacea.

recommended

These recommendations,
Nevertheless,

to warrant consideration.
identified as being:

the existing professional climate
therefore,

are not

each of the items listed appears

They are grouped in

three categories and

recommended for implementation soonest (RFI);

for implementation

in some form on a trial

basis (ITB);

or recommended for further study to determine feasibility and practicability

(RFS).

The rationale,

for each recommendation

feedback system,

and pertinent remarks

are included in Table V-I.

Specific recom-

mendations are listed under broad headings but each recommendation
has ramifications which cover other parts of the solution spectrum.

B.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS.
1.

Disseminate to the Officer Corps the pertinent findings of

this study by means such as:
a.

Sending this report,

or appropriate portions of it,

indorsed by the Chief of Staff,

to key generel officers in

suitably
the Army.

(RFI)
b.
of

Including the subject of professional ethics in

the servce schools,

the curricula

using appropriate sections of this study as

part of the background material.

(RFI)
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c.

Including the substance of this study as a topic for the next

Army Commanders'
d.

Cunference.

(RFS)

Developing, through use of suitable professional agencies,

written questionnaire which focuses on officer value systems.

a

Admin-

ister the questionnaire over a period of years at the Advanced Courses,
USACGSC,

and USAWC to generate a data base, assess trends, and keep

the issue of individual and group values alive.
2.

(RFS)

Promote an atmosphere conducive to honest communication between

Junior and senior officers by means such as:
a.

Providing instruction in individual and group comrmunications

at USACGSC and USAWC.
b,.

Removing wherever possible statif.-ical competition or fixed

quotas within organizations (bond and fund drive competitions,

OCS/

USMA applicant quotas); and resorting wherever practicable to the
"pass-fail" system of formal rating without numerical scores for
organizational inspections or tests.

(ICMMI-TPI-AGI-ORI ratings, etc.)

(RFS)
c.

Eliminating Junior Officer Councils except for those groups

of officers who are in student or essentially transient status.

(RFS)

3.

Outline standards for counseling of subordinates by means such as:

a.

Providing instruction on counseling subordinates (defined in the

broad sense of providing aid and guidance across the whole range of
professioualism through pers3nal communication of ideas and attitudes)
at the Advanced Courses and the USACGSC.

(RFS)
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b.

Publishing a suitable text, possibly in Department of the Army

Pamphlet format, outlining the need and explaining the methods for
counseling subordinates and permitz:ng them to participate in the
dialogue.
4.

(RFS)

Provide continuing motivation for the competent and facilitate

elimination of the substandard performers by means such as:
a.

Providing to outstanding colonels

(perhaps 10 percent of those

retiring in any year group) at retirement, a promotion to brigadier
general ("Tombstone Promotion").

(Have a Department of the Army

selection board make the list of promotees.)
b.

Simplifying the administrative procedures for elimination of

officers from the Service.
c.

(RFS)

Having pro-notion boards also serve as sqreening boards for

candidates for elimination from the Service.
d.

(RFI)

(RFS)

Upgrading the academic challenge at Advanced Courses and

eliminating from the Service those who fail to meet reasonable
academic or traditional ethical standards.
5.

(RFS)

Enforce adherence to standards, with seuior officers setting

the example by means such as:
a.

Taking immediate disciplinary action againet officers whi•

violate ethical standards.

Facilitate this by simplifying judicial

procedures as appropriate.

(RFI)

b.

Providing each officer upon commissioning with a hard-bound

copy of a spocial text which will include The Armed Forces Officer,
the Officer's Creed, a message from the Chiel of Staff, and other
40

appropriate documents which set enduring standards of professionalism.
(RFI)
c.

Establishing uniform standards for those practices which now

are subject to interpretation and vary between units or posts,
which are amenable to Army-wide policies.
prescriLz

d.

'rrtment

(The recent haircut standard

of the Army is one example of a step in the

Promulgating an Officer's Creed which will serve to highlight

and summarize the ethical standards of the Officer's Corps.
as Inclosure 2.)
e.

and

(Attached

(RFI)

Providing for attendance at special short courses at branch

schools and the USACGSC for selectees to brigadier general to enhance
their skills relevant to communication with junior officers as well as
to ensure their currency on technical matters.

(he. example of these

brigadier general selectees is especially meavingful in determining the
value systems of the professional climate.)

(RFS)

6.

Focus on the development of measurable expertise by means such as:

a.

Including acceptable completioi of a written examination on

common and branch material subjects as a prerequisite to attendance at
the USACGSC or equivalent schools.
b.

(RFS)

Including an additional commissioned grade--such as senior

captain--between the present 0-3 aud 0-4 grades.

Modify the TOE grade

levels so that this grade would be authorized for the commander of
company size units.
c.

(RFS)

Encouragiag initiative and learning by experience through

public recognition that human activities are not susceptible to complete
41
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statistical measurement,

that mistakes in training are expected, and

that--while perfection may be a long term goal--the concept of "zero
defects" is not applicable to all aspects of management.
7.
include

(RFS)

Revise certain officer assignment priorities and policies,

to

-licy regarding the duration and essentiality of command tours

by means such as:
a.

Assigning all lieutenant colonels and colonels to To"' command

positions by name from OPD after suitable OPD selection board action.
(RFI)
b.

Placing higher priorities for assignment of USACGSC and SSC

graduates to service schools,

training centers,

and ROTC staffs; and

spreading the concentration of talent now in Headquarters,
of the Army out to the field.

c.

(RFI)

Requiring commanders to submit a letter of explanation--after

Si~e fact--whenever a commander is
the prescribed minimum tour.
by OPD.)
d.

Department

removed prior to his completing

(All command assignments will be made

(RFI)
Making stability in command positions at battalion and brigade

level first among assignment and military education priorities.

(OPD

will not reassign battalion or brigade commanders before completing a

prescribed minimum tour unless relieved for cause by the local commander.

Continuity in command will take precedence over attendance at

any military school for which the officer is selected.
will be deferred without prejudice.)
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(RFI)

His schooling

a.

Removing from the optimum career patterns for combat arms

officers the requirement that to advance rapidly in grade they must
command both at battalion and brigade level as well as serve on high
level staffs.

(This permits longer command tours, while still

equal advancement opportunity to officers speci•lizing

giving

in other areas

of vital importance not associated with tactical operations or high
levil staff.)
f.

(RFI)

Reducing to a minimum,

or elirinating entirely for all grades

below 0-6, the "nominating" of officers for assignments and the
honoring of "by name" requests.

(RFS)

8. Revising the officer evaluation system by means such as:
a.

Including as a supplementary input to officer efficiency files

the results of peer ratings.

These ratings would be compiled from

periodic solicitations by mail from Headquarters, Department of the
Army of comments from selected officers (none of whom would be serving
in the same organization at the time of solicitation) on those contemporaries with whom they have served in past assignments.

Integrate

the peer evaluations with the ratings of the rater and indorser.

(ITB)

b. Reassessing as a matter of continuing priority all facetsincluding basic assumptions--of the system of officer evaluation,
including:

the role of the efficiency report in making assignments;

the possible role of the indorsing officer as an evaluator of the
rating officer as well as an evaluator of the rated officer; the
weight and nature of the indorsing officer's comments and entries when
his duties obviously preclude intimate knowledge of the rated officer;
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and the possibility of designing different efficiency report forms for
different officer grade level groupings

(such as one rather concise

form for 0-1 through 0-3, another form for 0-4 and 0-5,
and one for general officers).
9.

one for 0-6,

(RFS)

Revise the concept of officer career patterns by means such as:

See other items.

10.
a.

Revise promotion policies by means such as:
Eliminating or modifying the "secondary zone" promotion so that

the opportunity for accelerated promotion of certain officers is retained
but the "5 percent" aspect is omitted by extending the "primary zone,"
reducing the -ate of selection, and omitting the "secondary zone."

(Pro-

visions will remain for retaining on active duty in grade those officers
who are competent but who are not suited for further promotion.)
b.

(RFI)

Returning the authority for promotion to captain to Headquarters,

]A

Department of the Army; and phasing back to the pre-Vietnam time in grade
requirement for promotion to captain.
c.

(RFI)

Enacting and announcing a policy that selection boards for

brigadier general will send partial lists of a group of final candidates
for selection to students at USACGSC and USAWC for comments.

The total

list would be 3 or 4 times the size of the authorized number of selectees.
Each student would--anonymously and holding his list in confidence--mark
one of five possible responses beside each name:

"I do not know this

colonel well enough tc give my opinion, or I do not want to express my
opi.nion; I know this colonel and he would make a superb general officer; I know this colonel and I would concur in his selection for general
44
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officer; I know this colonel, and I wouldn't have much confidence in
him as a general officer; I know this colonel and he should never be
promoted to general officer."

These results would be compiled and

returned to the president of the selection board for such use as he
sees fit.

(ITB)

d. Ensuring that promotion boards receive comprehensive instruc-L
tions which are compatible with announced policies of career pattern
and assignment priorities, and which do not in effect validate "ticket
punching" as the unique route to rapid promotion.
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(RI'S)

NO.

RECOMMENDATION

Disseminate to the Office? Corps

la

lb

IC

OBJECTIVE OF THE RECOMMENDATION

RATIONALE (STUDY

BASIS)

FOR THE

the pertinent findings of this

To Improve understanding of the
contemporary professional climate

study by means such asl

of the Aroy.

of the professional ethic must be aware
state o( affaire and must support any

lending this report, or appropriate
portions of it, suitably indorsed
by the Chiof of Staff, to key
general officers in the Arey. (RlI)

To make general officers aware of

Seniors set the standards; they are a

essential role in improving the
professional climate,

some cases deviate from ideal; they a
pressures for perfection and good news
ethical behavior.

Including the subject of professional ethics in the curricula of
the service' schools, using appro-

To focus attention on both the
fundamental nature of the problem
of professional ethics and some of

priate .ections of this study as
part of the background material.

the means of implementing solutions.

Awareness of the entire group regardi
recognise reality and accept responsib
implementing corrections is essential,
servic2 schools are conduits to the bhe

Including the substance of this

Same as lb above.

their unique and absolutely

both behavioral theory and the specific
this study shay that the group that i8

of the problem because they set standa

Officer Corps.
Same as ib above.

study as a topic for the next Army

Commanders'

Id

Conference.

(lUS)

Developing, through use of suitable
professional agencies, a written
questionnaire which focuses on officar value systems. Administer the
questionnaire over a period of years

at the Advanced Courses, USACGSC,
and USA•C to genfrate a data base,
assess trends, and keep the issue of

Ind.
To focus attention on the problem as Development of continuing interest
both a practIcal and an academic
ip ethical behavior is needed; profess
matter for serious study by members scientists should study the problem in'
term data base will facilitate future
of the Officer Corps.
type. Little factual information is a
in usable and reliable form.

individual and group values alive.

(3ss)

2

Promote an atmosphere conducive to
honest conmunication between Junior

To improve communicacions within
the Officer Corps, particularly

That senior officers don't listen is
prevalent complaints among juniors.

and senior officers by means such
as:

between junior and senior.

Ie,
results is thal seniors are often
facts--uninformed. Instruction in iln
communications to one method of devel
sonal interest in the subject, to inc
introspection and empathy for others.

2a

Providing instruction in individual
and group counications at USACGSC
and USAMC.

Same as 2 above,

Many senior officer3 are considered bp
to be poorly informed. The senior is
listening--of talking "at" not "with"

2b

Removing wherever possible statistical competition or fixed quotas
within organizationp (bond and fund
drive competitions, OCS/USKA applicant
quotas); and resorting wherever

To encourage honest communication
(reporting) by minimiisng unhealthy,
non-productive competition in areas
that are o" little long-term importance, or that consume inordi-

Competition over "measurable trivia"
debilitating because it saps unit eneq
pensation save on the comander's OU '
ducive to lowering ethical standards. :
grades, particularly the junior offio•

piacticable to the "pass-fail" system

nate amounts of time and energy

this.

of formal rating without numerical

getting those last few points to

ing that scored so high in the specif•

scores for organisational inspections
(CHI-TPI-AGI-ORI ratings,
or testv.
etc.) (UPS)

It

is one rationale for the di

keqp the comander's record dleanest; descriptici of the present ethical cl1
and by asitsting in creating a
climate that is conducive to using
initiative and being free from

constant fear that a single mistake will edd a "career."

Figure V-I
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RATIONALE ISTUoY OASIS) FOR THE RECOMMENDATION

COMMENTS
IMPLEMENTATION
ANDONFEEDBACK

REMARKS

i oth behavioral theory and the specific findingst othis study show that the group that is the clatodian
of the professional ethic must be ware of the true
state oa affairs and must support any required changes.

so
canes deviate from ideal; they also create
pressures for perfsction and good news which subvert
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wareness of the entire group regarding the nee,1 to
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implementing corrections is essential to changi'. The
service schools are conduits to the heart of the
Officer Corps.

Witt 4ta•tiA UAWAC in AY 71.

Seniors set the standards; they are a major source

of the problem because they set standards which in

oe
m

s lb above.

Dvelopment of continuing interest and study of treauds

1p ethical behavior ir needed; professional behavioral
scientists should study the problem in depth; long
era data base will facilitate future studies of this
type.
Little factual information is available today
in usable and reliable form.
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Many senior officers are considered by their juniors
to be poorly informed. The senior is accused of not
listenlng--of talking "at" not "with" his subordinates

Competition over "measurable trivia" is professionally
debilitating because it saps unit energy with no compensation save on the commander's OER. It is conducive to lowering ethical standards. Officers of all
grades, particularly the junior officers, recognized

this.

It is one rationale for the dishonest report-
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at, description of the present ethical climate.
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RECOMMENDATION

OBJECTIVE OF THE RECOMMENDATION

RATIONALE (STUDY BASIS) FOR THE RECOMME

1c

IClinaingtni Junior Officer Councils
except for those groups of officers
who are in student or essentially
transient status, (M18)

To emphasize that taking care of
subordinates is a responsibility of
the chain of command,

Looking out for the welfare of subordinates, as
as coemunicating with them, were major variancess
ideal standards destribed in both quantitative
qualitative data,

3

Outline standards for counseling
of subordinates by means such ast

To give recognition to the problem of
counseling and to outline techniques,

Junior officers in particular expect to receive
in both technical and ethics', matters.

33

Providing instruction on counseling
subordinates (defined in the broad
sense of providing aid and guidance
across the whole range of professionalism through personal comunication of ideas and attitudes) at the
Advanced Course* and the USACGSC.

Sue as 3 *bove.

Counseling is a method for imparting standards
as opening channels of communicaton.
Both of
areas were described consistently as requiring
tion. Effective counseling techniques are a a
subject for any level of education.

3b

Publishing a suitable text, possibly
in Department of the Army Pamphlet
format, outlining the need and
explaining the methods for counseling
subordinates and permitting theo to
(UFS)
participate in the dialogue.

Same

Same as 3a above.

Provide continuing motivation for
the c;tent
and facilitte elimination of the substandard performers by
Man such as:

To improva the overall quality and
effectiveness of the Officer Corps.

as 3 above.

an outstanding manner; and prompt actionn tkkeau
who are inapt or disinterested.

S~those
4a

Providing to outstanding colonels
(perhaps 10 percent of those retiring
in any year group) at retirement, a
promotion to brigadier general
("Tombstone Promotion").
(Have a
Department of the Army selection
board make the list

Officers of all gtades complained that substan
officers were being retained.
Junior officers
intolerant of peers as well as seniors who did
measure up. Logically, there should be public
wtion
and reward for those who cootinue to pee
n

To provide recognition as well as an
additional incentive for colonels of
outstanding quality who are not
selected for promotion to general
officer grade while on active duty.

Same as 4 above,

To improve the quality of the Officer
Corps by facilitating the relief from
active duty of those officers whose
protessional competence or moral/
behavior is below standard.

Officers believed th cuat
mbersome
ad
udnistrat
t
cedures hampered the elimination of unaccept
officers. "Deadwood" at the 0-6 level as welI•
junior officer level was mentioned %epeateOly
Sae as 4b above.

of promotees.)

(RFI>

4b

Simplifying the administrative procedures for elimination of officers
from the Sarvice. (RUS)

Iethical

4C

Having promotion boards also serve
as screening boards for candidates
for elimination from the Service,
(iFS)

To provide a regularly scheduled
procedure for determining which
officers vere not performing well
snouglt to justify retention on duty.

4d

Upgrading the academic challenge at
Advanced CourseS ani eliminating from
the Service those who fail to meet
reasonable academic or traditional
ethical standards.
(UFS)

To improve the.'quality of the Officer Officers at the Advanceu uourses complained t
Corps by eliminating those officers
were not academically challenged, that there I
who, early in their career, do not
among them who were recognized by the class
display the aptitude or the desire to and that in some instances disciplinary acti4
meet minimum standards.
been taken against those who had been unethii
behavior,
Figure V-i (Continued)
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NO.

OBJECTIVE OF THE RECOMMENDATION

RECOMMENDATION
senior officers setting the exampXi

climate of the Army.

by means such as,

5a

Taking immediate dinciplinary action
against officers who violate ethical
standurds. Facilitate this by

To narrow the gap between ideal and
actual standards by enforcing publicly
strict adherence to accepted ethical

simpiifyirg judicial procedures as
appropriate.
(RFI)

standards.

RATIONALE (STUDY BASIS) FOR THE A
and above to set personally the stand•a.
they in theory subscribed was widely pa
key cause for disillusionment with, and
of, the Army's professional climate.
o
Officers
all grades,
but particular
tolerance
of ethical
officers, ofperceive
behavior as a basic hypocrisy in the a

Providing each
5
sbioning with a

ro improve the professional climate by Although Duty-Honor-Country is the ace
officer upon commishard-bound copy of a
roviding more specific guidelines for many officers felt that additional gui
needed. Several remarked that they had
aily conduct than now exist; and to
special "-xt which will include The
fo- move specific and definitive disc4
rovide a personal textbook which can
Armed Forces Officer, the Officer's
erve repeatedly as a convenient refCreed, a message from the Chief of
Staff, and other appropriate documentsa rence in individual study as well as
or lesson preparation.
which set enduring standards of pro(RFI)
feesionalism.

5

5C

Establishing uniform standards for
rhose practices which now are subject
to interpretation and vary between
units or posts, and which are amenable
(The recent
to Army-wide policies.
haircut standard prescribed by Department of the Army is one example of a
(StR)
step in the right direction.)

To preclude different units, posts,
and training activities from havir .
to grapple with the problem of mixed
standards that confuse the troops or
complicate enforcement.

There were numerous remarks that the
standards was greatly compli ated by p
interpretation of those regulations of..
sonal appearance which should have A
ance. Other, more subjective standards
mentioned as suitable targets for nart
of local criteria: awards and decorat
of punishment for infractions, etc.

5d

Promulgating an Officer's Creed which
will serve to highlight and summarize
the ethical standards of the Officer's
Corps.
(RFI)

To provide an easily understood
reference by which an officer could
be guided, along with other written
and unwritten codes, in the performance of his duties and the acceptence of his responsibilities.

Same as 5b above. Also specifically r
letter which directed this stidy.

5e

Providing for attendance at special
short courses at branch schools and
the USACGSC for selectees to brigadier
general to enhance their skills relevant to communication with junior
officers as well as to ensure their
(The
currency on technical matters.
example of these brigadier general
selectees is especially meaningful in
determining the value systems of the

To increase familiarity with the
current subject matter at the
level and to assist in mainteuling
communication with junior officee'ý
at the service schools.

The problem of senior officers being
the ideas, attitudes, and difficultie
officers surfaced repeatedly. Greater.4
both the technical and psychologica~l
offcred as one solution to the probl
isesving orders with which compliance

profeseicnal climate.)

6

(RFS)

improve both technical performance
on the development of measurable To
Focus
and
ethical
behavior by developing
expertise by means such as:
on subject
and concentratine
skills
matter.

I6

Including acceptable completion of a
written examination on common and
branch material subjects as a prerequisite to attendance at the
USACGSC or equivalent schools.

o define required knowledge and to
timulate essential learning.

The quantitative analysis indicated
slightly greater
variance
be.
ceive
compete
in "military
actual a standards
"ethical behavior."

Further analysia.

same as 6 above.

(RFS)

'Figure V-1 (Continued)
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RATIONALE (STUDY BASIS) FOR THE RECOMMENDAT1O

NO,

RECOMMENDATION

OBJECTIVE OF THE RECOMMENDATION

6b

Including an additional cotmAiosion.,d
Srade.--such as senior capt.in--betwaen
the present 0-3 and 0-4 grades. Modify the TOE grade levels so that this
grade would be authorized for the com(BPS)
mender of company size units.

To permit greater experience and
competence at the company 'level
without precluding frequent opportunity for promotion during early
years of service,

The complexities and responsibilities at the company g
level have increased while the experience levels
of company officers have decreased. Job skills at
company level are necessary to ensure that ethical
standards are supported by technical competenco.

6C

Encouraging initiative and learning
by experience through public recotnition that human activities are not
susceptible to complete statistical
measurement, that mistakes in training
are expected. and that--while perfection may be a long term goal--the
concept of "zero defects" is not
applicable to all aspect$ of management. (RPS)

To reduce the pressure to obtain
perfection in all measurable activities and thereby facilitate learning and honest reporting.

The striving for immediate perfection and a perfect
record were viewed as stifling initiative, focusin&
loyalty primarily upward, and discouraging the
passing of bad news. Perversion of the role of
statistical indicators set the stage for p)or
senior-subordinate relations and put emphasis on
form instead of content.

7

Revise certain officer, assignment
Xriorities and policies, to include
policy regarding the duration and
essentiality of conmand toursrby means
such as•

To improvestability in assignments@
assist in the development of expertise
apply officer talent where it is most
needed; and improve interptrsonal
relationships by reducing turbulence.

Rapid rotation of officers is a primary cause of
both ethical misbehavior and technical incompetence.
(See Figure 111-1, p 22.) There was a consensus
amotig officers queried that more talent Ehould be
assigned to the field, particularly to the initial
entry points and standard-setting posts 'uch as
training centers, ROTC, end service schools.

7a

Aseigning all lieutenant colonels and
colonels to TOE command positions by
name from OPD after suitable 0PD
selection board action. (RFI)

To ensure stability in conmand duties
at battalion and brigade level; place
selected officers in command positions
and relieve the field commander from
having to make these selections.

Rapid rotation of coemandetrs was seen as a primarcause of rany of the variances from the ideal. Part
of the problem stems from the need to complete a
command tour, or "get that ticket punched."

7b

Placing higher priorities for assignMent of USACGSC and SSC graduates to
dervice schools, training centers, and
ROTC staffs; and spreading the concentration of t~lefit now in Headquarters,
epartmant of the Army out to .the
(RFI)
field.

To place a greater number of outstandIng officers in positions where they
can set standards for junior officers.

Many officers indicated that the clustering of tjo

7C

Requiring commanders to submit a
letter of explanation--after the
fact--whenever a commander is removed
prior to his completing the prescribed
(All command assignminimum tour.
ments will be made by OPD.) (RFI)

To reduce any arbitrary relief of
retainirg the
commanders while still
local prerogative of removing from
command those ofticers who are not
preforming satisfactorily.

Measures that give at leapt psychological
security to commanders should relieve some of
the pressure for daily perfectiot which nbv
pervades in many organizations and is the source
of some dishonest reporting and unrealistic
demands on subordinates.

7d

To provide maximum stability in
Making stability in command positions
command assignments,
at battalion and brigade level first
among assignment and military education
(OPD will not reassign
priorities.
battalion or brigade commanders before
completing a prescribed minimum tour
unless relieved for cause by the local
Continuity in coand will
commander.
take precedence over attendance at any
military school for which the officer
is selected, His schooling will be
deferred without prejudice.) (RFI)

• ,
talent ia Washington was depriving the field of
essential leadership and at the same time was
isolating future senior officers from the realitie
of the times. Junior officer retention seems to be
closely related to the quality of field grade
officers assigned to training centers, etc.

Stability in command assignments means both
technical competence as well as improved
senior-subordinate relations.

Figure V-1 (Continued)
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RAtIONALE'(STUDY BASIS) 'FOR THE RECOMME
Transitory conmnanders fearful of making an ertor"
and not welIl grcvded in appllicable management,
'
tochiricall or cperational procedures were f'he
subject of comments fr.)%officers of all gradqa'.;;
Command is viewei m')re often as a necessary
"ticket" (with satisfying moments interspersed'.
among frustrating and unralenting pressure) tbran
as an oppor'tunity to demonstrate leadership anid
refurbish skills.

Reducing to a minimum, or eliminating
To permit OPD to apply officer talent
Officers appear piverccupied with the 'next"
entirely for all grades below 0D-6,the irtema
fetv
anri
re~asgmnt,
AT14 "getting exposure." Within the
__temotefetvanenre
as~m
"1nominating" of officers for asesigncontext of being as responsive as possible to
h ne~c~s of the ser~iee as
- me
of "by namet
honoring
ment and the
reuets
(S)well requess.
preference for ly~pe of assignment*'
(M)OPD as develop future senior officeri . an officer's
should make all but the extremely sensitive.
assagnments on the basis of record and potenti
not by "rame."
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8b

Revising the officer evaluation
To refine the o'~jec~tives and methods
system by means such ast
of the system of evaluating officers.
Including as a supplementary innut to
of ficer efficiency files ths results of T~oobtain a move accurate evaluation
ratngs
Thse atigs oul be
of the total officer than is d~rived
peer rtns
Thsraigwolbe
from ratings by superiors alonei and
compiled from periodic soliuitations bytofcssmateto ontene
mail from Headquarters, Diepartment of
tufcssmateto
nt
eneed
rmyof ron eleted
to consider to aowae degree the meho
the
cmmets
comihhs
officers (none of whom' would be servinganofcrueto
in the same organization at the time of missions.
solicitation) on thosa contemporaries
with whom they have served in past
assignments. Inte~cate the peer evaluations with the ratings of the rater
and indorser. (ITB)

The officer evaluation system was the su'bject
more specific. comments than any other 4l tem disc
during the period of this study effort.

Reassessing as a matter of continuing
Same as8 above.
priority all facets-including basic
assumptions--of the system of officer
evaluation, including: the role of the
efficiency report in making assipnments; the possible role of thi
indorsing officer as an evaluator of
the rating officer aswell as an evaluator of the rated officer; the weight

Same as 8 above.

OZficera noted that supericrs get only nr. q~de
of the pict~ure, and that a man's ethical behavia
s"rofnkowtotisurfae
ndee
i
oeotnkont
i
uo~iae
n
than to his seniors.

a
The efficiency report system drives many aspect
the formulation of the prolessional climate.

and nature of the indorsing officer'sI
comments and entries when his duties
obviously preclude intimate knowledge
of the rated officer; and the possibility of designing different
efficiency report forms for different
grade level groupings (such as one

rather concise form for 0-1 throughi
0-3, another form for 0-4 and 0-5, onp.
for 0-6, and one for general officers.)

Figure
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Transitory commanders fearful of making an error
and not wall grounded in appslicable management,
tethnical, or opersti'nsl procedures .er 'the
subject of coments from officers of ali grades.
Command is viewed more often as a necessary
"tickp." (witt. satisfying moments interspersed
among frustrating and unrelenting pressure) than

as an opportunity tr. demonstrate leadership and
refurbish skills,

Officers appear preoccupied witb the "next"

assignment, and "getting exposure." Within the
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OBJECTIVE OF THE RECOMMENDATION

RATIONALE (STUDY BASIS) FOR THE RECOMME

To ensure that the promotion system
iih geared to the needs of the service

Promotion policies, or officers' understanding
promotion policies, are the basis for a variest

Revise the concept of officer career
patterns by means such as:
See other items.

0 such roas i
ass

and that counterproductive side
individual and institutionalized activities.
Eliminating or modifying the "seconder effects are minimized.
"ticket punching" syndrome derives primarily f
1 Elimin
ona
tiong or
modiyin the
seo ndartyl
what officers perceive to be the requirements
for accelerated promotion of certain
To retain the concept of rapid
rapid advancement in grade.
advancement of outstanding officers
officers is retained but the "5 peradanement
o
staedig
officers
Most officers queried believe that the batter
while reducing to some degree the
cent"aspect is omitted by' extending
the "primary zone," reducing the rate
intense drive foe a "perfect record." officers should receive recognition in the fe
•uf selectiotn, and omittin8 the
of relatively fast promotion. However, the pr
-1secondary
zone.", (Provisions will
ent "secondary zone" format appears to foste,:
competition for "ticket punching" and perfect
remain for retaining on active duty
~in
who are
io grade th~ose officers
ramong
the top quality *officers wbo would ema
eventually through a-lass instantaneous and t
competent but who are not suited for
further promotion.)
(RFI)
process.

0a

•

10lb

Returning the authority for promotion
to ctaing

tHeaut

rty

r

promot

To standardize criteria for promotion

The lieutenants and captains themselves were

of the Army; and phasing back to the
ein grads requirement
p
for promotion to captain.
(RFI)

and to allow officers to serve longer
as lieutenants so they can better
learn their jobs.

principal advocates of this recommendation.

To improve the selection process for
available
brigadier general by making results
of
to the promotion board the
the assessment of prime candidates by
successful field grade officers.

Peers and subordinates are often perceptive J
of the motivations and character of their sBal
particularly when their co•meants are consolid4
There were frequent overtones of concern amonj
officers in the sample that some of the unscrI
pulous "ticket punchers" were advancing more
rapidly than the mnre deserving and just as
competent "solid citizens."

toapanto Hleadquar ters,

l

C

Department

and announcing a policy that
Enacting
e
d
r
i
sselection
general
boards
forr brigadier
u
po
final candidates for selection
students at USACGSC and USAWC for
The total list would be 3
comments.
or 4 times the size of the authorized
number of selectees. Each student
would--anonymously and holding his list
in confidence--mark one of five possible responses beside each name: "I do
not know this colonel well enough to
give my opinion, or I do not want to
express my opinion; I know this colonel
and he would make a superb general
officer; I know this colonel and I
would concur in his selection for
general officer; I know this colonel,
and I wouldn't have much confidence in
him as a general officer; I know this
colonel and he should never be promoted
to general officer." These results
woiild be compiled and returned to tle
president of the selection board for
such use as he sees fit. (ITB)
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understanding of

promotion policies, are the basis for a variety of
individual and institutionalised activities. The
"ticket punching" syndrome derives primarily from
what officers perceive to be the requirements for
rapid advancement in grade.
Most officers queried believe that the better
officers should receive recognition in the form
of relatively fast promotion. However, the presant "secondary ione" format appears to foster
competition for "ticket punching" and perfection
among the top quality 'officers who would emerge
eventually through a&leos instantaneous and traumatic
process.
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Petrs and subordinates are often perceptive judges
of the motivations and character of their seniors,
particularly when their comments are consolidated.
There were frequent overtounea of concern among the
officers in the sample that some of the unscrupulous "ticket punchers" were advancing more
rapidly than the more deserving and just as
competent "solid citizens."
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RATIONALE (STUDY BASIS) FOR THE RECOMMENDATI

To ensure that the actual reward
system, of which promotion in a
major element, is compatibit with
th4 ideal standards of the Army.

Many officers believed that oart of the reason
for the variance between ideal and actual
standards, particularly in terms of ethical
behavior but also in term of military competence,
was caused by the Army's failure to keep the
rewards system in line with the long-term

UI•S)

ideal professional standards. Expertise and
integrity are perceived as being frequently
less important in the eyes of promotion boards
and rating officers than the ability to produce
a flood of perfect statistics.
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INCLOSURES

UNITED STATES ARWT
THE C.HiFF OF STAFF
18 April 1970
SUBJECT:

Analysis of Moral and Professional Climate in the Army

Commuandant
United States Army War College
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania

17003

1. Several unfavorable events occurring within the Army during the
past few years have been a matter of grave concern to me. These have
served to focus attention on the state of discipline, integrity,
morality, ethics, and professionalism in the Army.
2. By no means do I believe that the Army as an institution is in
a moral crisis. However, these incidents have emphasized the need
for a thorough review of certain areas and practices within the
Army, and an analysis may indicate that prompt, corrective actions
are necessa-iy.
3. To ensure that an analysis of the moral and professional climate
is conducted with the utmost thoroughness and mature perspective, I
am assigning the task to you. Using selected members of your own
staff, faculty, and students, I should like you to determine if we
have problems in these or related areas, and if so, how we might
correct them.

4. In making your study, I should like particularly to have developedI
an "Officers Code." If feasible, it would serve as a concise, easily
understood reference by which an officer would be guided in his daily
performance of duty. It would also serve to make him aware of the
value and need for unquestioned integrity, as well as be a guide for
recognizing and contending with compromising pressures. The "Officers
Code," as I envision it, would not be a substitute for regulations,
directives, or the Uniform Code of Military Justice. Its only purpose
would be to guide officers in exercising their authority and performing their duties.
5. The study is to be conducted basically by your people, as I have
mentioned, but I should like it to incorporate the views of junior as
well as senior officers. To facilitate this, I suggest you contact
Inclosure 1
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SUBJECT:

Analysis of Moral and Professional Climate in the Army

the commandants of the Command and General Staff College and the service schools at Benning, Sill, Knox, Eustis, and Hamilton and request
that they convene a selected small group of officers with varied experience from the advanced courses to address the central issues affecti.ng discipline, professionalism, integrity, ethics, and morality In
the Army. The opinions -f the faculty members and students will provide information from a wide cross section if ranks and experiences.
I have informed the CG CONARC and the Chief of Chaplains of this study
and the fact that you and your staff will deal directly with the commandants of the six schools.
6.

1 should like the resulL-. by 1 July 1Q70.

Is/ W. C. Westmoreland
It/ W. C. WESTMORELAN4D

General, United States ArmyI
Chief of Staff

I
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AN OFFICER'S CREED

I wMll give to the qelfless performance of my duty and my mission
the best that effort,
To this end,

thought,

and dedication can provide.

I will not only seek conti~UAlly

knowledge and practice of my profession,

to improve my

but also I will c:e-rcise the
with fair-

authority entrusted to me by the President and the C(.gress
ness,

justice,

patience,

and restraint,

respecting the dignity and

human rights of others and devoting myself to the welfare of

those

placed under my command.
In justifying and fulfilling the trust placed in me,

I will con-

duct my private life as well as my public service so as to be free
both from impropriety and the appearance of impropriety,

acting with

candor and integrity to earn the unquestioning trust of my fellow
soldiers--juniors,

seoxiors,

and associates--and employing my renk and

position not co serve myself but to serve my country and my unit.
By practicing physical and moral courage I will endeavor to
inspire these qualities in
ln all

others by my example.

my actions I will put loyalty to the highest moral princi-

ples and the United States of America above loyalty to organir •t ions,
interest.
my personal
persons, and

Inclosure 2
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METHODOLOGY

RESEARCH DESIGN.

MISSION.

The mission assigned for this study was to assess the

existing climate of professionalism in

today's Army,

giving particular

attention to the prevailing standards of professional competence and
moral/ethical behavior.
measures fr

4'hat

to outline

the solution of any problems which were identified.

PROBLEM DE•'INITION.
cluded

Inr•luded also was the requirement

Ax.extensive problem definition effort con-

the focus of the research effort should be upon the value

system of today's Army officer,

"value system" being defined as follows:

A personal value system is viewed as a relatively
permanent perceptual framework which shapes and
influences ýhe general nature of an individual's
behavior.
Values are similar to attitudes but are
more ingrained, permanent, and stable in nature.
Likewise, a value is seen as being more general and
less tied to any specific object than is the case
with many attitudes.
'Value' as used here is
ci ser to ideology or philosophy than it is to
attitude.
(England, 1967 b, p. 54)
Problem definition further led to the conclusion that,
point to solutions as wall as assess value systems,
should be designed around five basic questions.
amplifying comment,

in

order to

the research

These questions,

effort
and

follow:

FIRST:
WHAT ARE THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS OR IDEAL VALUES WHICH
TRADITIONALLY HAVE BEEN SET FORTH FOR THE ARMY OFFICER?
(Any profession
has a set of standards or code which serves to guide the decisions,
establish the competence levels, and direct the behavior of the members
of the profession.
'these va.lues define what should be done, how one
should act, what one should know, and so on.)
A-i

SECOND: WHAT ARE TWE ACTUAL STANDARDS 01 VALUES WHIiH CHANNEL THE
(For a variety of reasons, what should
OFFICER's THOUGHT AND BEHAVIOR?
One must ask if,
be done and what is done do not always correspond.
realistically, there is a second set of act'atl values differing from
the traditional or ideLl.)
THIRD:
STANDARDS,
ideal and
tolerable
have major

OF THE EXISTING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IDEAL AND ACTUAL
(Some differences between
WHICH ARE OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE?
act'aal values may be relatively insignificant, reflecting
or temporary variations.
Other differences, however, may
implications for the Army, both today and in the future.)

FOURTH:
WHAT FACTORS, CONDITIONS, SITUATIONS (BOTH INTERNAL AND
UNDERLIE THE MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWELiN IDEAL AND ACTUAL
STANDARDS?
(Many factors, both internal and exLernal to the Army,
cause differences between ic !rl and actual standards.
Some of these
factors impa,.t on only a few officers, as individuals; others, on the
Officer Corps as a whole.
It is difficult to identify and categorize
these factors.
Some are simultaneously cause and effect.
Others act
only in combination.
Nevertheless, these factors must be identified
and studied if one is to troubleshoot the "standards and vaiues"
aspect of pr6fessionalisin.)

EXTERNAL)

FIFTH:
BY WHAT MEANS CAN THE IDEAL AND ACTUAL VALUES OF THE
OFFICER CORPS BE MADE MORE NEARLY IDENTICAL?
(The Army, through
policy, procedure, and practice, has the capacity to influence some
of the factors which underlie the variance between ideal and actual
values.
Consider, for example, the present system of rewards and
punishments and the actions or behavior to which they are applied-or, consider the congruity and relative importance of individual and
organizational goals.)

CONCEPT OF RESEARCH.
tory study,

its

The present study was designed as an explora-

purpose being neither to test hypotheses nor to secrve

as a "pilot" study for a more concerted research effort,

but rather to

probe thE depth and breadth of the five basic qucstions derived from
problem definition.
culties in

,

Tnis concept recognizes the ever present

diffi-

defining and stodying the abstract concepts associated with

the- subject of "values."

(La Piere,

1954)

Perspective varies greatly as a function of rank and position.
Where appropriate,

therefore,

the study looked at questions from the
A-2

I

various grade levels shown in the data base model (FHgure

as

1[-1),

well as from the viewpoints of the three prime positiLons involved

the assessment of military man--senior,
In

subordinate,

in

and peer.

terms of the conceptual model for this study (Figure

11-2),

an

officer receives his value system from society and from his profession.

During the period of time normally preceding and including the act of
commissioning,

the aspiring officer,

through the process of indoctrina-

tion, receive§ or is exposed to the ideal values of the profession.
There then follows a much longer and indefinite period wherein,

through

the functioning of a system of rewards and punishments (formal-informal,
extrinsic-intrinsic),
extent, sustained.

the ideal values are,

to a greater or lesser

The present study focuses on the sustainment of

values rather than on the means whereby they are inculcated.
Through succ!ssive levels of the Army school system, officers of
varying sources of commission and then of differing branches of service
are intermingled.
the most part,

Missions and atmosphere are largely academic.

For

collective opinions from the Army school system do not

represent the vested interests of any particular functional group other
than that represented by the school.

Students,

in the absence of

specific organizational responsibilities and allegiances,
more freely than those in the Army mainstream.
mind,

can speak

With this fact in

the data for the present study were drawn largely from the Army

school system.
Qualitative data, expressed in conversation or in writing,
for varied,

unstructured,

provide

and perhaps original responses of s'it iments
A-3
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On the other hand, by structuring responses and forcing

and ideas.
4¥

them to a common numerical base,

quantitative data are produced which

make possible the comparison and manipulation of variables within
large amounts of information.

The present study used both quantitative

and qualitative data to take advantage of the positive featurec of each.
The relationship between the two types of data was held relatively
constant.

Qualitative assessments and quantitative measurements were

derived separately from each of the five basic ";uestions of the study.
DATA BASE SOURCES.

"Data base for this study was provided by a survey of appropriate
literature,

administration of a questionnaire,

and a series of inter-

views and group discussions.
LITERATURE SURVEY.
of this study,
and extracted.

As an initial step,

and throughout the duration

applicable reference material was collected,

This search, while not exhaustive, was sufficient for

the purposes of the study.

The following topics are indicative of the

search leads used in this review of the literature:
morality,

reviewed,

code of behavior,

sionail standards,

code of ethics,

professionalism,

attitudes, attitude change.

topics define the subject area surveyed.

values, ethics,

Collectively,

profesthese

References believed to be

must applicable are listed in the bibliogr;phy (Annex C).
As noted in the preface,
disciplinary in nature.

this study of professionalism is

inter-

Academic references were drawn largely from
A-4
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the areas of social psychology,

sociology,

Prime authors were Krech and Crutchfield,
England,

Jahoda,

Janowitz,

Stouffer,

and personnel management.
Cartwright and Zander,

Coates and Pellegrini,

Likert,

and Dunnette.
The central academic reference employed was a
thesis by Major James W. Tyler,

recent graduate-level

A Study of the Personal Value Systems

of US Army Officers and a Comparison with American Managers.
Visits to the Office of the Chief of Research and Development,
Behavioral Science Research Laboratory,
Directorate

and the Officer Personnel

revealed no on-going or programed research in

of professional value systtmj.

the

At these sources,

and in

Inventory Report of Studies with Personnel Implica!
evidence that any studies designed to "assess the

ns,

the area

the OU.CSPER
there was no

ite of profes-

sionalism" had been made previously at Department of the Army level.
The Office of Research,

United States Military Academy has con-

ducted value system research.

This research,

however relates

primarily to basic cultural values rather than to the values of
military professionalism.
Two Army studies,
systems,

although not specifically directed to value

were found to be highly relevant and applicable to the

present study.

A 1969 DCSPER study,

The Officer Efficiency

Reporting

System, outlined many of the shortcomings of the current officer
appraisal system as well as possible means of solution.
Institute's Career Motivation of Army Personnel--Junior

The Franklin
Officers'
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Duties provided a-means whereby many of the professional values of
junior officers could be at least inferred.

kUESTIONNAIRE.

Purpose.

As shown in the data base model of this study (Figure

If-i), the use of a questionnaire was one of the primary means for
collecting informuation considered essential.

The main purpose of the

questionnaire was to provide a quantitative assessment of the existing
climate of professionalism by furnishing numerical data which could be
displayed, compared, and manipulated analytically.

Design.

The questionnaire employed is attached at Appendix 1.

It was derived from the five basic questions of this study and was
designed to explore the breadth and depth of opinion and ideas
relating to these questions.

Part I requested biographical data.

This part included eight

variables which were intuitively felt to have bearing on perception of

professional values.

I
I

Part II provided a step-by-step approach to the measurement of the

differential or variance between ideal and actual standards.
asked for a gross overall estimate of the difference.

Item 9

Succeeding

questions asked the respondent to discriminate or differentiate from
his gross overall estimate to more specific evaluations.

This partic-

ular means of questioning, based upon the "funnel sequence" concept
of professional interviewers (Kahn and Cannell, 1957), was desigined
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to lead logically to discriminatory estimates of variance within each
of the many tasks or functions co.non to the typical officer's job.
Part III extended the general definition of value system into two
components,

professional competeace and ethical behavior,

then required

the respondent to move from the more general "grade level" perspective
of Items 10-13 to the specific senior, peer, and subordinate levels of
his last duty assignment.
Part IV measured the behavioral correlates of variance between
ideal and actual standards.

The functional areas listed in Items 20-54

were derived from the 54 job essentials or task behaviors developed by
Flanagan in his "Critical Incident Method" study of the job behavior of
officers (Dunnette,

1966).

Flanagan's job essentials define the behav-

ior or functions common to most officer jobs.

The functions selected

from his definitive listing were those considered to be most susceptible
to the influence of an officer's value system.
In addition to asking the degree of variance between ideal and
actual standards as they applied to each of the selected functions,
Part IV also asked that the respondent indicate the degree to which
this variance was important to the Army.

This "importance measure"

has been used previously in attitudinal research (England,
Tyler,

1969) and performs the highly useful purpose of distinguishing,

for example, between large differences of little
differences which,
•.1

1967 a;

although moderate,

significance and

are of great importanL'e.

Part IV further provided for an optional discriminatory
in permitting

the respondent

rc.sponse

to specify a particular grade lwovel
A-7

if he

felt that the variance for any function was significantly greater at
that level.

It was believed that if a sufficient number of respondents

(perhaps 25 percent) elected to specify a particular grade level for
ideal-actual variance within a single function, this would indicate
that grade level was an important factor in the perceived variance
for that function.
Part V asked for a more specific, more refined significance or
importance measure by requiring the respondent to solect the 3 or 4
function~s where he considered that variance was most important, and
then to indicate the one function where variance would merit a maximum
solution effort.
Part V also probed into the questions of cause and solution.

A

qualitative, narrative response mode was selected for this portion of
the questionnaire so as not to :estrict the respondent's consideration
of possible alternatives.

Part VI, the final portion of the questionnaire, permitted theI
respondent, at his option, to expand on any portion of the questionnaire, or to add any coimment believed to be of value to the study.

Analytical Plan.

Parts I-IV of the questionnaire were designed

for computer-assisted analysis which would produce the descriptive
statistics needed for quantitative assessment of the climate of professionalism.

>1

Accordingly, a basic anal-Itical tas1

das the computation

of the frequency, mean, standard deviation, and response choice per-

centage for each item in Parts I-IV.
A-8
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In Part 1, it was believed that a correlational analysis would
reveal relationships existing between biographical variables and
variables of grade level, chain of command position, and behavioral
functions.

An~ overall matrix of correlation was programsmed so as-to

check for possible relationships between any two measures in Parts I-IV.
A multiple regression analysis was used, testing Items 20-54
against Item 9.

By studying the resulting F values and multiple cor-

relation coefficients,

it would then be possible to determitte the

relationships between the behavioral functions and the perceived overall variance between ideal and actual standards.

This would detprmine

the appropriateness of using behavioral functions as a means of
studying variance between ideal and actual values.

Further, through

the resulting regression coefficients and T values,* it was hoped that
an assessment could be made of the relative strength of each of the
behavioral functions in predicting the ovqrall varlance as measured

by Item 9. WThile this operation would not establish a causal relation-I
ship, it could prove to be of considerable diagnostic value in
establishing solution priorities.

This portion of the regression

analysis was planned also to augment the importance measures discussedI
previously.
In an effort to reduce the 34 functions listed in Part IV to
those wherein variance was considered most important to the Army, a
v~ariation of the "Joint modal frequency" procedure employed by
England (Tyler, 1969) was planned.

This technique, employing the

difference scales and the importance scales of Part TV, would isolate
A-9

those functions wherein variation between ideal and actual standards
was considered t(i be of considerable magnitude as well as of considerable importance.

(This procedure is illustrated schematically in

Figure A-i on the following page.)
A final step in the plan for quantitative analysis of the questionnaire data called for a simple tally of the frequency with which
each of the behavioral functiorns was listed as "~most important," as
required by Part V. It was believed that these data, coupled with
the measures of the importance scales, the regression analysis, and
the joint modal frequency analysis, would provide an acceptýable answer
to an otherwise highly subjective area; i.e., the basic question of
which variances are of greatest importance to the Army.
Part V of the questionnaire also required a plan for qualitative
analysis to isolate the cause and solution alternatives expressed in
the narrative responses.

To accomplish this purpose, it was decided

to employ a rather cozmon content analysis or theme analysis procedure,
whereby a group of selected judges would first review the narratives,
then agree on recurring themes, then finally record the frequency
with which these themes appeared throughout the entire accumulation
of narrative comments.
Subjects.

Prior to administration, the questionnaire was

pretested twice with representative subject groups.

These tests

brought to light several weaknesses in design aud wording which were
corrected through revisions in content, sequence, and response mechanics.
A-10

HIGH

LOW

ITEMS WHOSE MEAN VALUES
ON BOTH SCALES ARE
ICATEGORIZED AS "HIGH"
WILL APPEAR IN THIS
CELL * SUCH ITEMS ARE
THUS OPERATIONALLY DEFINED, FOR THIS TEST,
AS MOST SIGNIFICANT.

HIGH

KDIFFERENCE>

_______

LOW

NOTE:

M4EAN VALUES WERE CATEGORIZED AS "HIGH" OR "LOW"

ACCORDING TO WHETHER THEY WERE ABOVE OR BELOW THE MiD-I

FIGURE A-i.

TEST OF MEAN VALUES TO DETERMINE WHICH VARIATIONS
BETWEEN IDEAL AND ACTUAL ARE "MOST SIGNIFICANT."
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The final version of the questionnaire was completed by appro::imately 420 officers.

No attempt was made to select a stratified

random sample of the larger Officer Corps population.

The size of

the respondent group and its characteristics were determined more by
the exploratory research concept previously discussed thAn by the
need ior experimental or statistical controls.
The officer respondents, for the most part, were students at
various Army schools, including the Artillery School, the Transportation School, the Infantry School, the Armor School, the Chaplains
School, the Command and General Staff College, and the Army War College.
The testing was mostly done in May 1970, and was conducted in a manner
which ensured the subjects' anonymity.
The sample was heavily weighted with higher ranking officers.
Lieutenant colonels and colonels collectively made up 69 percent of
the total.

This would, of course, make the overall indexes unrepre-

sentative of the Army as a whole.
The sample is fairly well divided between USMA,

ROTC, and OCS

graduates when considered in terms of source of commission.
percentage of USMA graduates,

The

25 percent, is unusually high when

compared with USMA percentages for the Officer Corps as a whole.
The sample was well-educated.
or more years of college.

Of the total, 93 percent had three

Half (50 percent) also had more than 30

months of command experience.
Detailed biographical data are at Appendix 3.
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INTERVIEWS AND GROUP DISCUSSIONS.

Purpose.

Early in

the problem definition phase,

evident that written responses

to a questionnaire,

it

became

irrespective ofI

both quantitative and qualitative expression, would alone be insufficient for the purposes of the present study.
defy verbalization,

Values and value systems

not only because they represent ideological feelings,

but because they are general and not linked to specific objects.
example,

it

For

is exceedingly difficult to translate accurately a value

such as "Duty"

into operative guidelines for behavior.

To assess the

feelings and sentiments which are inextricable parts of value systems,
personal contact with a sizeable group of representative
considered an essential means of communication.
properly,

officers was

Interviews or,

more

group discussions were therefore decided upon as one of

several necessary methods for collection of data base input.

It should

be recognized that the data thus obtained,

subjec-

tive, and judgmental,

also co:uprise a vital

while qualitative,

part of the analysis and

conclusion.

Design.

Group discussions employed in

this study were designed

and structured to support the sta,:ed concept of research.

The discus-

sion methods used paralleled those of the "focused interview" (Merton,
Fiske & Kendall,

groups.
study.

1957)

in

a..at a standardized agenda was used in

all

I

The agenda items consisted of the five basic questions of this
This procedurt

provided sufficient standardization of discussion
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group effort, and additionally served to maintain a common basis for
comparison of informatiý;n obtained by questionnaire and group dis-

cussion.
In interaction with respondents,

discussion leaders made maximum

use of "non-directive" discussion techniques (Kahn and' Cannell,

1957).

It was believed that this procedure, with its emphasis on probes and
careful listening, would elicit unstructured and perhaps original
opinions and ideas,

particularly in the areas of cause and solution

alternatives.
Discussion Leaders.

Discussion leaders were selected indi-

vidually from among the faculty and students of the US Army War College.
Four two-man teams were organized,

each consisting of a student and a

faculty member, with each team visiting a different service school
to conduct discussions.
Teams were provided with a common discussion agenda and several
worksheets to be completed immediately fallowing each discussion
period.

The agenda and worksheets are attached at Appendix 2.

The

worksheets were designed to aid in the following post-discussion tasks:
Analyzing group composition; summarizing discussion content; estimating
group attitude toward the study of ,.rofessionalism;

and estimating

respondent concern with several prevalent conditions initially hypothesized to be indicative of considerable variance between ideal and
actual values.
Analytical Plan.

Inasmuch as the vast majority of the infor-

mation to be zollected through group discssion was qualitative,
A-14
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judg.nItuIal,

and based upon the percuptions

of the discussion leaders,

the plan for analysis of these data was by no means as precise Ot
structured as that for questionnaire data.
Some specific measures were available from the discussion worksheets; but for the mosL part, analysis called for summary opinions,
collectively formulated and agreed upon by all dIscuAsion leaders,
which would accurately represent
in

the views of the respondent groups

answering the five basic 4uestions of the study.

Upon return from the discussions, .,tach rtoa% wau debrlefed and tte
results recorded for later review and analysis.

I

Team members then

k

participated in a week-long consolidation phase of discussion and
preparation of the summary opinions noted above.

Subjects.
discussion agenda,
representative

As was the case with the quescionnaire, the group
procedures,

and worksheets were pretested in a

discussion group prior to actual employment

procurement of data for this study.
ardize discussion procedures,

for the

This pretest served to stand-

to give Ene discussion leaders a preview

of the content and problems of actual group discussion,

,

and to ensure

agreed-upon interpretation of the requirem<;nts of the discussion
worksheets.
During the period 10 May through 14 May 1970,

the teams visited

six Army posts and conducted 25 group discussion sessions of apprcximately two hours

ier session.

The sample participating in

these

group discussions consisted of approximately 250 officers representing
A-15
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the grade levels called for in the study's basic conceptual model.
These officers,
3chools,

for the most part, were students at various Army

including the Artillery School,

the Infantry School,

the Transportation School,

the Chaplains School,

and the Command a-id

General Staff College.
The grade level of these discussion groups was, much lower than
the questionnaire sample.

Colonels and lieutenant colonels comprised

28 percent of the discussion group participants as compared to 69
percent 'or the questionnaire.

Grade breakout for the discussion

groups was as follows:
Captain

Lieutenant Colonel

Major

26

41

82

90

Colonel

Special Purpose Discussion Groups.

During late May and early

June several groups of about ten officers from the student body and
faculty of the US Army War College were formed to discuss various
appects of the study.

(These participants are not included in the

statistics listed above.)

Two 3roups were used to ascertain reactions

to a draft Officers Creed and to solicit any recommendations for its
modification.

Four groups discussed conclusions and recommendations,

with emphasis on cause-effect relationships and detailed recommendationra

for corrective measures.

Attitudes,

reactions, and ideas from

these discussions were considered along with other information in
developing valid conclusions and feasible recommendations.
I

I]
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APPENDIX
1

•i

QUESTIONNAIREI

ANNEX A
APPENDIX 1
STUDY OF PROFESSIONALISM
ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR
QUESTIONNAIRE
1. As you fill
out this questionnaire, please bear in mind that
we need your Dersonal opi...on on the questionnaire items.
We ask
that you give particular attention to the short narrative responses
required by Part V (Page 7).

2. The content of this questionnaire and the fact that a study of
professionalism is being conducted is an internal Army matter and

should not be discussed outside of official military circles.
3.

Because of scheduled computer processing time, we request that

you return thL questionnaires as'soon as completed, but please no

later than 0830,Friday,

15 May.

return address is on the outside;
4.

Please fold and staple closed so the
then return through Message Center

Point of Contact:

I•

I

Colonel LeRoy Strong
US Army War College
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania

17013
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INDIVIDUAL QESTI

i

~

AIFE

This questionnaire is oi•e of several methods being used to gather inforThe
mation for an analysis of professionalism within the Officer Corps.
at the standards or values
is toandlook
of the questionnaire
purpose
specific
that
guide
an officer's
beha.vior (thought
action).
Standards and values are largely a matter of feelings that an individual
They are difficult to express in precise terms that would have the
senses.
If you are not sure of the meaning of a'word or phrase,
same meaning for all.
assume your own uefinition and answer on the basis of what it means to you.
Your responses to this questionnaire should indicate how you, personally,
feel about the questionnaire items. The questionnaire contains an optional
response section (Page 9) which you may use to further express your feelings
and ideas on any topic related to the questionnaire items.
You will not be asked to sign the questionnaire, but you may if you wish.
No effort will be made to link responses to individuals. The biographical
data and questionnaire code numbers are solely for statistical control.

PART.1.
1.

2.

3.

4.

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

01

02

SOURCE:

USMA

ROTC

BRANCH:

ARMS [Armor, CE, FA,
,( ) Inf, MI, SigC]

GRADE:

3.BA

(H )

EDUC.
LEVEL:

EDUC.

6.

[ENTER

)

(

(

A)
Andd

03

04

05

OCS

DIRECT

OTHER4

(

2()

SERVICES

(

12

ii

(2)

[AGC, MC, MSC, CH, CmlC, PC,
JAGC, MPC, ORD, QMC, TC]

17

or less
5.)

BASIC

(

)

07 Above

06

)

HIGHLST EQUIV.
LEVEL OF COMD.

13-14
( )

15-16
tV )

ADV

CGSC

(

)

(

)

NONE

PLT

'2)

(2)

or more

(

)

COLLEGE

(

)

CO

(

)

BN

BDE

DIV

'2)

'2)

(

)

A- 1-2

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

S~DA
7.

8.

HIGHEST EQUIV.
LEVEL, 6TAFF

TOTAL

6 or

SMONTHS

•:PART

i "

II..

Iona

BN

BDE

DIV

CORPS

ARMY

12

18

24

30

36

42

JCS
DOD

48

54

60 or

more

IDEAL AND ACTUAL STANDARDS

actually) have sugested that, at least theoretNPrevious
discussion and interviews
ically, thereis
an "ideal" officers' code or set of standards and
f another
Cot

which might be labeled "actual" or "real world."

The phrase

what shou.__
SNow.

NONE

"Duty--Honor--Country"
i

implies a ent of standards that represent

be. What you have actually observed represents the existing standards.

for & moment compare your own pi-rsonal concept of the ideal standards
(implied by Duty--Honor--Country) with whet you have actually- observed among
all the officers you have known.
Do you feel that, within the Officers' Corps
an a whole, there is a discernible difference be~tween the ideal standards and

those that actually exist?
DIFFERENCE

9.

NONE

(

)

SLIGHT

(

)

MODERATE

(

)

CONSIDER-

ABLE

(

If you think that a discernible difference exists,
might vary by grade and experience?

)

GREAT

(

)

do you feel that it

DIFFERENCE
CONSIDER-

10.
11.
12.
13.

JUNIOR
GRADE.

NONE

SLIGHT

MODERATE

ABLE

GREAT

()

()

()

()

()

[LT, CPT]

MIDDLE
GRADE:

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

[MAJ, LTC]

UPPER
GRADE:

()

()

()

()

( )

COL]

(()

()

()

()

()

GEN]

SENIOR

GRADE:
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PART I11.

SENIOR AND SUBORDINATE LEVELS

Think of all the Army superiors, peers., and subordinates with whom you
served during your last duty assignment ann the manner in which they adhi.red
to the "ideal" set of standards.
To what degree do you feel. that Lhey adhered
to the ideal with respect to that category of standards which we might call
professional military competence?

Close

Minor

Moderate

Adhexence

Difference

Difference

Major
Difference

14.

Immediate Superior (Rater)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

15.

Typical Peer (Contemporary)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

16.

Immediate Subordinates (Typical) (

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(If you checked "moderate" or "major" difference for any of the levels above,
please indicate (on kage 9)
the main reason for your re3ponse.)

To what degree do you feel that they adhered to the ideal with respect
to another major category ofistandards which we might term ethical behavior?

Close

Minor

Moderate

Adherence

Difference

Difference

Major
Difference

17.

Immediate Superior (Rater)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

18.

Typical Peer (Contemporary)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

19.

Immediate Subordinates (Typical) (

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(If you checked "moderate" or "major" difference for any of the levels above.
please indicate (on Page 9) the main reason for your response.)
PART IV.

SPECIFIC VARIATIONS AND THEIR I1'ORTrANCZ

We would now like to go into a bit
more detail about the specific nature of
the differences between ideal and actual if they exist in the Army today.

Listed below are many of the major functions common to the officer's job. The
way an otficer performs these functions is influenced significantly by his
standards

and values.

For each function, please indicate (Z/* your opinion of the degree of
difference between ideal and actual standards as they apply to each function.
(For example, what is the degree of difference when the officer is performing

A-1-4
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,
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the tunction ot retidering ef!iriency reports?)
It you feel the difference
varies by grade, and experience, add the letter J, M, U, or S (Junior, Middle,
L!pper, Senior)
Next,
difterance

to ir~di.ate the level where you feel the variance

undet the importance column,
to the Army (Officer Corps).

ADMINISTRATION

NONE

DIFFERENCE
SIACtdIT
MOD.

20.

Preparing
P'resent in& and
Rcpourts

(

)

(

21.

Completing Efftc ieti ,'y Re po rts

(

)

(

2'2.

Keeping
Actutate
Unit Records

)

(

23.

Keeping Siper(iors(
and E,•Lrdjin.4tes
Ftilly Informed

)

(

SUPERVIS

PIRSONNEI.

2'..

Giving adrd RelWying Sound Oider.
arid Iirtrrittjis

25.

De legating
Autho

(

NONE

ity

ti-dicate

)

(

(

)

(

).

(

)

•

()

)

SI 1GHT

(

(

)

(

(0/)

the Imp.•rt.3nce

MUCH

GREAT

(

)

(

of Lhis

JMPORTANCE
LITTLE MOD. GREAT

)

)

(

).

(

)

,

()

)

is fAj.test.

(

(

)

(

()()t

)

(

)

(

)

MOD.

MUCH

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)oas

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)Y

GRLAT

LITTLE

MOD.

GREAT

A
2h.

27,

Looking out tor
We-lfare of
tit'
.Sub kir d in atte s(

)

Setting a Good
Ex a mp i , ,(

)

(

(

)

(

(

)

(

28..

En'ouriaging

29.

Giving Reasons
Exp Ianatiots
oI

30.

Ideas

)

)

(

(

)

"(

(

)

(

)

(

)(

)

(

)(

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

,

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

)
!
•

and

Assisting 4iubordinates in Work

)

.

()

()

()

()

()

()()()
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SUPERVISING PERSONNEL
(CO__TIN_ r)
31.
32.

34.
35.

Being Loyal to
Subordinates

39.

40.
41.
42,

(
()

NONE

()

SLIGHT

IMPORTANCE
LITTLE1M57
GREAT

(

()

,

MOD.

MUCH

)

()

GREAT

()

()

()

()

Applying Nonbiased Judgment

()

()

()

()

()

()

C)

()

()

C)

()

C)

()

()

C)

HOD.

MUCH

LITTLE

N)D. GREAT

LITTLE

MOD. GREAT

Taking Promt
Giving All-out
Effort to Assigned

ACCEPTANCE OF ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

38.

GREAT

()

Tasks

37.

MUC1H

Taking Responsibility for ow
Plans and Actions

Action
36.

DIFFERENCE
SLTIG T
.

Evaluating Sub•.rdinces' Work(

PLANNING AND DIRECTION
33.

NONE

NONE

SLIGHT

GREAT

Complying with
Orders & Direc-

tives

()

()

()

Accepting Crganizational Procedures

()

()

()

(

Subordinading Perzonal Interests

()

()

()

()

()

Being Loyal to
Superiors

()

()

()

()

()

Associates

()

()

()

()

()

Sheo:ing Loyalty to
Organization

()

(

(

)C)

) (

)

)

)(

(

)

Cooperating with

)

A-i-b

Ii

(

)

()

)

()

NONE

(CONTINUED)
4),

IMPORTANCE

DIFFEtE'CE

ACCEPTANCE OF ORGANIZA-

SLIGHT

GREAT

MUCH

MOD.

GRLAI

MOD.

LITTLE

V ~k
ing Keapotid t-

i

bility lvr What the
44.

I

asHuming Otfi cial
Ftiscal Remponmi-

'45.

As•uming Oft ictal
P'operty and
Material Reaponst-

ACCtI'IANCE OF PERSONAL
NONE

RESPONSIBILIT'Y

SLIcGT

MUCH

MOD.

GREAT

MOD. GRFAT

LITTLE

4b.

Attunding to Duties

(

,

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

./,

Meetiug

urmitnentai
i

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

:8.

Maiutainfg mlll-
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CAUSES AND CORRECTIONS--NARRATIVE RESPONSE

Next.
eview your evaluations in Part IV and select the three or four differences that you feel are skost significant. An a guide, consider that significance
includes the degree of differenice and the importance of the difference.
For each of these sign 4 ficant differences, please provide a short narrative
paragraph indicating:
(1) Miat the causes might be, (2) W'ether the Army should
attempt to reduce the difference, and (3) If the difference should be reduced,
vhat solutions or corrective actions could be employed.
Please use the blank
p ages provided and key the narrative to the number of the functions; e.g.,
qNo, 35.
Difference caused by . . .
As a final step, uhen you hav completed these short narratives, look them
over briefly then place an asterisk beside the onne to whi.;h you would devote
maximum effort if you had a choice.

NARRATIVE

RESPONSES:

!J
A-1-8
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NARRATIVE RESPONSES (continued)
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PART Vt.

OPTIONAL RESPONSE

Use this space,

aL your option,

ior any opinions, feelings,

experience which you teel will have relevance
amplify your responses.
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for this study or which will
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ANNEX A

APPENDIX 2

US ARMY WAR COLLEGE STUDY OF MILITARY PROFESSIONALISM

DISCUSSION AGENDA

The questions below represent broad areas of interest for this study,
and should serve as points of departure for development of more
detailed questions and answers.
I.
Any profession has a set of standards or code which werves to
guide the decisions, establi-h the coiiinetence leveic, and direct
,he behavior of the members of tne prof,,ssion.
define what nhould be done, how onn should act,

These standards
and so on.

WHAT ARE THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS WHICH TRADITIONALLY HAVE BEEN
SET FORTH FOR THE ARMY OFY.'ICER?

2. For a variety of reasons, what should be done and what is done
do not always correspond.
One must ask if there is,
realistically,
a second set of actual standards which differ somewhat from the
traditional or ideal.
If this second set of standards exists, then
picture two parallel lists
of standards, ont, traditional or ideal
and the other actual. or realistic.
For each• ideal standard, there
is a parallel actual standard.
WHAT ARE THESE ACTUAL STANDARDS--AND, IF DIFFERENCES EXIST BETWEE•N
THE IDEAL AND TVE ACTUAL, WHAT ARE THEY?

3.
Some differences between ideal and actual standards may be
relatively insignificant, reflecting tolerable or temporary variations.
Other diffetences, however, may have major implications for
the Army, both today and in the future.

I'

OF THE EXISTING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IDEAL AND ACTUAL STANDARDS, WHICH
HAVE MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE ARMY?

A-2-1

....

. ~~'

o_

'7:7

Many factors, both internal and external to the Army, cause
4.
Some of these factors might
differences between ideal and actual.
impact on Jtzst a few 'officers as individuals; others, on the Officer
Corps as a-who '.
It is 0ifficult to identify and categorize these
factors; nevertheless, they must be isolated and s'tudied if one is
to understaud the "standards" aspect of professionalism.
WHAT FACTORS, CONDITIONS, AND SITUATIONS (BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL)
UNDEIRLIE THE SICNIFICANT DIFFERtNCES. BETWEEN IDEAL AND ACTUAL

_

SSTANDARDS?'

5. The Army should be able to influence many of the factors which
cause the significant djfferenoas between ideal and actual standards.
Consider, for example, the uienner'ia which the standards are first
instilled in the individual officer;,hr the means whereby these
standards are sustained o•ver time; or the present syar#pn ofrfwsr4J
and punishments which contributes to the formation of actual standardk;
or the factors whl,ch are instrumental in chaning an individual's
concept of the relative importance of his personal gnals and standaids.
Sme of the specific possibilities might be:
rrevised service school
curricula; 'changes' in officer education, promotion,, or assignment
policies; revised management and rep,)rting techniq,,es; promulgation
of a written code of officer professional ethics; modification of the
UCMJ; redefining the rules of superior-subordinate relations; and so
forth.

1

BY WHAT MEANS (REGARDLESS OF THE SCOPE OF THE EFFORT REQUIRED) CAN THE
ARMY AND THE OFFICER CORPS MAKE THE IDEAL AND THE ACTUAL STANDARDS

,.

.,

MORE NEARLY IDENTICAL?

A-2-2
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TRIP REPORT WORKSHEET

7 May 1970

INTERVILt#/SH4INAR SESSION REPORT
1. AMIfN, TIME AND PLACE DATA:
Date of sekinarz
Time:
Location:
Contact Officer:

Phone:

Seminar ended at

Lours.

Composition of the group:
TOTAL

IN

0-2/3

(or ind-vidual interview)
BARN C H
AR
FA
ADA
TC

- -

-

-

-

-

-

OTHER:

CH

-

(AC, other)
CATEGORY *

-

0-4
0-5

______

_____

______

0-6
0-7+
*

2.

If

-

-

Advance Course member:

-

A

-

-

-

If CGSC student:

C

BASIC GROUP ATTITUDE

A. Toward the idea of the professionalism study and their opportunity to participate
INTEREST
RECEPTIVITY
Keen . ..
.. . Enthusiastic . . . . .is ..
Mixed-medium . . . .
Non-commital.-.. ... ......
Low

.......

Cynical-hostile..

.

.

.

.

.

B. Toward the importance of the subject of professional ethics of the officer corps
INTEREST
Keen .....
Mixed-medium
Low ......
3.

MOOD
Serious. .. . ....
-Mixed

CyniLal .....

OUTLOOK
Optimistic .. .. ...
Mixed. . ..
..
..
Pessimistic.. .,..

YOUR ANALYSIS OF THE MOST IMPORTANT POINTS THAT AROSE DURING THE SEMINAR AND A
LISTING OF THE MOST INNOVATIVE IDEAS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTIONS.
MOST IMPORTANT POINTS IN TERMS OF THE TOTAL STUDY:

MOST INNOVATIVE IDEAS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION:

A-2-3

7.

YOUR ESTIMATE OF THE RELATIVE SENSE OF CONCERN OR URGENCY REGARDING TEN SPECIFIC
POINTS:

A.

EXTREMELY
HIGH

PRESENT BUT
NOT SIGNIFICANT

LOW OR
NON-EXISTENT

Pressure to get the job dcne regardless of the methods; mission first regardless

of the importance of the mission; end justifies means.
0

1

3,-46

2

B.

Drive for personal success and career "tickets" takes precedence over the longer
range goals of the unit or the welfare of the troops.
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

C.

Oversupervisi:n stemming from an attempt for no mistakes at any time.

0
D.

1

6

5

4

3

2

8

7

Impact of the "permissive" trends of our society on discipline and professional
C'ilution of traditional standards within the officer corps resulting
ethic&;

from the pressures from outside.
0

1

-

2

6

5

4

-3

,

8

_

E.

Statisticpl indicators--AWOL, body count, weapons lost, re-enlistment rate, C05I
scores, expert marksmen, etc.--have assumed inordinate importance; they tempt
officers 1o cheat.

F.

Officers are not highily competent in thei.r duties; this is one cause for unrealistic standards, poor supervision, over supervision, use of statistical indicators
in place' of "professional judgment," etc.
8
7
b
5
4
3
_
'2
1'
0

G.

Disenchantment with the leadership or integrity of (JUNIOR)

0

1

2

5

4

3

IH. "Politics" or favoritism in saelection,

promotion,

4

____

3

0
1.

Difficulty in communicating with senior officers:
stands."

0
J.

1

2

4

3

Loyalty seems a "ione-way street."

Inclosure:

Summary of observations

(SENIOR)

officers.

7

8

prestige assignmentb,

etc.

7

(2 pp) with

K

"nobody listens or under-

U7

8A

It goes mostly up, roirely down.

A - 2-4

I..

5

6

additional pages attached.
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APPENDIX 3
TABLE 1
DESCRIPTION OF VIE SAMPLE

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
1.

Number of questionnaires analyzed:

2.

By grado:

415.

01

2

02

02

3

12

03

60

142

04

76

1R%

05

153

37%

06

120

29%

07 & Above

1

02

3. By source of commission:

4.

UJSIA

105

25%

ROTC

151

36%

OCS

97

23%

Direct

47

11%

Other

15

4%

322

78%

93

22%

By Branch:
Arms
Services

A-3-1.

[

__

___

a

, By educational level:
5

1%

13-14 Years of school

25

6%

15-16 Years of school

178

432

17 or more years of school

207

502

12 Years of school or less

6.

Total monthe. of Command:

6 or less

54

132

12

68

162

18

48

122

24

36

92

30

40

102

36

35

82

42

18

42

48

28

72

54

50

12%

60 or more

38

92
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FINDINGS AND DISCSSiON

PERSPECTIVE.
The three tasks

.nherent in the objective of this study are to:

assess the climate of professionalism;

determine the cause of existing

discrepancies; and develor solution alternatives.
largely one of fact and objective measurement.
more subjective,

The tirst task is

The remaiving two are

requiring reasoned judgment based on consideration of

information available.

This discussion c6

perspective explains how

the quantitative and qualitative rpsults obtained through analysis of
the data base are to be used in

accomplishing the stated tasks.

Quantitative results come primarily from Parts I-IV of the questicnnaire and,
leaders.

to some extent,

from the worksheets used by discussion

These results are the scores,

which appear throughout this annex.
in

measures,

and scale values

Qualitative results were derived

large part from the information obtained through group discussion.

Additionally,

qualitative results were obtained through analysis of

the narrative responses requested in
naire.

Parts V and VT of the question-

Representative narrative responses from questionnaires and

group discussions,
the officer sample,

indicative of the perceptions and expectations of
are at Appendix 1,

Anecdocul Input.

quantitative results represent measurement,

In short,

while qualitative results

represent controlled and reasoned judgment applied to a synthesis of
group opinion.

B-1

A non-standard format is employed in this discussion of results.
This format is believed to be appropriate to a study intended to
"explore."

The format involves, essentially, a dialogue of question

and resnonse, addressed under the major headings of Ideal Values,
Actual Values, The Existing Professional Climate, Causes of Variance,
and Solutions.

The questions represent the exploratory logic employed.

They are derivations and extensions of the five basic questions of the
conceptual model (Figure 11-2).

The answers represent the quantita-

tive and qualitative results of analysis of the data base.

Where

applicable, detailed analysis and statistical tables are provided.

p

DEAL VALUES.
WHAT ARE THE "IDEAL VALUES OF THE OFFICER CORPS)
Without exception,

!n group disctussion or interviews, respondents,

irrespective of grade level or experience,, avoided coming to grips
with the problem of definition.

This finding coincides with the empir-

ical research and theoretical studies of values.

Values and value

systems defy verbalization (La Piere, 1954) because they are abstract
feelings and sentiments, and because they remain largely a personal
matter.

However nebulously defined, ideal values for the Officer Corps do
exist.

Officers share a common view of the professional prescriptions

and proscriptions which define how an officer is supposed to think,
uvaluate, decide and act.
B-2

H

VI

HOW CAN THESE IDFAL VALUFS BE EXPRESSED?
"Duty-Honor-Country" and,

to a lesser exteLt. .he Oath of Commls--

are agreed upon as general expressions of the ideal value system

siae,

of the Officer Corps.

These expressions, however,

are not easily

translatable into operable, specific guidelines for behavior.

The

junior officers expressed a need for this specificity.
o ARE THERE MORE SPECIFIC, OPERATIVE EXPRESSIONS OF THIE IDEAL VAL.UES?

A leadership text used at the US Military Academy,

'Tktnk

Cjomx.nd,

contains several chapters on professional ethics, values, and standards.
The Armed Forces Officer likewise gives the subjuct a degree of specific
meaning and at the same time provides some concrete practical guidance.
Both of these sources are narrative exprossions,

however,

and one mst

extract the specific guidelines fromtthe narrative.
Some years ago,
School,

in a special text used by the US Army Engineer

there appeared an appendix entitled,

"A Guide to Introspection,"

This guide provided a means whereby the officer could evalwate himself
using a variableti grade on a aumber of introspective questions.

Several

ot thuse questions are illustrated below:
-

i~il

Do I possess determination to carry out my mission?

- Do I diligently teach and train my subordinates to assume respon-

albility?

'ib Do I accept the blame when blame is mine?
The "Guide to Introspection" contained 134 itemsm
Collectively,

these items express the professional value sN:item in terms
-3.T

.1

similar to those above.

of specific, operable guidelines.

They represent the "Duty-Honor-

Country" concept extended to nearly maximum specificity.
IS IT POSSIBLE TO EXPRESS IDEAL VALUES AT A LEVEL SOMEWHERE BETWEEN
THE GENERAL LEVEL OF THE "DUTY-HONOR-COUNTRY" CONCEPT AND THE
OVERLY DETAILED "GUIDE TO INTROSPECTION"?
There is a need for a statement of professional values which will
he at the same time both dignified and operable.

Junior officers,

particularly, express this need, as evidenced in the statement of one
young captain,

"The only place I learned about these things was from

a copy of the Officer's Guide that I happened to buy one day in the
bookstore."

Senior officers, seldom prone to return to the specifics

of their initial indoctrination, would probably welcome mechanisms
designed to sustain the ideal value system of the profession.
A research-derived prototype of an Officer's Creed
Figure B-i on the following page.

is shown in

Such a creed might be given wide-

spread dissemination as a statement of the enduring standards of an

Army officer. It could be appropriate as part of both educational
and ceremonial processes.

ACTUAL VALUES.
If

there are ideal values which are difficult to achieve,

and if

these values are highly subject to individual interpretation as well
as the pressures of practical reality, it
Officer Corps,

at least conceptually,

would appear that within the

there exists a system of actual

values which channel decisions and behavior.
B-4
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AN OFFICER'S CREED

I will give to tae selfless performance of my duty and my mission
the best that effort,

"To this

end,

thought,

and dedication can provide.

I will not only seek continually to impr9ve my

knowledge and practice of my profession, but also I will exercise the
authority entrusted
ness,

to me by the President and the Congress with fair-

justice, patience,

and restraint, respecting the dignity and

human rights of others and devoting myself to the welfare of those
placed under my command.
In justifying and fulfilling the trust placed in me,
duct my private

life

I will con-

as well as my public service so as to be free

both from impropriety and the appearance of impropriety,

acting with

candor and integrity to earn the unquestioning trust of my fellow

soldiers--juniors,

seniors, and associates--and employing my rank and

position not to serve myself but to serve my country and my unit.
By practicing physical and moral courage I will endeavor to
inspire these qualities in others by my example.
In all

my actions I will put loyalty to the highest moral princi-

ples and the United States of America above loyalty to organizations,
persons,

and my personal interest.

Figure B-i, Prototype Officer's Creed
B-5~

WHAT APPEAR TO BE THE ACTUAL VALUES WHICH SHAPE THE COLLECrlVE BEHAVIOR OF OFFICERS TODAY, AND HOW ARE THESE RELATED TO IDEAL VALUES?
To begin with,

it

can safely be assumed, by definition,

actual values are less positive,
ideal values.
seldom if

less good,

that these

less inspirational than the

As noted earlier in the discussion of reference sour

s,

ever has, the Army looked inward to the value system of its

Officer Corps through the medium of organinzed stnidy or empirical
research.
There is some evidence,
rnisearch,
c.ir .

derived frun respectable scientific

which describes the personal value system .of the Army off i-

today.

England (1967),

Tyler (1969),

following the research methodology of

probed the value system of the US Army officer in a

sample comprised of:

34 general officers,

82 USAWC lieutenant colonels,

73 Advanced Coorsc captains, and 46 ROTC cadets.

Tyler found the value

i

system of .Army officers to be significantly more "pragmatic" than
"humanistic," giving greater importance to practical values than to
ethical/moral values.

LI

Listed below are illustrative examples of the "operative" Army
officer values Identified by Tyler.

These are firsL-order,

dominant

values which channel actual decision and bulIavior.
HIGH PRODUCTIVITY

ABILITY

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFIIfENCY

ACHIEVEMENT

MY BOSS

SUCCESS

AMB IT iON

Second-order,

less dominant,

"intended" values which serve more to

influence perception that to channel, behavior include the followlng.
B-6
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OBEDIENCE

H1ONOR

MY SUBORDINATES

DIGNiTY

TRUST

EQUALITY

LOYALTY
From Tyler's research,

it

appears that the ideal valites implied by

""Duty-Honor-Country"

have taken a sdtordinate &ole to values that are

more practic3al; *zro

pragmatic.

thv subordination

Tyler comments as follows regarding

ot values previously considered ideal:

These are values that have been considered highly
important throughout most of the lifetime of the
His ,-ontacts with 4 Society and the cultural
officer.
setting of his background have always stressed the
importance of these values; however, the officer's
organizational experience has not always demonstrated
the importance of these values in achieving success.
S.
. There is a conflict between what he has been
taught to believe is important and what he sees to
(Tyler,
be important in his accepted environment.
1969, p. 12)

THE EXISTING PROFESSIONAL CLIMATE.

Variance:
0

Ideal vs.

Actual.

CAN WE SAY CONCLUSIVELY THAT 'rHEPE IS A MEASURABLE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THOSE VALUES HELD TO BE IDEAL AND ThOSI WHICH ACTUALLY
GOVERN OFFICER BEHAVIOR?
General.

nevertheless,

This query appears to belabor the logically obvious;
at this point in

the analysis it

is

essential to escab-

lish conclusively the fact that a difference exists.
the conceptual model which guided the study,

As indicated by

this difference or gap

or variance between ideal and actual becomes for a time the focal
area for analysis.
B-?
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The prime quantitative measurc' for establishing the existence of
The response to this question is

variance was questionnaire Item 9.
illustrated below.

Item #/9: Do you feel that, within the Officer Corps as a
whole, there is a discernible difference between the ideal
mtandards and those that Actually exist?
MEAN RESPONSE

'sV
1

2

34

3.02

NONE
Figure B-2

-Gross

Detailed Analysis.

GREAT

Measure of Ideal-Actual Variance

The overall evaluation, based on the limited

sample of the Officer Corps, is that there is a "moderate" difference
between ideal and tncrual standards in the Corps.
1.)

(Appendix 2, Table

The "moderate" evaluation was midway (3.02) between "None" (1),

indicating no difference between ideal and actual standards, and
"Great" (5), indicating a great difference, on the intensity scale
with five graduations.

More than half (53 percent) made the evalua-

tion of "moderate" on this scale.*

Only a very small number (3

percent) made the extreme evaluations of "None" or "Great."

The

*The fact that the word "moderate" was used in the questionnaire
as the term to describe the mid-point of the scale was a possible
source...qf some of the clustering about that point.
It is believed
that "moderate" may have been interpreted within a broad range of
connotations, and thus was a particularly attractive choice of
response.
B-8

standard deviation of .7714 indicate4 relative agreement on this
question as compared with other questions in the questionnaire.
0IS 11E EXISTING OVERALL VARIANCE BETWEEN IDEAL AND ACTUAL VALUES
PERCEIVED DIFFERENTLY, ACCORDING TW THE OFFICER'S GRAPE LEVEL?
"Professional climate" is,

General.

to a considerable degree,

climate as perceived by the members of the profession.

it is impor-

tant, therefore, to include in this assessment the perspectives of
the principal grade levels.

Analysis of the quantitative data permits

the establishment of the following general rule regarding perception

of the difference between ideal and actual values: The greater the
rank, the less the perceived differen~ce.I
Responses to questionnaire Item 9, analyzed by grade level, are

depicted below.
Item #9; Do you feel that, within the Officer Corps as
a whole, there is a discernible difference between the
ideal standards and-those that actually exist?
MEAN RESPONSE

i
j
A

L

COLi LTC

2r

1

4

NONE
Figure B-3

MAI /LT*CPT
-

5

GREAT

Gross Measure of Ideal-Actual Variance, by Grade Level

Detailed Analysts.

There is a slightly greater tendency for lower

ranking officers than for senior officers to say that, in the Officer
Corps as a whole, there is a difference between ideal and actual
standards (Appendix 2, Table 2).
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This tendency, though modest, has

.

This finding is the result of an analysis

significance Statistically.

by grade of the answers to Item 9 on the "Individual Questionnaire."
The correlation between officer rank and the perception of the difference

r -

between ideal and actual standards is

an apparent grouping of officers

TI.ere also is
through major in
another.

one group,

.05

Table 3).

significance (Appendix 2,

level of statistical

-. 21 at a p -

of lieutenant

and lieutenant colonel and colonel in

The answers of the former are skewed to the right while

those of the latter are skewed to the left.

The resultiug groupings

could be considered a military "generation gap" since, due to accelerated promotions, the majors may be closer in age and outlook to the
company grade officers than to their fellow field grade officers.

The Irmpact of the Variables.

The preceding section established the existence of a difference
or variance between ideal and actual values.

In this scudy, an

assessment of professional climate" includes describing the nature
or characteristics of the difference.

In

the following sections,

through the u.-. primarily of quantitative data from questionnaires,
the difference will be examined on the basis of:

biographical

variables; grade level; senior-suibordinate relations; and the specific officer behavior which illustrates variance.

SWHAT EFFECT DO SOME OF THE MORE COMM1ON BIOGRAPHICAL VARIABLES
(e.g.,

BRANCH,

EPUCATION)

HAVE ON THE PERCEPTION OF VARIANCE

BETWEEN IDEAL AND ACTUAL STANDARDS?

!iI

B-l0

General.

Data to answer this question come primArily from

correlational analysis.

Part I of the questionnaire contained

eight biographical variables intuitively felt to have some influence on value systems:

grade, source of commission, branch, civilian
level of staff, and

education, military education, level of command,
total command time.

A study of the relationships existing between

these biographical variables and the perceived difference between
ideal and actual standards permits the establishment of the following
three statistically significant propositions:
- The greater the rank, the less the perceived variance.
- The higher the level of military'-education,
ceived variance.
- The higher the level of staff experienýe,
ceived variance.

Detailed Analysis.

the less the per-

the less the per-

The effect which a variation in grade has upon

perceptionu of differences between actual and ideal standards,

as

expressed in Item 9 of the "Individual Questionnaire," has been
indicated in a preceding comment.

In looking at the effects which

other bio'graphical variables appear to have, the most obvious conclusion is that while they do not greatly affect perceptions,

nonetheleab,
2, Table 3).

there are,

some weak but statistically significant trends (Appendix
In general, these trends are in consonance with the

praviously reportud tendency of perceptions to vary slig1' ly with
rank in an inverse manner; that is to say, as rank increases the
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perceived difference between actual and ideal standards tends to show
a small decrease.
There is a slight tendency for officers with less command experience to perceive more difference between the ideal and actual standards
than officers with more command experience.
of r

-

The negative correlation

-. 11 tends to provide weak support for this observation.

The

same tendency holds true for officers who have commanded at lower
levels as opposed to those who have cormnanded at higher levels--the
correlation in this case being r - -. 13.
There is no meaningful difference between attitudes of officers
when grouped by source of commission.
There is

a slight, but not statistically significant,

in attitudes of officers when grouped by branch.
the services perceivc.

difference

The officers of

a slightly greater difference between actual

and ideal standards than do the officers of the combat arms.
There is

a slight, but not statistically significant,

difference

in attitudes of officers when grouped by educational level.

The

officers with tue lower educational levels perceive a greater difference between actual Pnd ideal standards than do those with higher
educational ,evels
Cor
Table 3.' at

in this sample.

os of the key variables, as indicated in Appendix 2,
weak and must be used with great caution.

the coi -,ations

The fact that

which are over r - .20 are all negative indicates

that as theindependent variables (grade, military education,

'Io

•1
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K

level of staff) increase,

the dependent variable (difference in ideal

and actual standards) tends to decrease.
HOW DO THE DIFFERENT GRADE LEVELS VIEW EACH OTHER WITH RESPECT
TO VARIANCE BETWEEN IDEAL AND ACTUAL STANDARDS?
General.

This question uncovers the viewpoints or perspectives

held by the various grades.

In defining the nature of the differences

between ideal and actual valuer,

an assessment of how each grade level

views the other is an essential step in eventually determining the
"climate" and the causative factors at various grade levels.
can be determined,

understanding of the overall variance is

but, more importantly,

If this

I

increased;

in this assessment one can see the beginnings

of some initial guidelines for development of solution concepts.
The results of analysis of Items 10-13 on the basis of "variance
by level" are illustrated by Figures B-4 on the following page.
Junior officers (lieutenant and captain) perceive a greater difference between the ideal

nd the actual standards of the Officer

Corps as a whole than do the senior officers, which tends to confirm
the findings on the analysis of answers to Item 9.
Middle (major and lieutenant colonel) and upper

(colonel) ranking

officers agree wtth the relative standings of the various ranks as
evaluated by the junior officers.

All groups agree that divergence

in raraa of specific activities listed is

the greatest in the junior

ranks and progressively decreases as rank increases.
The middle and upper ranks view divergence at their grade level
as being about the same; that is,
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on a 1-5 numerical basis, between

i

;-

DIFFERENCES BTWIEN ACTUAL AND IDEAL STANDARDS 0N THE BASIS OF
DUTY, HONOR, COUNTRY AS SEEN BY VARIOUS GRADE LEVELS
SUIMARY OF SCORES FROM QUESTIONS 10-13 OF
"INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRE"

S a 414

QUESTIONS 10-13: "DO YOU FEEL THAT WITHIN THE OFFICER CORPS AS A WHOLE
THERA IS A DISCERNIBLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE IDEAL STANDARDS AND THOSE
THAT ACTUALLY EXIST?"
DIFFERK•CK BETWEEN ACTUAL AND IDEAL STANDARDS BY GRADE LEVEL:

JUIO

IDL

UPPER

SENIOR

AVRG

3.5

3.3

2.7

2.3

2.9

3.0

2.8

2.8

2.3

2.7

S-121

2.8

2.7

2.8

2.4

2.7

AVERAGE

3.1

2.9

2.8

2.3

2.8

JUN4IOR
S-b5

MIDDLE
S-228
AS SEEN BY:

VIPER

LECEND:

eks:

NUMERICAL SCOR.S

JUNIOR - LT, CIT

1 - None

4 - Considerable

MIDDLE - MAJ,

2 - Slight

5 - Great

UPPER

-

LTC

COL

3. - Moderate

SENIOR - GENERAL

11•
Figure B-4. Variance by Grade Level as Seen by
Junior, Middle, and Upper Grades.
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t.
2.7 and 2.b.

They,

and tbe juniors an well, view che composite

divergence, in terms of the 54 specific functional areas, as biing
markedly lesa

at the senior officer levil.

The image of the typical

general officer in terms of specific behavioral functions reported in
the quantitative data is much better than that of the colonels and
lieutenant colonels.
Detailed Analysis.

Juior officers also consider that the greatest

difference between the ideal and the actual performance occurs at
their own grade level.

This finding is derived from Items 10 through

i3 of the "Individual Questionnaire."
The higher ranting officers,
are seen in

and particularly the senior grades,

chis context as conforming mere closely to the ideal

(Appendix 2, Table 4).

There is a seeming paradox here.

Elsewhere

in this study we find that these same junior officers hat indicated
that the failure of the higher ranking officers to provide a good
examp]

is a major cause for junior officers'

standards.

failing to meet the ideal

The resolution of this paradox is amply

supported by close

scrutiny of data, particularly the qualitative segments wiich follow.
(Note narticularly the variance themes on pp.
causal themes on pp. B-36,

37,

B-28, 29,

30,

and the

38.)

The explanation is extremely important and forms one basis for
major conclusions of this study.

(See Part IV:

Conclusions and

Concepts for Solution.)
bhortcomings of junior officers, while serious when the Army as a
whole is considered,

generally have less effect when considered on aa
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individual basis.

Furthermore, and particularly important in searching

for potential corrective measures, many of the systemic "pressures"
which tempt the junior to resort to unethical practices to "get the
job done" are seen as the result of techniques or po]icies initiated
or condoned by senior officers.

The seniors, with their greater

leverage of power and visibility, and their natural role as behavioral
models, may find the results of their shortcomings multiplied throughout their commands.
IF WE N&AROW GRADE LEVEL ANALYSIS DOWN SPECIFICALLY TO SENIORSUBORDINATE RELATIONSHIPS, HOW DO SENIORS AND SUBORDINATES
(AND PEERS) VIEW EACH OTHERS' ADHERENCE TO IDEAL VALUES?

General.
level is,

It is quite possible that perceived variance by grade

in part, a function of chain of command, of peer relation-

ships, and of the organizational environment rather than of rank alone.

I

r

In order to keep the length of the questionnaire acceptable to the
respondents,

the quantitative responses were not designed for direct

comparison of the effects (on perception) of rank versus chain of
command position.

It is possible, however, in a "by chain of command"

analysis, to personalize the assessment of perceived variance in terms
of specific superiors and subordinates.

This would reduce some of the

individual tendency to generalize.
In addition to assessing variance from the point of view of recent
specific senior-subordinate relationships, questionnnaire Items 14-19
begin to give definition to ideal-actual variance in terms of the type
of behavior involved.

These items, then, assess variance not only with

respect to senior-subordinate relationships, but also with respect to
B-16
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each of two primary behavioral dimensions:

"and ethical behavior.
*2

senior-subordinace

profesnlonaI

competence,

Considering the combined effects of rank and

relations upon how an officer views adherence to

the competence and ethical aspects of an ideal value system, thto
quantitative data depict the following:
,.

-

Officers with whom an individual has recently served are

perceived as adhering more closely to i-eals of competence
and ethical behavior than those within the Officer Corps
as a whole.
-

Officers at all levels perceive greater divergence from,
ideal values 'in the area of professional competence than
½i the area of ethical behavior.

-

Officers at all levels perceive greater divergence in their
subordinates than in their peers and superiors--with respect
to both professional competeuce and ethical behavior.

-

The greatest divergence from ideal values is perceived to

exist in the professional competence of junior grade
of flcets
-

(01-03).

The least divergence from ideal values is perceived to
exist in the ethical behaviLr of the superiors of upper

grade (06+) officers.
Detailed Analysis.

In Items 14-19 of the "lhdividual Question-

naire," subjects were asked to evaluate the superiors,

peers,

and

subordinates with whom they had served on their last duty assignment.
The result of this personalixation of the questions was that

the avti-

tudes expressed were more fuvorable than the attitudes noted when the
questions were impersonal, and referred to the Officer Corps as a
whole (Appendix 2,

Table 5).

In referring to the Officer Corps as a
A

whole in Itent 9, as indicated previously,

the respondents said that

there was a "moderate" difference between ideal and actual standards;
B-L7
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in Items 14-i1,

when officers were asked about actual persons with whom

they had recently been in
"minor" deviations

contact,

they reported what were generally

from ideal standards.

A strict

results of Item 9 versus those of Items 14-19 is

comparison of the
not possible,

for ,.Wo reasons---the fir.st being that the scales used in
measured only
five;

four levels of intensity,

however,

Items 14-19

while the other scales measured

and the second being that Items 14-19 measured attitudes toward

both professional competence and ethical behavior,

while Item 9 was

broader and asked only for an evaluation of deviations from the ideal
standard of "Duty,

Honor,

and Country."

Another result of this series of questions was that officers at all
levels considered

that there was more divergence from the ideal in

terms of professional competence than ethical behavior.
This was true
whether these officers were rating their superiors, their peers, or
their subordinates.
consistent,

The differences were not large,

and were all

in

the same direction.

but they were

The lesson from this

would seem to be that while more publicity has attended the area of
ethical behavior,

the problem of divergei-ce from ideal standards of

professional competence is

of equal,

if

not greater,

interest.

Two other important results of this series of questions were as
follows:
(i)

The lower the grade,

a general tendency.
tions,

and it

the most ciitical

the more critical

the evaluations,

as

The same tendency has been noted on other ques-

again holds true with this series,

Junior officers were

of both profeusioLial competence and ethical behavior.
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The junior officers were even more critical of eaell oder In the areah
of professional competence (2.46) than were their stipariors critical
of these same officers (2.26, 2.0,6, and 1L.95).

Thin soems to indicate

a healthy potential for their accepting corrective measures.
(2) The tendency of officers at all grades was to be more criti....a1
.of their subordinates thaoi their superiors or peers in evaluating the
difference between the actual and the ideal in both professional competence and ethical behavior.

For example, the juniors evaluiated their

superiors 1.90 and 1.82 on professional competence and ethical behavior
respectively, their peers 2.46 and 2.09, and their subordinates 2.53
and 2.19.

The most unfavotable evaluation of any group was the 2.53

rating~given to the sulbord1

1

-,em of 'the junior officers b~y the junlior

of ficert, in t11e area Of professional competencge.

The .relati.vely most

favorable rating wyas, the 1.58 evaluation given by the. upper grade7
officers of thei" eeniors (general officers) in the area of ethical

behavior.
IF IT IS POSSIBLE TO ASSESS DIVERGENCE (BY RANK AND POSITION)
FROM IDEAL VALUES IN TERMS OF THE GENERAL AREAS OF PROFE~SSIONAL
COMPETENCE AND ETHICA~L BEHAVIOR, CAN WE ALSO ASSESS DIMVERGENCE
WITHIN THE SPECIFI'C AEHAVIORS OR FUNCTIONS THAT ARE COMMON TO

MOIST OFFICER JOBS?
General.

Because of the great variety within and between the many

jobs found in today's Officer Corps, it

is difficult to derive a

manageable yet comprehensive list of "common functions" which reprasent specific behav'ior.

For this analysis, the initial effort was to
B-19
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refine "common"

functions down to a list which defines those officer

Sfunctions
common but also critical.
that are notlonly
•
I

In the mid-50s,

US Air Force ,personnel researchers developed a

listing of the more important aspects or functions common to, most

officer jobs.

Within the behavioral sciences,

this list is still

regarded as one of the best devices for focusing on managerial or
officer behavior (Dunnette, 1966).

The list consists of 54 func-

"tions, or categories of behavior, ranging from "Understanding
iInstructions"
/[

to "Taking Responsibility."
Some of the functions are not affected to any significant

AK

.

degree by the officers' value system.

In the present study, the

list was reduced to 35 functions believed to be:

common,

criti-

cal, and subject to the influence of the officers' value system.
In questionnaire Items 20-54, respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which officers diverged from ideal values when
performing each of these functions.

On these same items, respond-

ents were also asked to specify a particular grade level if they
felt that divergence was significantly greater at that level.
The bar graphs which follow, constructed from simple
descriptive statistics, show the divergence from ideal values
within each of the tunctions considered cohimon and critical to
most officer jobs.

(See Appendix 3, Numerical Tabulation.)
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE

FUNCTIONAL AREA

DEGREE OF DIFFERENCE

STANDARD

BETWEEN ACTUAL AND

DEVIATIONS

IDEAL

ADMINISTRATION

1

2

(X)

3

4

2,8

20.

Preparing and Presenting
Reports.

21.

Completing
Efficiency
Reports.3.

22.

Keeping Accurate Unit

2.66

23.

Keeping Superiors and
Subordinates Fully
Informed.

2,1

.93
3.2

Records.

5

1.08

.92

SUPERV ISING PERSONNEL
24.
o25.
26.

2,5

Giving and Relaying Sound
Orders and Instructions.
Delegating Authority.

3.0

Looking out for Welfare

S2,8

of Subordinates.
27.

Setting a Good Example.

28.

Encouraging Ideas.

29.

Giving Reasons and
Explanations.

30.

Assisting Subordinates

2.9
237
"

NOTE:

1.0 S
.99

.92
1.06

2.6

.93

6

.94

2.6

in Work.
Figure B-5.

.86

Behavioral Correlates of Ideal-Actual Variance.

X represents the mean arithmetic response, expressing desgree of

difference between ideal and existing standards, based on a scale trom
1 ("no difference") to 5 ("great difference").
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FUNCTIONAL AREA
(CONTINUED)
31.

DEGREE OF DIFFF.RENCE

STANDARD

BETWEEN ACTUAL AND
IDEAL (X)

DEVIATIONS

1

2

Evaluating Subordinates'
Being Loyal

4

2.9

to Subordinates.

5
.90

2.6

Work.

32

3

1.00

PLANNING AND DIRECTION
33.

Taking Responsibility for
On Plano and Actions.

34.

Appl)y!n

2.7

Non-biased

2.8

Judgment.
3b.

Taking Prompt Action,

2.5

36.

Giving All-out Effort to
tkqsigned Tasks.

2.5

.99
.95
.93
.95

ACCEPTANCE OF ORGANIZATIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY
37.

Complying with Orders
Directives.

38.

Accepting Organizational

39.

Subordinating Personal
Interes ts.

40.

Being Loyal to Superiors.

4t.

Cooperating with Associates.

42.

Showing Loyalty to
Organization.

43.

Taking Responsibility for
What the Organization Does.

2.4

.91

44.

Assuming Official Fiscal

2.3

.98

45.

Assuming Official Property
and Material Responsibility.

.83

2.3

Procedures.

.86

2.9

.99

2.5

.89

2.3

.82
.24
90

Responsibility.

2.5

.99
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DEGREE OF DIFFERENCE
BETNEEN ACTUAL AND

IDEAL •
ACCEPTANCE OF PERSONAL
RESPONSIBILITY
46.

Attending to Duties.

47.

Meeting Commitments.

48.

Maintaining Military
Appearance.

49.

Adapting to Associates.

50.

Adapting to Job.

51.

Being Financially
Responsible as an
Indilvidual.

52.

Setting Standards of

2

1
--

3
2.4

L2.3

5
.
.80

2,5

2.2
m.wm22
m

4

STANDARD
DEVIATIONS

.98

.71

74
.84

m 2.1

2.6

.96

Personal Moral Behavior.
MILITARY PROFICIENCY
53.

Developing the Skills
Required for Present
Assignment.

2.4

Keeping Abreast of Major
Developments in Army,
Branch, and Specialty
Area.
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Detailed Analysis.

Detailed analysis in this case wes

limited to

study of the results of a multiple linear regression analysis, with
questionnaire Item 9 as the dependent variable,

and the difference
The purpose of

values of Items 20-54 as the independent variables.

this analysis was to determine whether the divergences within the
list of functions represented by Items 20-54 were valid predictors
of (i.e.,

collectively related to) the gross measure of difference in

Item 9.
An obtained multiple correlat ion coefficient (r

.6086)
.

shows

the relationship between Items 9 and Items 20-54 Lo be positive and
moderately strong,

indicating that, collectively-,diergence in Items

20-54 predicts for difference in Item 9.
The coefficient of determination (CD

.,3704)

suggests that th.A

difference scor.s of Items 20-54 accounted for slightly more than
one-third of the variance in th. response to Item 9.

Considering

the thousands of variables that could be studied and the elusive
nature of values and value systems,
is

the coefficient o•f determination

considered adequate.
In the analysis of variance for the multiple linear regression

(df

-

35,

due to regression;

380,

due to variation about regression)

the F-value of 6. 3879 indicates t..-t the r,,sults of the analysis are
statistically significant.
IS DEFINED AS DEGREE OF DIVERGENCE FROM IDEAL
VALUES PLL'S THE IMPORTANCF OF THE DIVERGENCE TO THE FUTURE OF
THE OFFICER CORPS, CAN THE LIST OF FUNCTIONS BE FURTHER
DISTILLED DOWN TO THOSE CONSIDERED "MOST SIGNIFICANT"?
IF "SIGNIFICANT"
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General.

In questionnaire Items 20-54, respondents were also asked

to evaluate, for each function, tht importance of divergence or variance
within that function.

Because of the large number of items and ,. rela-

tively small evaluative scale,

this "importance measure" was further

refined by questionnaire Part V, which requested respondents to review
the entite list of functions and indicate the three or four they felt
to be most significant.
Significance is

subjective, highly dependent upon perspective.

From the collective perspective of the 415 officers responding to the
questionnaire (not all of whom completed Part V) and on the basis of
four separate procedural tests discussed in

the detailed analysis, the

14 functions shown in the figure on the following page represent those
perceived as "most significant" to the future of the Officer Corps.

Detailed Analysis.

Using available descriptive and analytical

statistics, a series of logical and simple tests was applied in the
detailed analysis designed to determine which functional divergences

I

could be considered as "most significant."
The correlation analysis (Annex A, Metiodology) was reviewed for
correlations between the difference measures or Items 20-54 and the
gross measure of correlation on Item 9.

Items witih correlations less

than r - +.25 were eliminated.
Mean values for Items 20-54 on both the difference scales and the
importance scales were reviewed.

Items whose mean values were not

sibo~e the scale mid-point on both scales were eliminated.
criteria procedure is illustrated in Annex A, Figure A-1.
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Total responses to questionnaire Part V IndLcati.ag which functional
divergences were perceived as most significant were recorded.

The

frequenqy with which each item appeared was noted; th,•se appearing lesrn
than 30 ttmes were eliminated.
The appeasrance frequencies derived in
arranged in rank order.

the preceding test were

Items appearing in the lower half of the rank

order were eliminated.
Test results for all items were compared.

Those items which met

successfully the criteria of any three of the above t'ests were retained
as "most significant."

(Figure B-6)

Observabl.e DiverAence.
Up to this point,

this study has assessed the climate of profes-

sionalism in terms of quantitative, manipulatable,

objective fact.

The job functions just discussed categorize behavior; and the data
employed serve to pinpoint the location and level of divergence.
These quantitative data, however,
is

transmit little

an absolute essential of communication.

of the feeling that

In short, the assessment

thus far defines, rather than describes.
WHAT ARE THE EVERYDAY MANLVi%3TATIONS OF THE "MOST SIGNIFICANT"
DIVERGENCES PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED? . . . CAN THEY BE ILLI;STRATED
BY SITUATIONS AND CONDITIONS FOUND WITHIN THE ARMY TODA'(?

The answer to thin question must come from the qualita'lve data
(Annex A),

since it is those data that carry the "feeling" component.

Primary reliance,

therefore, now shifts to that portiora o

Lii
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the data

base (Figure 1I-i) labeled "qualitative"--the collective opinion of
group discussion and narrative written responve.
group discussion, and questionnaire

The content of interviews,
narrativea

was analyzed by the controlled procedures noted previously

(Annex A).

This content analysis produced a series of 14 divergence

or variance themes.

These themes, representing the collective percep-

tiona of the entire officer sample,

describe the situations and

conditions which best reflect the existing variance between ideal and
actual values.

They represent one important ingredient of the descrip-

tion of the prevailing climate.

SELFISH AND AMBITIOUS BEHAVIOR; PASSING THE BUCK. This major
variance theme defines the Army officer who lacks awareness of human
relations; who places self first--at the expense cf Duty, Honor, Country,
the Army, and his subordinates. He is the officer who wants to 'make
his mark" and appear to his superiors as general officer material, and
ynt who is, in fact, somewhat hesitant to lead, to make decisions, and
to accept responsibility.
- MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT--REGARDLESS OF MEANS OR IMPORTANCE.
rhis
variance encompasses the officer who has the automatic "can do"
reply. . . . The commander who attempts to accomplish every mission
regardless of its importance or tho capacity of his unit. This
is the commander with a narrow vision of overall mission and ,a dis-

arranged priority of objectives.
-

POOR ARMY IMAGE.

The poor Army image is an internal as well as

an external problem. The internal aspect is emphasized by the lack of
adequate post facilities including housing medical and dental facilities,
the Commissary and Post Exchange. The external portion, of lesser
significance, is the synthesis of: the misconduct by some ranking
members of the Officer Corps; a general portrayal of the L.iilitaryindustrial complex; misrepresentations by the news media; the Mylai
and Green Beret caseu; and few at the seat of autlhority willing to
"tell it like it is" and defend the military institlations.
-

ACCEPTANCE OF MEDIOCRE AND UNSATISFACTORY OFFICERS.

There i

some

tendency on the part of newly commissioned officers to be complacent.
There is at the same time a reluctance on the part of the mriddle and
upper grades to weed out the mediocrity and incompetence In the company
B-28
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*hdde ranks.
There is a widespread acceptance of mediocre officer's in
the middle and upper ranks who have "retired on active duty," who
provide little
incentive for junior officers, and who are of marginal
value to the service.
- DISTORTION OF REPORTS--TO INCLUDE TPE UER.
There is a widespread
distortion of fact in reports.
the Officer Efficiency Report was the
most frequent.ly mentioned example of distortirn.
AWOL, USARV body
count, and MACV pacification reports az* additional examples.

- OVERSUPERVISION AND SQUELCHiNG INITTATIVE; "DOh T ROCK ThF BOAT."
The layers of bureaucracy stifle innovative ideas anC intuitive thinking.
Senior officers shy away from ncw ideas, fear mistake. . The supervisory
mude of the "squad leaders in

the sky" is

prevalent.

,

- VARYING STANDARDS.
Many senior officers disregard regulations
and directIves while demanding strict
compliance by the lower gr-des.

Most frequently mentioned was the perception that the higher the officer'ts grade, the greater the probability he will aot receive punishment.
The "can do" commander, eager to please the boss rather than do what is
required for the un0.t, begins and sustains the upward spiral of unequal,

itnrealistic workload and reward.
ARMY SYSTEM OF REWARDS.; There is an apparert fostering of a
system which rewards the driving officer who, over the short run, "gets
the results," but who aver the long run exacts a terrible cost in human
values.
As a result, cotamanders reward their units based largely on
reports which are prepared to reflect only the favorable side of the
unit. 'This tacit approval of distorted reports by commanders has built
a false reward system.
There are many instances of the award of valor
and meritorious medals to senior officers for questionable deeds in the

eyes of tl~eir junior, officers; e.g.,
award of the Silver Star.
-4

the "meritorious" or "cumulative"

Commanders and courts fail

to punish offenders

for obvious and serious violations of standards.

- TECHNICAL INCOMPETENCE.

The many branch immaterial duties cause

the middle and upper grades officers to,ýlose their braLach proficiency.

Little attempt is made to mastel- the qetails of the job or upgrade one's
information until placed in the posit'c.n of responsibility. This condoned development of potential incompotence is increased by disproportionatoe emphasis on such peripheral "tickets" as the graduate degree.

- LYING, CHEATING, STEALINC. This variance is illustrated by Arinywide; signing of false certificates; falsification of flight records;
condcning of the unit thief or scroungr; acceptance by middle and
upper grade officers of obviously distorted reports; falsification of

]mder

TDY trips for self gain and the attendant travel pay; hiding of costs
various programs; placing AWOLs on leave to satisfy commauder's
desire for "Zero Defect" statistics.
B-29
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-ACK OF ES-RIr AND PRIDE.
This vartance vncompasnes the toltr.rted
lack of drive and pride in the Army, the lack of pride in one's self,
and tne resultant laviness, obesity, and lowered standards of pormonal
appearance.
It is fostered by instability in assigivinnts.
TOLERATED DEVIANCE.
all levels,

I

There is a hesitatnce or even failure, at

to eliminate those who tend to lie, cheat or steal.

I"

Seniors

fail to set and enforce proper standards of ethics and professionalism.

Failure to enforce lands credence to any aura of hypocrisy coming from
other sources.

1.

- ONE WAY COMMUNICATIONS.
There is a serious breakdown in interpersonal communicatIons which is identified by a failure on the part
of seniors to listen to their subordinates, and a marked tendency to

talk at rather than with the subordinate.

The Army talks ~iuch (%bout

this;' does little.
The need for Junior officer councils has "face
validity," but reflects dereliction of a time-honored command responsibility: Know your men and look out for their welfare.

{

- 1,OYALTY AND DEDICATION.
These basic Ingredients of sol diering
sare soldom projected down, or across.
is THERE A RlIhAVE OKDER OF PREVALANCE AMIONG THESE INDICA. . . ARE SOME MORE WIDELY PERCEIVEI) TVAN OTHERS?

a

TORS?

In one phase of content analysis,

a group of judges,

using a derl-

vation of' a qunlirative analysis procedure known a0 Lhe "Q-Sort Te'hnique"
(Vroom,

1964),

recorded the frequency with which divergence or variance

themes appeared in the written narrative responses (Part V) of th,
que&tlonnaires.

The list of divergence themes used in this analysis

does not correspond precisely with those previously discussed; nevertheless, the frequency tal%

made by the judges illustiates quite clearly

A relative order of perceived prevalence among the

vartance.
page,

These dat4, sumanirt.ycd

Indicators of

it the frigure on the followltig

sh.uld he inttrpreted with an awareness that the

Dr•_re.Sn•t

•,,yrea lenc._, ,.nd. not..

tlumbemrs shown1

nec s.:..anl iL~..._1mj•or tac..
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RECURRtING t4&RRATIVE DIVERGENCE Ok VAR1IACL THMES
(FROM 415 RESPONS11•)
N.M.

THF..S

1. Distortion of reports

OF RESPOSES

189

-

including 09R.

2.

Selfish/ambitiOus
behavior; passing the buck.

3.

Oversupervision,
rock the boat."

4.

Technical incompetence.

5.

Varying standards

166

119

"don't

101

(grades,

86

Lying, cheating, stealing.

70

4

units) ý
6.

52

7. Acceptance of substandard
officer.
8.

Army system of :awards.

48.

9.

Lack of esprit and pride.

43

10.

Poor Army image.

34

11,

Mission accomplis .hment
regardless of means or
importance..

31

Figure B-7.

]

Divergence or Variance Theaess
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° TO W1LAT DI,,XREE CAN TH11ESE INDICATORS (AND THEIR PREVALANCE) BE
CONSIDERED AS RKPRESNTAT1VE OF CONDITrONS iEISTING THROUGIHOUT
THE OFFICER CORPS IN ITS FNTIRErY?
data analyzed were those brought back by t:he discussion

The first

Each team was dqbrlefed neparately.

group leaders.

debriefing sessions show that, irresp
ade level of the discussion grgupa

the

1Th, recordeu,

,tive
of titited
amedivergence

,or
themes

appeared.
The written narrative responses to the questionnaire were- studied

later in the analysis phao.u

A".Iu

with much the same intensity..
the themes,

but it

y.

same themes aJpeaarod--and

Thle supports the representativeness of

also suggests that the vi ws of divergence held by

an officer at the "public" level

(group discussion) did not differ

greatly from those huld at the individual and anonymous "privatte"
level

(questionnaire).

Further,

there is

a marked similarity in

the divergence

uncovered

by this nsaessment and that noted in a series of informal seminars
held at Department of the Army level prior to inltiatinn of this more

rigorous study of profess ionali.sm.
A final. support of the representativeness of the
cussed

lies

ii

indicators dLs-

one of the worksheets used by the discuisi on lvaders.

At the beginning of the study,

during problem defmilntion,

tvn condi-

tions or situations were informally hypothesized as illustrative of
existing variance between ideal and actual values..
leaderu were anked to evaluate,

"with discussion

groups,

thi

un the basis of their interaction

degree to which officers wore cotncerned

I-32
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Discussion

.he

/j
about these ten conditions.

The results uf thij analyt;io are depicted

in Figure B-8 on the following pages and are compatible with those
obtained through the more precise analyses discussed.
In sum, 'it
•"'•

is difficult to disavow the perceived existence of the

"problems
roft,..
,,identified
ism. by this quantitative and qualitative assessment

"of.,

CAUSES OF VARIANCE..I
The officer behavior illustrative of a difference between ideal

I

and actual values has been operationally defined and subjectively
described in considerable detail.

Additionally,

since individual

perception is so intricately involved in interpretation of adherence
or divergence,

the difference or varl'ance has been .examined from the

points of view of different
Assessment,

I

grade levels within the Officer Corps.

per se, is essentially completed.

The thrust of this

study now shifts from, assessment to diagnosis.
C

W1flOt APPEA TO BE THE CAUSES WHICH UNDERLIE THE DIVERGENCE
PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED?
In attempting to diagnose cause,

it

it

4

evident immediately that

cause and effect cannot be separated with precision into mutually
exclusive categories.
OER,
(in

They are interwoven.

listed earlier as an indicator,

The distortion of an

is an effect.

However,

it

causes

part) the acceptance of mediocre and unsatisfactory officers.

interrelationships are extremely complex,

The

as illustrated by the model.
A
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COMPOSITE PROFILE OF DISCUSSIOMN GROUP LEADERS'
REsPONSES TO:
"Your estimate of the relative sense of concern or urgency regarding
ten specific points."'

'EtF:

'

'

"
Ai

avi_
"'

: 'ORDER
oN
"I S0

B.

M .t•thds; mission first'
regardless of the impor-

I

tance. o'f the.I mission;
e.nd justifies'means.

I

I

I II

:I-

: I

II

II

I I I

I

I
I
.

I

fare of the t.'oops.

I

Oversupervision stemming from an attempt

I

for no mistakes at
D.1any

time.

I
III

I

II
,

I"

I

I

I

I
I
I
I I
I
TTTI

Impact of th'- "peemissive" trends of our
society on discipline
and professional ethics;
a dilution of tradi-

I

tional standards within
the Officer Corps

resulting from the
I

pressures from outside.

F.

OF
CONCERN

Dr-ve. for personal suc-.2..
cess3 and c'areer "ickets"

of tha unit or the wel-

D.

8

I
I

I

i |

takes precedence over
the longer range goals

C.

"I;7

I

I

bf the

6I

5I

1 ' 2i- 3I 4I

Pressuretio get the Jb6

'One regrls

'

High

4

S2,

,

Extremely

Present But
Not Signtficant

Low or
Non-Fxistent

I,

Statistical indicators-AWOL, body count,
weapons lost, reenlistment rate, CMMI scores,
expert marksmen, ecc.-have assumed inordinate
impcrtance; they tempt
officers to cheat.

Fi ure B-8
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ORDER OFI
SPECIFIC POINTS
F.

4

1 2

Officers are not highly

j

competent in their duties;

this is one cause for
unrealistic standards,
poor supervision, overIIIII
supe~rvision,

I

'

I

9

III
I
I

use ofIIII

statistical indicatorsIII
in place of "professional
judgment," etc.I

II

IIII
III

I
I

G. Disenchantment with the
1i1Inin
1
1
1
leadership or integrity1
of (JUNIOR) (SENIOR)ii
officers.I
I
I g I
H. "Politics" or favoritism
in selection, promotion,
prestige assignments,
etc.I

I
I I

I. Difficulty in communicat-

II.

ing with senior officers:
"nobody listens or understands."I
J.

CONCERN

Loyalty seems a "one-way
street." It goes mostly7
up, rarely down.II

10
I

i6
I

~

I

8

I

Mop~
iI

I

I I

I

I

n~~ni

II

I
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shown in Figure II!-i; nevertheless,

an understanding of cause must

be established as a precondition for solution.
In the present study, the diagnosis of cause was not included in
the collection of quantitative data, since to have done so would have
restricted the consideration of causes to those listed on a questionnaire.

the search for cause was approached directly, and

Instead,

through qualitative means.

Perceived cause was a central item in the

discussion of divergence; "causation" themes were . 1 .ý,itified and
described.

There is understandably a degree of overlap with the

earlier noted divergence themes.
in this study,

In terms of the methodology employed

themes listed below represent the causes underlying the

divergent behavior previously discussed.
lap.

Many of them logically over-

They are derived from both reported perceptions and analysis by

the study group.
- NO TIME OR EXCUSE FOR FAILURE. There are no allowances for
Both quest for and receipt
Mistakes are seldom condoned.
failure.
time to acquire a wide variety
of accelerated promotions provide little
The press of the 6 or 12 month command tour leaves
of experience.
There is a
room for counseling and delegation of authority.
little
There is little
prevalent feeling that "one mistake will ruin a career.
freedom to fail."
To succeed, one must command (preferably in
- TICKET-PUNCHING.
Office.s go to unbelievable
combat), serve on high level staff, etc.
lengths to get che "right" assignments needed for promotions and
schools.
Upper anu senior commanders set unreal- STATISTICAL PRESSURES.
At lower levels, professional principles are sacrificed
istic goals.
to the production of "results." There are myriad requiiements for
Many feel that statistics are
certificates, reports, statistics.
used primarily as an officer appraisal tool rather than as an adjunct
to resource management.
Units are given too many
DEMANDS, AND QUOTAS.
- IMPROPER GOALS,
missions, too many inspections with unclear or insignificant purposes.
B-36

There is an abundance of "busy work" and wasted effort generated by
middle and upper grades.
Resources are often obviously inadequate
to accomplishi the mission; e.g., a unit at 60 percent strength
attempting to maintain 100 percent of its equipment in a "zero
defects" mode.
- LACK OF STABILITY IN LENGTH OF ASSIGNMENT; SOMI~rIMES INADEQUATE
TIME IN GRADE.
The 6-month command tour fosters a lack of personal
know-ledge of subordinates' capabilities, leaving little
time for the
development of professionalism. Fast promotions mean limited experience and superficial understanding of assigned duties.
Rapid
promotion to captain is a particular case in point.
- PRESSURE TU i.Aj,
COMPETITIVE.
There is unhealthy competition for command and fýýf certain staff positions, particularly within
middle and upV,,r gradc,:.
Further, officers hesitate to admit weaknesses -. id frequently cover up mistakes with little
consideration of

tne consequences.

The helicopter and the radio have
- COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY.
weakened the chain of command. With almost ".:eal time" reporting
opportunity to explain or discuss problems,
systems, there is little
or to give guidance.
Statistics are transmitted rapidly; but
essential background information often does not come through.
- REQUIRING EXPERTISE IN TOO MANY AREAS.
Given the emphasis on
"generalists" rather than "specialists," the spectrum of normal duty
assignments is so varied that it is difficult to be well prepared.
- PERMISSIVE SOCIETY.
The interpretation of "Duty-Honor-Country"
is influenced to some dogree by contact with the more pragmatic
values of contemporary society.
Younger officers will often accept
the prevailing values of the "real world," although they recognize
the disparity between the ideal and the actual situation.
The rapid activation o'f new
- REQUIRE24ENT FOR MORE OFFICERS.
units without mobilization leads to dilution of experience and, in
turn, to more frequently mediocre and unsatisfactory job performance.
Standards of commissioning are lowered to some degree.
- INADEQUATE ELIMINATION OF OFFICERS.
It often appears that
quality is not a criterion for promotion.
There is little
effort
to identify 4nd temove the "dead wood" at upper levels and the inept
Officers obviously lacking in integrity are
at lower levels.
retained.
- INSUFFICIENT COUNSELING AND SETTING OF STANDARDS.
These
There
factors both relate to the development of younger officers.
is a widespread lack of time and techrique for volmseling and

B-37
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coaching subordinates in their duties, Certain examples of middle
and upper officers have strong negative effects; lack of respect
for other people, low moral standards, drunkenness, failure to
correct, failure to support subordinates, preoccupation with retirement.*

-

Commanders often hesitate to take action for fear
- LEGALISM.
of not having legal sufficiency for their actions, or of becoming
entangled in a legalistic administrative morass. They want to be

"1covered."

- LOYALTY UP--NOT DOWN.
Subordinates perceive a gross lack of
real interest in their welfare. Despite gimmicks and programs, this
t.ends an air of hypocrisy to other policies and programs promulgated
by "1they." Loyalty downward is often seen as dependent upon the
subordinate's contributions and achievements. Subordinates in trouble
are not "backed up" when they should be.
-

FAILURE TO ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR OWN ACTION.

Failure and

error are projected to subordinates. Superiors discourage unfavorable "feedback" from subordtnates. "Higher headquarters" also gets
the blame frequently.
LACK OF MORAL COURAGE AND SELF DISCIPLINE. There is a marked
reluctance to ask superiors, particularly general, officers, for
-

clarification and additional guidance.

unpleasant orders.
ethical "right."

Junior officers avoid givingI

Some officers show little regard for moral and

I

SOME ORDER OF PERCEIVED PREVALENCE BE ESTABLISHED AMONG
THESE CAUSES?

0CAN

As was the case in the analysis of divergence themes, the causation themes appearing in group discussion and in the written respo~nses
to the questionnaire were quite similar.
grade.

There were few variations by

The frequency tally of the judges, which esLabf~rstied a rank

order of occurrence among the causation themes, is the basis for the
illustration shown on the following page, and suggests an order of
prevalence.
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RECURRING NARRATIVE THEMES USED TO EXPLAIN CAUSE OF VARIANCE
(FROM 415 RESPONSES)
NUMBER OF RESPONSES

THEME

1. Inadequate counseling/setting

170

standards by seniors.
2.

Unrealistic goals/quotas.

126

3. No time/excuse for failure.

113

4.

Loyalty up - not down.

108

5.

Pressure to remain competitive
(survival).

107

6.

Lack of self discipline/moral
courage.

98

7.

Failure to accept responsibility

91

for action.
8.

Communication technology.

91

9.

Inadequate eliminatior. of officers
(automatic promotions/retention).

90

10.

"Statistical" pressures.

84

11.

Ticket Punching.

73

12.

Instability in assignments; also
in promotion, retention policies.

63

13.

Permissive society.

55

14.

Requiring expertise in

too many

25

areas.
15.

Legalism! "be covercd."

22

16.

Requirement for increased number
ot officers.

21

Figure B-9.
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Causatiun Themes

0

DO THE OBVIOUS INTERRELATIONS AMONG THESE CAUSATION THE4ES
PROVIDE A MEANS FOR REFINING THE LIST OF CAUSES DOWN TO A
FEW THAT SE04.I BASIC?
If a few basic root causee can be isolated, solution is

simplified.
certed effort

obviously

This principle was recognized by the study aui a con(collective judgment in group seminar) was made to

distill the list to a more basic level.
An initial attempt was made to co,.ibine within themes; i.e., to
determine if

two or more themes were sufficiently similar to permit

the selection of one which would encompass the others.
was unsuccessful; however,
and tested through study,

This effort

as these causation themi were manipulated
redefinition, and debate,

became apparent, although imprecisely so,

it

gradually

that two broad areas of

personnel management might together incorporste the longer list of
This listing represents but one of

more detailed causatLmn themes.

many possible categorizations of these themes.
obviously might fit

Several of the themes

in either category.

The majority of the causal factors seemed to have at least partial origins in what might be termed the Army's appraisal system,,
defined as formal and informal procedures whereby an officer is
evaluated; then rewarded,

not rewarded, or punished.

Causation

themes felt to be related to this appraisal system are the following:
- NO TIME OR EXCUSE FOR FAILURE
- STATISTICAL PRESSURES

- PRESSURE TO REMAIN COMPETITIVE
- PERMISSIVE

s0CIErY
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- INADEQUATE ELIMINATION OF OFFICXaS
- LOYALTY UP--NOT DOWN
- FAILURE TO ACCEPT REVPONSIBILITY
- LEGALISM
- LACK OF MORAL COURAGE AND SELF DISCIPLINE
The remainder of the causal factors appeared to be related to a
second gross category,

termed the Army's assignruent system, doifined

as formal and informal procedures and requirements existing in the
long-term process of officer development.

The causation themes

listed below appeared to have partial origins in this assignm4nt

system:
- EXPERTISE REQUIRED IN TOO MANY AREAS

- TICKET PUNCHING
- REQUIREMENT FOR INCREASED NUMBERS OF OFFICERS
- INSUFFICIENT COUNSELING AND SETTING OF STANDARDS
- UNREALISTIC GOALS,

DEMANDS,

QUOTAS

- COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

" LACK OF STABILITY IN LENGTH OF ASSIGNMENT AND TIME IN GRADE
In sur•mary,
but,

the list of causation themes can be further refined

in the process,

the re3atior.ships become less clear.

order causes do not "fit"
precisiou.
causes,

It is

Second-

their base cause category with acceptable

doubtful,

therefore, that the resultant basic

discussed above, are sufficiently inclusive or definitive

to warrant their being labeled as finite "basic" or "root" causes.

t!
'"

_____________________
I-

'
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They can, homever,

be viewed as initial and tentative start points

for solution.
SOLUTION.
The objective of solution, in terms of the conceptual model of
this study,

is

to reduce the difference or variance between ideal

a"ind actual values.

In the sections that follow, the means whereby

týtia can be accomplished are developed, beginning first at a general
'1e0,el of solution.
WHAT CAN BE CONSIDERED AS SOME INITIAL GUIDELINES FOR SOLUTION?
The Spect'um of Solution.
Earl, i

rroblem
p.ý

definition phase,

it was evident that not

all problems 't•id *auses would be subject to corrective action.

Due

to the nature c! values and value systems, a "spectrum of solution,"
as illustrated in Figure B-lO on the following page,
an appropriate guideline.
native approaches.

appears to be

The spectrum expresses a range of alter-

These aro defived from the need to recognize the

essentially unchanging charactter of

an nature; the changing value•'

thc sutbeptibility of some problems
systems of portions of society;
only to long term, incremetital sol

nsl and the. certain impotence

of piecemeal solutions.
The diagnosis of cause, previously discussed,

points ,undeniably

to traditional and contempora:y aspects of the Army's personnel
system as an initial guideline or starting point for solution.
becomes clear almost immediacely,
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however,

It

that other systems of the

I_
_

II

.99

Snn

-7
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rMy's structture are •lso

itivolvod.

readiness rapprting system,

Consider,

While the person•el

looked to as an initial Rtart point,
and policiet

must be addressed in

Consisteyof the Data.

91data

base i

totality.

senior officers

Ay~ttou

thLe

caan be

all facets of Actmy operations

fotmulating solution elternattvas.

Any concepts for solution must view the
The total Inputs,

and search for underlying caumse,
consistent pattern.

for example,

an well. as tho

n'indlysiq

then form an tnt:egrated and.

Thus the, quantitattive rentlt that showed

as a group dpviiattng

less nuinorically

standards than did Junior officers became,

in overall

fromn Ideal

-/

perspective,

somewhat less reassuring than one
10Mght have a341m110d in vl.owing that
finding in

isolation.

or the intru•sion o'

SimilarLy,

the role of the "permissive ý,ioIoLy"

the "commerical

ethic" became

Ihnmmediate causes of variance from idal
pressurtes s6
rather thant

oied,

trolled amlibition
for a persona!

01

forces.

to be oxacerhal lig agents
tt was,

Ihatl
O

tion in which the ,ttitor offceer

for example,

pplAron

tile qua'lit ativo

constraints wi thin which tlit, .MItol.o
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ibtimittod In•coretct

mpotus for any comprom i so.

particularly Ln light of

(II

These qoc total

the cowlmander slid htiN olt n t hollgh tiOss

Image of pertton

was not the prim,
ti

standards.

upon closer serutiLY,

direct causaLive

less relevant as

Takolu

tile nnconl ites

ilteaod tlhe

rtetport1,

tilt;-

Wiie
It'I

as a wholo ,

ipliptts W11 101 dosv l'lbed the

offtI ot

Is pl aced 11nd

lite pues,nuos

I"

imposed upon him by his soniors,

the responsibility for systemic

defects shifted consistently toward the senior officers--the lieutenant colonels and above.
This shift, reinforced by attempts to isolate "root causes"
and consolidate themes of causality, a

supported by independent

findings of allied studies and observations (USMA,
OPD),

Franklin Institute,

forced a search for corrective measures in the Army's policies

and procedures as well as in the obviously less fertile ground of
basic human behavior.

It

is in fact an optimistic finding that
J

seemingly correctable flaws in various 'self-designed Army systems'
might be prime causes of variances from ideal standards.

This situa-

tion porLends greater possible auccess for corrective measures than
if

the system design and management were perfect but human nature

and societal pressures were relentlessly subverting the system.
o ARE THERE SOME GENERAL SOLUTION CONCEPTS WHICH CAN SERVE AS THE
BASIS FOR MORE SPECIFIC SOLUTION MEASURES?
This study has shown that in
and value systems,

it

is difficult to move in direct, precise,

step fashion from indicator,
Two problems

ela-

There are, however,

the highly subjective area of values

to cause,

to basic cause,

lock-

to solution.

to a third, and then collectively produce another.
certin solid solution concepts which reault fror

analysis of the data.
Questionnaire Part V, without restricting the options,

requested

the respondents Lo propose corrective measures which might be employed-regardless of the effort required.
B-45

This freedom from restraints was

established so as to widen the range of alternatives that might be
davelcped.
[At this point, it is important to note parenthetically the large
proportion of War College students among the questionnaire respondents
(Annex A, Methodology).

These individuals, representing a future

generation of Army leadership, expressed deep concern with cause and
effect--and their proposed solutions were not greatly influenced by
organizational bias.

The need, in this solution-oriented exploratory

study, for the application of their collective experience, wisdom, and
quality, accounts in great part for the non-representative nature of
the study sample.]
Narrative responses to questionnaire Part V were processud by the
Q-Sort analytical procedure previously mentioned on page B-30.
this process,

From

the group of judges developed a list of five "solution

themes" which can be considered as basic solution concepts in the
development of more specific corrective measure.

These concepts,

and

the frequency with which they were proposed by respondents, are illustrated in Figure B-li on the following page.
o WHAT SPECIFIC CORRECTIVE MEASURES, READILY TRANSLATABLE INIO
MISSION STATEMENTS, CAN BE DEVELOPED FROM THE LIST OF SOLUTION
CONCEPTS?
The solutions proposed in the qualitative data, conceived under
conditions of limited restraint, carn be labeled "naive" and "idealistic";
they are, nevertheless, representative of the ex ectatiors of the
respondents.

To the degree that expectations point to ideal condi-

tions, the corrective actiuns proposed point to the objaetive
B-466,
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RECURRING NARRATIVE SOLUTION THEMES
(FROM 415. RESPONSES)
THEME

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

1. '9mphasis/attention on
part of senior officers

222

2.

20

Reward '3ystem:
OER promotion, assignments,

schools, and retention,
awards & Aecorations.
3. Communication (inter-

96

1

4.

Stabilize personnel
policies & assignments.

49

Ii

5.

Utilize varying degrees
of talent - allow for
specialization aud

47

personal).

,-

retention of solid nonpromotable officers.

'Figure B-71.

So-utl.on Themes
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.

established for solution:
ideal conditions.

reduce the difference between actual and

The final list of solution measures rests upon no specific procedure or analysis.

The foundation of these measures is a synthesis of

the findings concerning:

the existence of variance,

the perspectives

of; grade levels, the behavioral correlates of variance, and their
everyday manifestations, the perceived causal factors, and finally,
the straightforward expectations of all who participated in this
study.

These findings, carefully and collectively considered, indi-

cate that the following are necessary:
(1) Disseminate to the Officer Corps the pertinent findings of
this study.
(2)

Promote an atmosphere conducive to honest communication between

junior and senior officers.
(3)

Outline standards for counseling of.subordinates.

(4) Motivate the competent and facilitate the elimination of the
marginal performer.
(5) Enforce adherence to standards, with senior officers setting
the example.
(b)

Focus on the development of measurable expertise.

(7) Revise certain officer assignment priorities and policies,
includ;.ng policy regar.ding the duration and essentiality of command
tours.
(8)

Revise the officer evaluation systems.

(9)

Revise the concert of officer career patterns.

(10)

Revise promotion policies.
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APPLNDIX 1

ANECDOTAL INPUT
PART I

-

Selected Representative Narrative Comments from Questionnaires4

1. Questionnaires were distributed to approximately 420 officers
ranging in grade from second lieutenant to major general.
Listed
below are selected narrative comments obtained from these questionnaires.
2. The comments are grouped under broad descriptive headings.
Since many of the comments could be placed under more than cne heading,
the groupings are somewhat arbitrary; however, che comments are direct
lifts from the questionnaires and are representative.
Standards
CPT:

The young men in the Army today need and expect their leaders
tc set standardi3 of moral behavior.

CPT:

Senior officern seem to live under the standard of "do as I say,
not as I do." In my last assignment I witnessed senior officers
doing things that if done by an enlisted man would result in
courts-martial charges.

MAJ:

Pride in prcfession promotes professionalism.
Renewed effort
on the part of comtmanders to emphasize Army tradition and
formality would, in my opinion, aid in developing and maintaining the needed esprit de corps.

MAJ:

The biggest failing is setting the example in the 10-20 year
service majors and lieutenant colonels who simply are waiting
out the retirement requirements ....
The inflated OER's hide
these people at DA, but field action could put the burden of
adequate performance or "out" on these individuals.

COL:

The military must take action to overcome its willingness to
accept mediocrity. With few exceptions what I feel to be the
most. serious problems stem from this prevalent attitude.

COL:

The Army encourages "free-loaders" particularly in the middle
gi:ades . . . by preparing himself for retirement a: the expense
cf his military duty and general competence.
B-1-1
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CPT:

There are too many nonprofessional, imcompetent, hangers-on
in the Army.
of the Army

.
.

.
.

.

. Unqualified officers should be gotten out
as it is now, all promotions up to 05 are

pretty automatic.
MAJ:

The only current decorations I admire are the DSC and Medal of
Honor, all others are taintedby too often being awarded to
people who do not deserve them. .

.

. Duty, Honor and Country

is becoming--me, my rater, my endorser, make do, to hell with it.
COL:

Discipline is the foundation of the Army
.
but somehow it
is deteriorating. This state of affairs is [due to] the
pressures and requirements which erode discipline and force a
false set of leadership principles upon commanders.

MAJ:

My experience has been that line units operate better at cadre
strength of high caliber than full strength of a mix of high
and mediocre caliber officers. Our Officer Corps will only
be as good as our determination to cull it to insure high
standards.

COL:

Senior officers fail to set the example by adhering to standards
of Duty-Honor-Country. Many a subordinate has been sacrificed
to advance the career of a senior. A policy of strict and
ruthless elimination of officers who do not adhere to the
standards . . . would do much to alleviate the situation.

MAJ:

There is ample evidence of high level (including generals)
moral laxness which in no way is reflected in promotions or
assignment limitations or sanctions. Ratings are solely on
results, no matter how obtained ...

MAJ:

My superior was a competent, professional, knowledgeable military officer that led by fear, would doublecross anyone to
obtain a star, drank too much and lived openly by no moral
code. He is now a BG!

COL:

Too much attention is being given by the Army, through its undue
emphasis and policies as well as by individuals, on personal
advancement or "ticket punching.
Our professionalism as
soldiers has thereby been degraded.

COL:

. . . Zero defects complex which says that nothing short of

perfect is acceptable. So long as an officer is held personally responsible for seeing that no mistakes are made by his
subordinates he will have difficulty passing authority to them.

"B-1-2
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Integrity
COL:

Lack of courage to adult error/failing leads subordinates to
hide information that quperi~ors should know because the subordinate fears for his career. This is as much a condemnation
of superiors who will, not tolerate mistakes as it is subordinates who lack fortitude to admit them.

CPT-. Far too many major. and lieutenant colonels turn out to be yes
One
men for the purposes of receiving a good report.,
example is availability of aircraft in R'VN . . . is not only
exaggerated but almost inhuman working hours are often required.
MA:Staff officers and Bn Cos distort reports to either justify
their existence or perpetuate their own careers.
LTC., Dishonesty has been forced upon a great portion of the Officer
Corps in rendering efficiency reports, and the J~nior grade
officers can see this and don't like or unders tan~d the reason.
LTC:

t

There is a lack of moral courage among raters to give low efficiency reports. to those officers that deserve them. Of ficers
relieved in combat and other assignments continue to appear on

promotion and school selection lists.
MAM:
L~iJ:

. . . The system forces unethical reporting and practices, and
punishes variation.

As a Captain I was ordered to falsify a Unit Readiness Report

by changing my company's REDCON after the cut-off date of the
report. 1 refused to falaify the report,. My OER containeda
comment that "this officer is dogmatic and fails to recognize
the necessity tc cease discussion when the decision is made."

LTC:

Juniors are just more idealistic.

Seniors, except for some

generals, tend to lie (on 2715s, AWOL, OMMI), steal (leave status,
club bills, checks) and cheat (avoid unpleasant duties, unfairA
advantage, etc.), and no one makeid this an issue.

Self-Interest
COL:

Perhaps the one trait I have observed in fellow officers most
distracting to me is selfish interest, particularly at the
expense of others and the military service in general.

all responses pertaiLn to grade 03 through 05. 1 feel that
CPT
officers in these grades are. more concerned with protecting
themselves than in doi-ng a good job.

1
K

MAJ:

It is disturbing to me to observe officers in the middle grades
lie, cheat, distort facts, and take other measures to aggrandize
their own personal careers ....
Their conduct fools no one.
Sufficient regulatory authority exists to eliminate those who
fail to live up to the code, but it must be consistently enforced.

MAJ: ....

Commanders more oriented upon "ticket punching" and not

taking any chances as long as they are in

command

.

.

.

inhibits

what a truly good unit can accomplish.
COL:

Too many officers still
worry about accumulating the "right
tickets" rather than performing at their best in any assignment.

CPT:

. . . Pressures of the system to excel personally.
It is
thinking of yourself more than how your actions will affect
others below you.
Career Progression

CPT:

The efficiency report is the most disturbing administrative
farce in the Army.
It is a measure cf "following" and not
leading,
Its weight in "tickets of success" allows officers
of incompetence in leadership to advance.

COL:

The Army has made it

clear that an individual ha. to have

"certain tickets"--without these he is in treuble as far as

promotions and assignmunts are concerned.
This is shortsighted and does not make use of the talents of the individual.
LTC"

Even OPO make assignments on the basis of "this ticket must be
punched."
Command of a battalion is sought not to make a contribution to the Army, not to lead troops and improve their
performance, but to fulfill a requirement for the advancement
of one's career.
Failure of even minor tasks result in
elimination from competition for colonel, war college etc.
Hence loyalty to subordinates is given only in furtherance of
personal goals, responsibility for failure is avoided and
judgment is biased toward "what effect will this have on me?"

MAJ:

With all efficiency reports being high, the tendency in the
Officers Corps today is to get "the ticket punched" regardless
of the cost

.

.

.

the methods used.

The attitude of putting

forth extra effort to better the organization is
today.
CPT:

*1

sneered at

No one will take a chance lest his OER be lowered and his
opportunit%; for advancement threatened.
Innovation is stifled
and conformity promoted.
Initiative is stifled because a
B-I-4

commander . . . assumes greater control.
Command time "takes
on a hollow ring" the commnander is there to swing in case ..
.
something should go wrong.
Indicators such as CMMI become ends
in themselves ....
MAJ:

The short periods of command enhance passing the buck,
commander, for failures of the unit.

MAJ:

The Army should redefine officer career patterns in an attempt
to allow an officer to attain and maintain high expertise in
fewer fields.

LTC:

The Army has contributed to its
own problem by overloading
Washington with talent at tne expense of all other activitles-except command positions.
Unfortunately these assignments are
filled from the Washington pool by officer,,, who are not .
grounded for command but must get their ticket punched.

by a

Statistics
COL:

The military requires success in

everything.

So success is

reported.
Training records, supply records are two cases in
point.
These lies then easily lead to othors.
CPT:

The majority of my associates were interested in keeping higher
The fact
headquarters happy--false reports were the result.
that my leadership ability is judged by how many people in my
company sign up for bonds or give to the United Fund or Red
Cross disturbs me.

MAJ:

...
excessive emphasis on statistical
data . ..
when a
commander is required to report on himself. . . . Under such
a system, the honest commander who reports his AWOLs, etc.,
gets into trouble while the dishonest commander gets promoted.

CPT:

Through exposure the junior officer becomes aware of the disproporti.onate emphasis placed on statistics. . . . The young
officer is quick to recognize this situation and complies for
his own safety.

MAJ:

Today efforts are made to quantify every facet of a unit's
activities, leaving the commander little
latitude to allocate
resources and forcing him to at least create the appearance

of achieving a plethora of numerical goals.
B-1-5
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Comm~unication
CPT:

A problem does exist, it is basically one of communications in
informing officers of both the standards to be aspired to and
minimum acceptable standards ....

MA.]:

Only when a commander establishes an atmosphere of freedom ofI

It

expression will he get accurate infoimation and be believed
when he gives his reasons. Training in really listening should
be given to al~l commanders at every echelon.
They have to hear
what is being -'id and also what is not being said--which may
be more importiwt in the long run.

[

MAJ:

I feel the problem ariscs from lack of communication between
more senior officers and the Junior.

COL:

Failure to pass on to junior officers results of thei~r sugges
tions or outright ignoring them
in some cases the upper
levels of command actually are unaware that they are unapproachable.

I

...

'LTC: There is a general reluctance to face troops and present a
cogent rationale for what has to be done.
Commanders
at each echelon should encourage and insist upon subordinate
...

I

leaders talking more often and directly to the trcops, listening to their ideas and questions.
MAJ.:

More emphasis must be placed on pressing ranking officers to
listen as well as speak.

LTC,

There is a crying need for majors through generals to do a
better job of communicating with their subordinates on a very
o

LTC;

Keeping the commander and subordinates infomed is essential
in any military organization. Junior officers are reluctant
to discuss problems with senior officers. Thus the problem
lies with the commander and senior officer to improve lines
of communication.
Loyalty

MA.:

Loyalty to subordinates gets largely lip service in the Army
today.
Too many colonels and generals appear to want all
junior officers to suffer like they did. . . . It seems the
~=.r'
personal-basis. officers become, the more hardware or systems
more senior
oriented they become.

SCT:

Loyalty seems to be a one-way street to some senior officers.
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COL,
.

Patience with and responsibility toward subordinates needs to
treat our junior
We still
be stressed at the highest levelp.

officers and enlisted men as things rather than as people.
MAJ:

Many senior officers

feel that it

isn't

in

their job descrip-

All too often the
tion to help their juniors when needed.
senior takes the kutless way out and relieves the un ortunate
. . Quality officers
junior and sluffs hint off on someone else.
can be made, given the proper guidance and support.
MAJ%

It has been my ý,xperience that the young officer of today has
loyalty to his organization and to a degree to the
very little
entire Army.

CPT:

The apparent subservience of senior commanders to public relativns and the obvious fcar of congressional rebuke results in
countless instances of either senseless directives or 'failure
Two general trends in th' Officer
to support subordinates.
Corps are significant . . . the slavery of the Corps to the
efficiency report combined with the inequality of the report
itself. The biggest problem is not the disgraceful behavior
of the battalion and brigade level commanders, but the resulting

effect on my contemporaries who seem unable to avoid outdoing
their superiors in demonstrating fear, obsequiousness and

irresponsibility to subordinates ur self.

There is a serious

inabilityt to distinguish between servility and loyalty.
LTC:

Compare proportionately the number
Little 'oyalty flows down.
of lieutenants through lieutenant colonels relieved doing operations in RVN to the number of colonels or BGs . . . errors in
military judgment existed at all levels ....

MAJ:

Many officers possess a twQ-fold standard of loyalty.
the commander's face,

One to

the other behind his back.

CPT:

The subordinate who even suspects that his superior "gives a
damr,"
him will
hope for.demand, more "followship"'
ever give,
dared without
than a for
leader

CPT:

The Army fails to allow a man the opportunity to learn througL
his mistakes. Too many commanders axe the junior officer who
makes one mistake.

KU

',Superior officers should take a more personal interest in the

professional development of all junior officers.
as a 2Lr does not mean the end of learning.
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PART 1I

-

Selected Comments from Field Seminars.

I.
Four separatA team3, consisting of one faculty member and
one student at the USAWC, were sent to six different locations (Forts
Leavenworth,
Sill, Knox,
Benning,
Eustis, and Hami'ton)
seminars and obtain
the views
of representative
officers to
of conduct
all grades
oti the state of professionalism

in the Officer Corps today.

2. T'he teams were debriefed separately, and did not discuss
their specific comments with members of other teams until after all
debriefing sessions were completed.
3.
Extracts of selected commenits from the debrief of the four
teams, under descriptive headings, follow.
(To maintain the promised
anonymity, the teams are not identified as to location visited.)

TEAM A
Desired Standards
oo
In trying to get expressions of what these officers thought the
ideals were, perhaps Duty-Honor-Country came through the loudest, in
terms of trying to identify what the ideal should be . . . high integrity,

high moral standards,

high state of discipline were expressed

and in every instance there was some variance from these high standards.
The youinger officers appeared to have higher

0o

senior officers.
.

.

.

ideals than the

The senior officers seemed to be more pragmatic

the junior officers were more idealistic about the Army's

standards.
Duty consists of 24 hours a day performing at the best of your
ability at all
times.
This was their expression that was repeated
00

over and over again among the younger officers.
Actual Standards

(General)

One point made by these young officers was that money won't buy
them out of the Army.
Buc the standards and valles that they hold
to be true within the service are not being surported, and when they
lose identity or priie in service--they're getting out.
oo

00

in ethics

.

.

they all

could identify,

somewhere in

their

classas, students who were cheating in their examinations.
Individuals who have been caught doing this, . . . were eliminated from.
the class but in one specific case returned two classes later
. . . in another case sent on to flight school.

It

appears

that the
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Army has lowered .ts standards below what they expect an officer to
be.
They feel that because of the requirements of the Army today we
have lowered our standardA to accept people as officers that never
should be officers, and they violently oppose this.
Younger men say

they would rather have shortages of officers than accept people

who are below the standqrds of what an officer should be.

00
. . . we're sending officers to senool, to the advance course
specifically, that have no business being there and would not be
there if there were DA promotion boards to captain.
Other officers
are gvaduatLng who should not be graduated--chey're inept, to put it
quite frankly ....

They believe that there needs to be a better screening system.
This covers two areas .
. the standards of conmissioning are too
low--they are talkiag about the basic course officer, new officers
"We need
There has been a drive for numbers.
from ROTC, from OCS.
X number of guys wearing gold bars, hence we'll commission this many
people,
without regard :o--are they really capable of being officers."
This was expressed by every group we talked to .
...
Some of them
identified people %'%o did everything that they could to not be comm~qsioned and yet were talked into accepting commissions.
00

oo

The lack of uniform standards throughout the Army . . . standards
of appearance and standards of performance and standards in courtmartials, and this sort of thing.
Problems that eviry commander is
faced with today
.
the haircut; on every single post and on each
post, within units, there is c.different *Landard for haircuts and
commanders are fighting a constant battle with this.
What they would
like is a Department of Army scandird that is enforced by all cammanders and all
commanders have to live with it.
. . . You get into
the problem of the Afro hairlo, one Unit lets them bush it out a mile
and the next unit makes them crop it dow-k and th, - they get scne real
problems.
The black power salute--what is the D
-licy on the black
power salute?
Some unit comumanderu are letting r men use the
black power salute and others are clobbering the ones that use it . . .
and these types of things arp prevelant throughout the Army.
.00o
They feel that there should be a directed DA standard or pol~cy
that every comnander must comply with dnd this would make their
problems-as commander, particularly junior commanders. where the
brunt is taken, easier.
oo
The company grade officers observed a significant difference
in professional and ethical standards, from the ideal.
They cited
specific examples of dishonesty, selfish behavior, and i.-ompetence.
Soo00

They believe that the finest officers we have . . . now,
should be
not only professionally, but in appearance . .

B~-1-9

thi.s is
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at all the entry points of the service . . . ROTC, recruiting, basic
training and service schools, and they believe this without exception.
The reason for this is that one of the things that they feel is most
important is a proper example being set at the beginning.

Integrity
oo
One of tite most violent reactions we got was from the body count,
particularly from the yoting combat arms officers recently back from
Vietnam . . . basically being given quotas, or if not given quotas,
being told that their count wasn't adequate--go back and do it egain.
S.
.Regime, tal (Brigade) Commanders directing that the count be
reverified and upped, that it wss inadequate for the day . . . being
told that they had a quota for the day.
.
In fact they expressed
concern that the President of the United States was making decisions
on totally invalid information.
The captains were extremely concerned
about this situation.
They had no faith in the body count, in the
number or the enemy that had been killed.
Also the MACV pacification
report .
. they cited examples of being told to survey about 96 units
in something like. two weeks.
00
Nobody out there believes the body count.
They couldn't possibly
believe it.
This Is probably the most damning thing the Army has used
recently . . . we had one lad even tell
us of an experience where lie
almost had to get in a fist
fight with an ARVN adviser over an arm,
to see who would get the credit for the body, because they were sorting
out pieces . . . it just made him sick to the stomach that he was put
in such a position that a body was so important to the next higher
headquarters or to thre division, that he had to go down and argue over
pieces of a body to get credit for it.
oo
Dishonesty is across-the-board.
For example, being told by one
Major General that there will be no AWOLs . . . impossible demands
and therefore being required to put people on leave rather than
indicate that they are AWOL from the unit.--Being told that AWOLs
were a reflcctlorn on their ability to lead and therefore adjusting
the records; to be sure that there were a minimun number .
.
being
given a quota, in effect, by CONARC stating that eight AWOLs per
1,000 was the acceptable standard, or lorking at it the othcr way,
any AWOLs over eight per 1,000 was tinacceptable, therefore don't

report more than this ratio.
ou
0

Ij

A number of these young officers indicated that they were forced

to change their OERs because--this unit has outstanding officers.
Everybody in this outfit is a winner.
Therefore we don't have anybody that's less than 98 on a scale of 100 . . . officers bringing
up specific insitances where they were directed to change an OER.
And
also on the otier side ot the sank! coin .
. when they had someone
B-1-1O
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totally incompetent and felt that they should eliminate him and
therefore they rated him at the bottom of the scale, being told by
the next higher headquarters',

let's

not rock the boat.

..

Maybe

j

he will tell some things that are wrong with the outfit and we're
all moving along now and we don't want to have these things come
out and we don't want to have a bunch of problems here so let's up
it to where you don't have to support it in-writing.
Career Progress ion
A number of officers commented on the staff officer, or the
officer from ,he Pentagon, who has spent years away from troops,
getting his ticket punched by getting a command assignment fcr
six months,
and on his young staff officer trying to keep him out
of tiuble arc to educate him. By the time they hate accomplished
it either the> were moving on or - new commander was coming in and
then they had to go over the same routine again.
They felt that this
was again due to the unrealistic: requirements we have in the Army
today--that every officer be a commander--and this ca,,e out loud and
clear in every single session. They said we've got to recognize the
fact that some people are better qualified to do other things than
others, that not everyone is a commander, not everyone is an excellent
staff officer, but the people that are good at what they are doing
ought to be able to stay there and do the job and worry about the
performancr rather than about the ticket.
00

It came through loud and clear and strikes right at the heart
of the problem . . . that they firmly believe there is a route you
take to the top.
If you are going to be a good officer you must
compete to be Chief of Staff.
If you don't compete to be Chief of
Staff you really aren't running with the flock. You bave got to
get to school at the right time, you have got to get you' master's
degree, you've got to get your tour in the Army staff, you've got to
get your pertinent overseas tours, you've got to get that command,
at the right time.
If you got to get that many things, and this is
what they think; there just isn't that much time under the accelerated
promotion system today.
00

-

It's
reaching the point in the Army today that a competent ofricer,
or one who is viewed by his peers as competent, who doesn't make a
secondary zone for promotion is a second class ciLizen. This is the
problem of the pressures that they feel in the field today.
00

00

They thought that all the way up the chain of command it

was

assumed that every officer in the Army is perfect in everything
that he does. . . . Immediately upon taking over a responsibility
every officer must know everything he has to do.
If anyone admits
that he doesn't know his job he will get clobbered.
So it is this
B-I-Il
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can-do'attitude--whether they c.n or ca.nnot--that is a real problem.
They need svnme counseling, and some help and gu'idance--and'.recognikion
that they need help.. . . and they need -itfrom senior officers.
Accept the fact that every young man that is given a job to do isn't
automatically qualified, just because he 's
'been
a platoon leader,
to be the S-i ,or thQ S-4. When he takes the job over he needs some
They
help and guidance, and they don't feel they are getting it.
are afraid to ask for help, as they are afraid it's an indication
of the lack of atility.
From the comments that I have heard I would say one overriding
attitude . . . 'let's get
through the job, let's get through the tour with everything coming
up roses, not have anybody find out that there is something down
here that isn't going right.'
oo

problem is this 'let's don't rock the boat'

.. . other factors on the QER that were significant to me.
00
A number of these young officers have been told by their career
branches, as they stop through to check their records, that "back
here when you were a 2LT you didn't do so well . . that's going
to impact on your career for the rest of your life," and therefore
they feel again you never can make a mistake, don't ever tell anyone anything is going wrong because if it ever gets in your record
on an OER you have had it, and you are never going to progress up
the career ladder.

We need to come up with a system whereby everybody doesn't go
to the advanced course and I think the students who are in the
advanced course at both of the schools felt there should be some
positive and identifiable means to eliminate inept students and
that their contemporaries should know it.
00

Statistics
00
Across-the-board, all officers complained about the Army being
run by statistics. Anytime that statistics become involved, senior
officers are going to judge you by them; OER, AWOL, bonds, readiness
reports, you name it--anything that deals with numbers. They are
going to grade you by numbers, grade your unit by numbers, anytime
they try to measure you it will be numerically.

They felt that their careers and their performance were being
determined by statistics rather than by actual performance. There
was a lot of concern about readiness reportsB for example, and status
reports of units, status reports of equipment . . . and here they
felt that they were being forced to be dishonest because no one
would accept the truth. A higher command would not accept an actual
ceport ....
Either by direction or by implication anything other
00
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than outstanding or everything is going grand wasn't accepted.
to specific quotas being given in terms of bond drive, the
numbers of AWOLR that were acceptable, number of vehicles that you
Pilots were disturbed about downcan have down at anyone time.
time for aircraft

. . . you just didn't have anything that was less

than the acceptable standards and you were forced, by any means,
never report anything other than •everything was roses.'

to

The expression that they used was that the senior officers
appear to be deluding themselves and actually talking themselves
into believing '.hese false statistics, Ill the way up the line.
00

1 don't thi&k these youngsters believe a single report that is
00
I think t, ;, feel that strongly about it
published today.
they don't believe that the man who actually mtakes out the report
believes it but it makes the unit look gi)od.
They don't trust the
senior officers when it

comes to reports.

Communication
This brings up the subject :f communication and without exception
oo
company grade officers indicated that there was no convmtnication up
the chain

.

.

nobody would listen to them.

This was exemplified

in the-session qe had with majori, lieutenant colonels, and captains,
where the lieutenant colonels talked to lieutenant colonels, majors
talked to majors, and the two captains talked to each other, but none
of them talked to the others.
oo
In every instance the company grade officers made the point that
First
they didn't think that they could talk to the senior officers.
of all they said they don't dare to bring any problerms to the next
senior officer because if you bring him a problem you might get your
head cut off because he doesn't want to hear problens--he just wants
to hear success stories. The commanders are around for a.short period
of time, they are just in and out, punching their tickets, and they
You couldn't go to them for
don't want to know about problems.
guidance--or with problems and they very seldom, if ever, came to
you and asked you what your opinion was or how things were really
going in the unit.
te Junior officers expressed the view that they need counseling.
they want it, they would llke to be able to talk to their senior
offi-ers but they find in their view a lack of interest. And they
didn't identify the reason for it as to whether the senior was overworked or not but they felt a real need for some counseling,
and a real need to be allowed to make mist:akes and to be counseled
on their mistakes rather than have them reflected on their efficiency
reports.
B - I-1.3
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oo At the end of almost every seminar the officers would come
up to us and say "thank you for letting us talk to a senior officer
on such a subject. This is the first time it has ever happened.
And thanks for listening."
Justice/Discipline
oo The other side of it was the legal question--the frustration
that most of these young officers are facing and the things that
they cannot do legally .

. . they feel that the JAGs in

the Army are

They
working against them rather than for them as young commanders.
don't know when they can search and when they can't. They take cases
to court-martial and get them thrown out because it was an illegal
search,

because they didn't do some procedure properly .

.

.

.

They

feel a strong need for some education and some assistance in what iL
is that a commander can do today and what he cannot do.
But even
beyond this they think the Judge Advocate ought to start suppording
the Army and support the commanders rather tOan leaning overboard to
let soldiers who get into trouble get away w~tX' it.
They felt: that
the commanders above them were not cooperating with them (these are
all company officers talking now) by Leducing sentences and by failing
to put people in the stockade ti
tiey recommended and this sort of
thing.

oo They feel very strongly thai ... itary justice has slipped and
with it, military discipline is slipping.
And I think they blame
that as much as anything else for the problems that they have
today.
Army Image/Press
oo

A very interesting thing came out of this in the same general,

area.

This exposure to My Lai

.

.

.

it

has driven some of tie units

to carry AK47s around with them so that if they did kill someone
they've got a weapon to produce with the body.
In other words,
instead of turning in all the weapons they pick up on action A,
they save some for action B in case some of the bodies appear on
the battlefield unarmed, so they can arm them.
They don't want some
newsmsn to come around and say they shot an innocent civilian, so
they carry a rifle and they make sure they get a rifle to go with
the body.
oo They're referring not only to our failure to defend ourselves
in public, what they're looking for is someone with stat'tre speaking out publicly in our defense . . . the! feel that there is nobody
at the helm, and furthermore they feel that when we do speak out, it's
about as ineptly done as anything could possibly be done.
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I think we were imprcssead by Lhe enthusiasm that these young
officers had for a military career and they were optimistic about
the future.
They felt that every one of these problems could he
.!solved and they are still
optimistic that something will be done
to resolve them.
But going back to the point made earlier .
. the
one thing that will drive them out of the service is if they lose
pride in being an officer.
They all feel very strongly something
must be done to help them maintain the pride that they have in being
an officer in the United States Army.
And by this they are talking
about the public image of the Army and also !;hc :-liber of officer
that is accepted into the Officer Corps or retained.
They are concerned that inept reople are in our information program and are not
taking the proper action. They feel we need better people in the
information program.
00

This again is one of tile major points that camlt out in every
single session. A frustration--a real feeling of frustrati6n--and
this is expressed all the way up to the most senior oi'ficers we
talked to--the senior officers expressing a strong frustration-just as st~rong as the young captain, that the media is biased, that
it is not giving the clear picture, but worse th.:ln this that the
00

Army

isn't

doing anything about

it.

That the Cnief

of Staff

and tile

senior people in Washington aren't doing anything to explaii to the
public if there was a mistake . . . if the '.
rmy did something wrong,
stating that it did but explaining why .
. that you can't fight a
war without making some kind of mistakes and that people do get
killed in wars--many innocent people .
...
permitting newsmen and
photographers--right up in the front line where they are harassing
commanders--they are violently opposed to this--the junior officers
are.
.
.
well they don't call it a low profil.e.
They call it no
reaction at all and the fact that nobody in a senior position is
doing anything to refute the things that are being said about the
Some of them express concern that
Army and the image of the Army.
their wives know that they've been to Vietnam one or two times and

4

the wives are beginning to wonder if they were involved in some of
these horrible acts over there. Are they killing children and all.
this sort of stuff? That is what the media is saying all the tine
and nobody in authority in the Army is saying that it is not so-that it isn't that way and that the Army is doing something right.
This comes from all grades . . . you can call iL the low profile
in the Army . . . the lack of support from the Department of the
Army . . . one example was the general who was taken in a civilian
car into a garage, in the middle of the downtown, through the back
of the garage, up some back stairs to an auditorium where he gave
the graduation address and pinned on the bars of the new second
lieutenants at a university. And he said had he known in advance
th-At he was going to be put through this exercise be would not have
done it, The point was that the Army ought to take some action
00

II
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to guarantee these young iads that really want a commission and that
have worked to earn one--ought to guarantee that they get a decenL
commissioning and that they stand out in front of the public and
accept their bars.
Another point that was brought out was, let's accept the fact
oo
in the Army that the rights, privileges, and responsibilities of
military are not and cannot be the same as the rights, privileges,
and responsibilities in civilian life. Hence the standards of discipline, of justice--cannot be equated . . . we cannot become permissive just because society has.
oo
They said that we have a democracy in Lhis country buL we have
an autocracy in the military. And the public ought to be educated
along these lines and the military ought to stand up for what it has
to have--and that is a disciplined forc- of people. We are not going
to have this by trying to reiax our standards to meet the civilian
standards.

TEAM B

Des ired Standards
oo
When it came to standards--ethical, moral and professional--each
individual seemed to perceive a different ideal than another man ....
However, they felt very strongly that the standards should be high. .
They said Lhere's no need for a further written code.
I think tnat
was pretty generally agreed upon, but the one thing that they did say

is that the desired standards need further definition, especially
today when young people don't have the background trends that we
have.

A\ctual Standards\
oo
Other things that they see (and thisv\as general consensus among
all of the four seminars) include things su.h as falsifying reports to
make the unit look good.
One observed variance across-the-board was
misuse of the equipment.
They brought out mnny examples, such as
misuse of air conditioners and other equipment in Vietnam, Germany,
and other places; there was also, of course, the failure of the senior
commanders to permit mistakes, to allow a young officer coming in
to develop by making honest mistakes, to learn and broaden his back. .
They thought there was quite a variance between what
ground.
we perceive as ideal standards and the actual situation or conduct.
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Another thing that was brought out is that there is really no
command emphasis on ethical or mocal training, that it is given lip
service, and a good point was raised here . . . fur example in this
It is a command program, and yet it
area of character guidance.
has again and again reverted to the stat is of a chaplain's program.
00

Integrity
00
This was a general opinion of all these groups too . . . . They
brought out the fact that in tiieir judgment, integrity was a hlxury
that a Junior officer could not afford in today's army and survive.
They thought that due to the system, pressure, no mistakes, look
good cegardless, a Junior officer's integrity today could not long
survive in this system.
oo
Not only does the commander demand that they put the pressure
on subordinates to look good, but he even condones falsification of
reports on a CMMI, or an annual inspection of whatever sort it might
be.
Some have even gone so far as to say that the commander really
did not want the truth.
Self-Interest
.
and too much
Another one was self-inte.-est, people pushing .
00
selt-interest above the good of the unit, the good of the cuunrry, a
man scratching to get ahead, bucking for the five percent 1romotion,
for example, and worrying about gestting tickets punched.

Now regulation says that that's the way you should rate themn,
00
but in fact, when they were reviewed and looked at for promotions,
schools and everything else, the guy rated average, he's in trouble.
. . . He was talking about one of hiM artillery battalion commanders
who was hoping to get promoted to full colonel, and how it was that
I've had all the rest
he just had the attitude 'don't rock the boat.
of my tickets punched, my dogtags, I've got them on a string, I've
got to have this record, get this five percent promotion,' and this
is what he told me, and therefore, don't do anything that might upset
. He was not very interested in running a good
the applecart ..
battalion, and he was not very interested in accomplishing his
-. . and everybody nodded their heads there in agreemission.

j

ment that this is not uncommon.
Career Progression
that it wasn't too hau for
oo
There was a lot of discussion . .
a guy to he only a coumand.r. Let him be a commander for two or
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three yeors if he wants to command a battalion or a company, and do
not penalize him because he hasn't got another hole punched in his
ticket.
On the other hand, if he's not a real good commander, don't
force him into commanding.
If he's a good staff officer, let him be
And the overall Army, they felt, would be
a good staff officer.
better if we got off of this business of having thký requirement to
have certain holes punched in the ticket.
Statistics
00
Too much emphasis was placed on statistical data, such as CMI,
AGI and readiness reports, even efficiency reports. We discussed
this quite at length .

. . they felt this was one of the root causes

of vnriance from desired standards.
A point that they were very much perturbed with ,
as we do the important
as much emphasis on the trivial
00

.

.

. .

we put just
. and the

individual commander, he's got a lot of pressure on him and he can't
...
Namely, get up this report
get out, and really, be a leader.
and that report and the other report

.

.

.

and no mistakes,

zero

defects.

Communicat ion
00

And of prime cou.ern was #his 1mk of communications in the

chain of command.
This was by and large realized as the major fault
These peop.e would always
that we have, this lack of communication.
come back to this thing of lack of communication.
This was a new experience for them'because several of them came
up and thanked u3 for having an opportunity to talk freely to senior
officers, and being able to lay their ideas and thoughts out on the
00

table

.

...

and to be listened to.

Loyalty
concern fox the welfare of subordi0o
They said there was little
They felt very strong about loyalty. They du not believe
nates.
that loyalty is a two-way street, although they believe it should be.
They feel that Loyalty is a one-way street from the bottom up . . .
I'm loyal to the men above me
but out of concern for self-interest.
my
own
so.f-interest.
So
they feel very strongly that
in order for
loyalty needs to be a two-way street, up and down and laterally.
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TEAM C
Desired Standards
oo
The Junior or company grade officer has high standards all
revolving around duty, honor and country. Anc these loftier ideal
standards to which they subscribe are a refreshing thing to behold
expecially among the nation's youth in the year 1970.
They're as
high as our own were so many years ago.
Actual Standards
1 was distraught after the first two sessions because of the
leadership that apparently my grade (0-6) is failing to give the
young officers in the United States Army. The junior officers are
enthusiastic, They have high standards, be they actual standards
or ideal.
They come in wLth this, and it's
up tc us, I think, to
foster the growth of these standards.
The discussions pointed out
to me that we, the upper and senior gradeshave failed to foster the
growth of these standards.
00

00
Many of
blunders and
a debacle as
are not what

them said, it is better to let a lieutenant make several
be advised of them, than to let things go until he creates
an 0-6. When an 0-6 makes them, you sense the standards
they should be.
Integrity

oo, They come into the Army enthusiastic; they have a desire; there's
a certain prestige and they wanted to be officers. And the first

thing they're met with is fraud and fallacies and falsification of
the records, because the jobs that the second lieutenants get are
jobs such as mess ofiicer, maintenance officer,

the assist~ant S-3 of

a battalion, and that's where he's introduced to the fraud and the
breakdown of the standards that we supposedly gave him.
o0
The word that was used by every one of our four seminar groups,
I think it's
the key word here, survivability.
Unless you are willing
to compromise your standards, even ever so slightly, you will not
survive in the Army system.

i

That's rLght--survivability--it was that all. they had to do
00
was keep their noses clean and they would survive, but in the act
of keeping their noses clean, they were forced to compromise on
filling out of certain reports and forms, of establishing these
indicators, these tools of management, and that's where the compromise first took place.
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One officer mentioned the fact that he thought that his
Any bad problems
superiors didn't want to hear the bad problems.
that we have in the Army, unless there's something we have to
immediately react to, are swept under the rug, hopefully they'll
00

go away if

we don't mess with them .

...

the pressure of getting

to the apex of our hierarchy that we have set up iiithe Army causes
Therefore we Aive him only
the man to compromise his standards.
what he wants or what we feel he wants to hear.

Career Progression
They gave us many examples of people who were incompetent;
unfortunately, they were talking about the level of 0-5 and 0-6
who have had jobs perhaps on staff too long or on faculties too
often, and then suddenly they needed command time in order to be
promoted to the next higher tank. These people were there for six
months to a year in various assignments and their staffs and their
suborganizations were simply carrying the old man. This reflected
throughout the command in almost every case we discussed, and was
morale destroying and also led to a lowering of standards.
.
accelerated
they seemed to feel this incompetence stems from our
buildup for Vietnam. But I think overall that they did have a
feeling that they got battalion commanders that they didn't think
should even wear the uniform let alone be battalion commanders.
00

oo
Every group pinpointed the fact that the Army would not tolerate
a wave-maker or a boat-rocker regardless of how high the officer's
personal standards were.

.

.

.

Accordingly,

good and highly inflated

efficiency reports are the rule rather than the exception, and kicking
the incompetent upstairs or promoting him out of his disaster area
This is the system which tells us to survive
are common occurrences.
together by not rocking the boat, by not telling it like it is, by
not hurting someone's feelings, but by creating a sort of welfare
state syndrome which offers cradle to the grave security.
00
All the groups felt they could not make mistakes, honest
mistakes . . . That's right.
One mistake was death. . . .
So any

one mistake is cause to lower you down to an honest efficioncy
report; i.e., good; performs an adequate job. So the living fear
of making that one mistake that will immediately separate them from
today's standard which appears to be outstanding across-th,,-board.
oo
One was the need to drive for tickets.
Othere were ;ndicators
which really are the many tools that we have in the Army, the reports
that are misused, and the method of misusa.
Another is pressure,
the competitive pressure of society and of the Army. atd -,ther things
came up, -hat we have no weeding out system in the United States Army
foy thd iuni ,,r -fficer.
One captain said, "no matter wLat I j ,,

other than kill someone, or some bad act of moral turpitude, I'm
going to get promoted almost once a year." They felt that we
promote or foster in the Army some degree of incompetence, and
that brought up the point of the efficiency report, and the manner
in which it's
filled out,

oo

We must have a weeding out process in the 0-1 through 0-3
levels.
The junior officers insisted on this.
They cannot stand
another officer making 0-3 with them who is obviously a bum. They're
almost willing to self-police the system which guarantees weeding
out.
Statistics
These are some of the statements made . . . if you doubt what
00
we are saying, look at the quality of the five men we reenlisted last
month, not at the,'r quantity,
Personally fly in each of the 85 percent of the aircraft our report says are available on this day.
Count the men who come out of the mess hall and compare the paper
total against those that came in.
Check our CBR equipment three
months after CMMI.
We have 'given you all the statistics. -.
11 the
indicators, all the news you wanted to hear, but if this nas been
done at the cost of our personal standards we have paid the price.
You thenrate us _n our efficiency reports, not as leaders, but as
followers.

Loyalty

oo

Loyalty . . . all four groups, said it was a one-way street.
Loyalty only went up.
Someone had mentioned that they had been on
a junior officer council, and they had discussed the things that
were wrong with the units, but chey didn't have a channel to take
their complaints to.
They didn't have n method of being heard.
We established the junior officers council for a purpose, but then
we built four walls around it so that they can't communicate. . . .
TEAM D

Des ired Standards
oo
Every group felt that the Army should have and did have very
high ides) standtrds.
We heard duty, honor, country as an ultimate
,oal . . . ideals of service to country appeared to underlie what
they were trving to express.
Integrity came up in every seminar as
h4ghly desirable.
Absolute honesty in all dealings and following a
standard which you perceive seemed to ct•me up most frequently.
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00
The Army needs high standards in order to accomplish what
is charged with doing--duty, honor, country is a good guiide
perhaps not specific enough.

it

Professionalism for the Army officer, in their words, consisted
of three ingredients, technical competence, ethics, and integrity.
00

Actual Standards
oo
The junior officers said among my contemporaries and among my
seniors, there is too great a variance (of acceptable standards)
allowed.
The senior officers said there is too great a variance
allowed among our contemporaries, yet we're not allowed to do anything about it.
We don't have the authority to enforce the standards . . . what can you do about a lieutenant colonel who's a diunk,
or a lieutenant colonel who bounces checks, or a lieutenant colonet
who doesn't do his job right? You just can't get rid of him.
oo
They complained constantly that--why must I receive standards
from Army Times?
I want it from my generals.
And I want the generals to be very concerned about these standards.
I want the
generals to enforce these standards.
They cited as one of the
problems, the 20 year and a day officer.
The guy who plans his
retirement, and he's in for 20, tells
you he's in for 20.
He says
this is my haven, I'm going to mark time and plan my retirement,
it's
a'good deal and everything else.
And they look then at the
generals, why do The generals allow this rort of thing?
oo
They harped also on iUproving the quality of the-Officer Corps.
Now they felt that you could improve quality in your input . . . one
example was cited in an OCS class; an officer assigned to an OCS
somewhere scid they were told everyone that came into OCS will be
commissioned.
He felt that was terribly wrong.
They also feel that
we are retaining just anybody.
Now this came from senior off tcers
as well as junior officers.
.
.
tomorrow, and that is the inamediate tomorrow with a little
more stability,
with the cutback, the
statement was rnadc, don't be afraid to be short some officers.
It's
better to ha:ie two good officers in a unit than to have four mediocre
officers th.tc you can't trust.

20

Every junior officer group that we talked to was looking so
strongly at their senior officers for a standard that they could
follow that it almost hurt . . . the number of times that they felt
tiey had been let down by looking for higher standards from the
setkior officers and not finding them.
Co0
In all the seminars the consensus seemed to be that it doesn't
really make much difference what yesterdays' standards were, but the
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increasing sophistication of the Army coupled with the erostive effects
of the society outside of the Army, that is, the attacks on the Army

plus the permissive society and all these other thingq chip;ping,
away at the Army, equalled a crying need for high Stan~dards today,
regardless of what they were yesterday.
oo Brought out practically at every seminar and in every personal
interview, and especially brought out by the junior officers, was
that the one thing that was most important about the communication
of standards was that they must be personified. You can write aaything you want, and these young men have usually read the statements,
but once they've read them, they start looking at people to exemplify
the standards. That's where they really get their perception of
standards, from the people they work with and they serve under.

Integrity

I'

00
They recognize that any profession has got to have technical
competence and ethics. All the seminars glossed over ethics and
Jumped right on to integrity which they felt was the ingredient tnat
made the Army profession unique. The senior officers in the seminars

dwelt at length on tL~e technical competence, whereas the junior

officers tended to deal more at length on integrity. Junior officer,felt that the barrier to their integrity was the senior officers' lack of
integrity.
oo

For instance, we had countless examples cited
demlisedme, and while I was standing there..

..

"I'.y battalion

' We had time and

agan tisthing--'if I filled out the report straight and sent it in,
a unit readiness report or an OER. But this guy wasn't loyal enough
to me to recognize that I had standards and that I wanted to fill, it
out right."
Career Progress ion
The statement was made that the Army worries too much about the
upper five ,percent, and not enough about the lower 10 percent, which
I thnk
umme upthe junior officer dileimma. They felt that the
Army concentrates on that upper five percent, and the rapid promotions, instead of on the lower 10 percent that needs the attention.
00

oo
They equated ticket punching and turbulence as being two sides
of the coin; that you had to punch the ticket, but because of the
lack of stability in ass ignments you had to do it quickly, and that
this coin was very significant.

In fact they commesnted that the
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guy who's been in the Pentagon for so long and really hadn't. commanded very much . . . has to get to Vietnam and get his si'. months
e oa•and . . . is a key eloment creating some of these particular
problems.
oo
Junior officers especially felt that a lot of incompetent people
were being given conmmand positions because this was the good guy

approach.

In order to get ahead he needs a coninand,

so let's pull

himn out cf aome series of assignments where he's been for five or
seven years, put him into a battalion where everything is changed,
and he's technically not competent . . . it would be harmful to the

[

guy if we didn't give him his chance to conmmand.

Therk once he gets

in there, the bad effect is he's got to punch that ticket
outstanding wrnner in order to remain competitive, and as
of fact, in one seminar they defined survival in the Army
ing competitive . . . and the pitch was that survival was
&live percent list.

in an
a matter
as remainstaying on that

oo
The captains cited all the tickets you must punch to get to the
War College.
These are captainsl
. . . and they were laughing about
how catn you possibly do all of these things in the few years you have?
And they cited it very lucidly.
I must do this then I must do the
other, but how can I possibly learn any of these things properly in
that short a time, but I must serve time in order to advance properly
in that short of time.
I must go out and punch those tickets in
that short a time in order to survive, which means remain competitive.
oo
To show you how sophisticated these young officers were, they
all
said we've been promoted too fast, and they were being promoted
too fast.
The example was cited of a first
lieutenant who was about
to make captain.
In his year as a first
lieutenant he had spent
Now if you divide that out, that
1580 hours as a safety officer.
lieutenant hasn't had time to be anything other than a safety officer,
and now he's going to be a conmmander somewhere, and he Just hasn't
been allowed to learn his job. . . .
The young captain's telling us
"We're being promoted too fast to bo able to hold down the job.'
Now the problem of weeding out it the junior ranks, they were
almost insistent on this, . .
they resented doing a good job and
being promoted on the same list
with someone who came in the service
the same day who had done little
or nothing but had just merely kepL
his nose clean.
00

Loyalty
00

1 would say that roughly 75 percent of the time we had the
loyalty appears to be a one-way street, that you've
loyal to your boss, thatl he doesn't necessarily have to

stanement that

~'1
4

got to he
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be loyal to you.
It was stated in one seminar, we've got to come
around somehow to the fact that loyalty to the Army is more important than loyalty to individuals. Rather than a discussion of
whether loyalty goes up, down or across, it's
got to be loyalty
to the Army.

I

Reward System
The OER came in for an across-the-board blast from senior and
junior officers, a~s did other management tools which we have.
The use that was being made of the management tools was really criticized,
They recognized the inflation of the OER, and they also
recognized the tremendous importance to them of the OER.
.1was
surprised to see captains with three years servtce expressing a
tremendous interest and concern about the OER.
00

A new wording or the problem, and I think it's
terribly significant, and that is, the reward system in the Army. And this is OER's
and other things, but especia ,y OER.
The statement is made that
the reward system in the Arm, rewards a short term achievement.
By
extension the short term achievement is often eroding or corrosive
00

to the long term achievement,

which are standards

.

...

I'm talking

about the assignment, the man goes into his assignment, and nowhere
in that assignment, according to the perception of the people we
interviewed, does anyone reward his long term achievement.
For
example, a battalion commander takes over his commtAnd.
If it's
in
Vietnam, it's
for six months, and this was perceived as a bad thing,
or if it's
outside Vietnam it's
for 18 months.
The man is then
rewarded and judged on only short term a'hievement and awarded for
short term achievement.
He either passes the CMMI or lie gets a high
body count in Vietnam, and all thehe things are short term.
For
instance, somebody said why don't we have a "hearts and minds" cotnt
for the battalion commanders in Vietnam--that's a long termsehievement, but no, the man's judged by his body count which is a short term.
And they cited example after example of the battalion commander or
brigade commander in Vietnam who came in and said I'm going to make
my mark in six months and

I don't care what

it

dioes to my unit.

I'll

.

leave my unit a shambles if I must in order to make that short term
achievement. And then by extension, chey said, well, there's no
difference between that and tLe guy who comes into a battalion or
brigade in the States, and says I will pass that CMMI.
I dcn't
care if I've got to degrade the education of my ofi~cers, I don't
care if I've got to lie, cheat and steal, I don't care if Ive got
to ruin the careers of certain people, I'm going to pass tIat CMJ],
and that's what's rewarded--it's passing the CMMI.
Nowhere in the
OER or in our awards and decorations or in our assignmencs or in
anything else do we gauge the officer on his long terin accomplishments.
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perception was essentially that at the very hub of the

...
The Army says theso things are
Army there is hypocrisy.
important and then turns right around and completely ignores them
in the rewards system of OER's, assignments, schooling, anythiing
you want to mention ....

oo
When this came up, especially the unit readiness report, we
played devil's advocate.
We said, well, don't you people see that

he was doing it

*!ot

the good of the unit,

to make the unit look

good? 14e played devil's advocate for about one mill 4 second.
We
were demolis~wd immedirtely toy their saying, Colonel, don't you
reAlire ho Just wznnted to look good for his OER.
That was the
.purpose ot that, that be could say, yeah, I'm C-I.

Army Tmage/Pressk
00
But quite on the minds of the penple we talked to was the press.
One is that it
We have a bad press and that this acts in two ways.
lowers the image of the Army which tnakes it more difficult to uphold
standards and the other is -.hat the Army often over-reacts to a bad
press.
They over-react in several ways.
One is to try and hide it
which lowers your standards and the other is to combat it in thi
wrong way because they reel we're not allowed to cumhat it in the
proper way.
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PART IIl-

Team Leader Notes

Representative general comiints, identif!-d by grade only.
obtained from the notes of one of the field seminar team leaders.
MAJ:

The Army talks about integrity . . . an officer's word is his
bond or it should be . . . yet a bank cr store will accept

my checks but I have to show an ID card and fi'.1 out a
personal history form on the back of a check to cash it at
the PX,
CPT.

We have to turn in

false reports

. .

.

if

we gave a true report

of the status of equipment or AWOLs we'd get axed.
CPT:

Nobody wants to make waves.
The naiv- of the game is cover-up.
Get a 240 on your OEI and move out smartly . . protect
yoursolf and protect your boss.

MAJ:

Our junior officers and NCOs are more intelligent and capable
than ever before but they are afraid to make mistakes . . .
hesitate LO make decisions because they fear they will lose
respect or be clobbered by their 'seniors.

CPT-

Money can not buy me out of the service,
in service, you couldn't keep me.

CPT:

Junior officers are afraid to use their initiative because
they lack support from above.

CPT:

The Army doesn't defend itself against publicity or congressional charges

CPT:

. . . and it

but if

doesn't protect

I lose pride

4

its own.

Reports are a paper drill . . . the emphasis is on filling the
blanks properly, not how well the Job is being done.
No errors
are authorized,

everyone has to be perfect

.

.

.

zero defects.

The system forces a sacrifice of integrity to get good marks
to stay in

the running for advancement

. .

. all men in the

unit know the reports are false.
General
Officer:

CPT.

There is a lack of personal responsibility among officers today.
All errors are due to one's predecessor and each commander
leaves before his errors crop up.
Despite our catch-phrases-a commander is responsible for 6verything--there is really
little personal responsibility today.
We get impossible directives

will be no more AWOLs1H"
it

was not acceptable

. .

.

one general said,

.

.

we were told to make a recount.

There is too much dishoncsty among senior officers
know they are forcing us to make false reports.
B-1-27
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If a correct report was submitted,

.

. .

they

I

A

Commanders at each level are afraid to let subordinates command. They fear subordinates mistakes will reflect on their
short command tour.
now we don't. dare let them

LTC:

We used to train our officers.
make mistakes.

cft:

the
It's necessary today, to lie, cheat, and steal to meet
the
meet
to
continue
or
impossible demands of higher officers
statistical requirements.

0
ii
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APPENDIX 2
TABLE I
OVERALL. STATISTICAL .NALYSIS OF
QUESTION 9, "INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRE"
411

S

QUESTION 9: "DO YOU FEEL THAT, WITHIN THE OFFICER COAPS AS A WHOLE,
THERE IS A DISCERNIBLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE IDEAL STANDARDS MND
THOSE THAT ACTUALLY EXIST?"

~INTENSITY

4)

NONE

SLIGHT

MO;T

(3)

CONS IDE RABl

CREM

(1)

(2)

(4)

NUMBER

4

93

217

83

14

PERCENTAGE

1

23

53

20

3

1

AVERAGE - 3.02
STANDARD DEVIATION

*1

*

.7714

1
:-1.
B-

-

I

II

APPENDIX 2

TABLE 2
STATISTICAL ANALY8IS OF QUISrTON 9,
"INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRE," BY GRADE

S a 410M

QUESTION 9.
"DO YOU FEEL THAT, WITHIN THE OFFICER CORPS AS A WHOUL,
THERE IS A DISCERNIBLE DIFFERENCE BETMWEN THE IDIAL STANDARDS AND THOSE
THAT ACTUALLY AXISTt"

I

~

ALM

OFFICER

-INENIT

0-1,
0-2
0-3

67

0
o-

7
10.0%

33
49.0

24
36.0%

3
4.01

3.24

0-4

76

0
02

9
11.8%

4ý
59.2%

19
25,01

3
3.9%

3.21

0-5

1SO

3
2.0X

42
28.02

78
52.0

23
15,32

4
2.7%

2.8•

06.+

117

1

61

17

35

0.92
TOTAL

4
12

30.2X

51.72

93
23%

217
532

E-2-2
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3

14.7%

2.62

83
20%

13
3%

2.88
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APPENDIX 2
TABLE 3
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF AN4SWERS TO QUESTION 9
ON TH' BASIS OF VARIOUS BIOGRAPHIC FACTORS
S a 415

QUESTION 9: "DO YOU FEEL THAT, WITHIN THE OFFICERS CORPS AS A WHOLE,
THERE IS A DISCERNIBLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THU IDEAL STANDARDS AND THOSE
THAT ACTUALLY EXiST?"
1.
A DETAILED BREAKDOWN OF THIS ATTITUDE BY VARIOUS BIOCRAPHIC FACTORS
IS AS FOLLOWS:

TOTAL MONTHS
0F CO•MAND .

TOTAL MONTHS
'COxtAND

S

X

6 or Less

54

3.19

36

35

2.79

12

68

3.27

42

18

2.67

18

48

2.83

48

26

2.96

24

36

3.06

54

50

2.90

30

40

3.05

60 or More

38

3.05

X

SURCE

.M

S

X

EDUCATIONAL
LEVEL

U'SMA

105

37.03

AP7

22

2.99

12 or Less-

ROTC

151

2.97

SERVICES

93

3.10

OCS

97

DIRECT
OTHER

47

2.

15

X

5

3.00

13-14

25

3.29

3.05

15-16

178

3.05

3.09
3.00

17 or More

207

2.97

CORRELATIOWS OF QUESTION 9 vs THE VARIABLES INDICATED IN PART I.

Variable,

Grade

r

-. 21

Total Months of Command -.11

Sollree
Branch

.01
.06

Variable

__

Educational Level

-. 09

Military Education

-. 29

Level of Staff
Level of Command

-. 22
-. 13

NOTE: X represents the mean arithmetic response, expressing degree of
difference between ideal and existing standards, based on a scale from

1 ("no difference") to 5 ("great difference").

•
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APPENDIX 2
TABLE 4
DIFFTENCES BETWEEN ACTUAL AND IDEAL STANDAILDS ON THE BAStS OF
DUTY, HONOR, COUNTRY AS SEEN BY THE VARIOUS GRADE LEVELS
SUI4ARY OF SCORES FROM QUESTIONS 10-13 OF
"INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRE"PS
S - 414

QUESTIONS 10-13t "DO YOU FEEL THAT WITHIN THE OFFICER CORPS AS A WHOLE
THERE IS A DISCERNIBLE DIfFERENCE BETWEEN THE IDPAL STANDARDS AND THOSE
THAT ACTUALLY EXIST?"
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ACTUAL AND IDEAL ST.MUARDS BY GRADE LEVEL:
J1IOR

MIDDLE

UPPER

SENIOR

AVERAI'E

JUNIOR
S-65

3.5

3.3

2.7

2.3

2.9

MIDDLE
S-228

3.0

2.8

2.8

2.3

2.7

UPPER,
S-121

2.8

2.7

2.8

2.4

2.7

AVERAGE

3.1

2.9

2.8

2.3

2.8

AS SEEN BY:

LEGEND:

RANKS-

NUMERI CAL SCORES

JUNIOR - LT, CPT

1 - None

4 - Considerable

MIDr)LE - MAJ, LTC

2 - Slight

5 - -Wrest

UPPER

3

- COL

Moderate

SENIOR - qGNERAL
NOTE:

This table previously shown as Figure B-4,
B-2-4

page B-14.
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APPENDIX 2
TABLE 5
EVALUATION OF DIFFERENCES
MEET'EEN IDEAL AND ACTUAL STANDARDS
BtY SENIOR AND SUBORDINATE LIVELS
AND M12ICA BEHAVIOR
s - 413

PEERS, AND SUBORDINATES WITH WHOM
DEGREE DO YOU FEEL
. • TO WHAT
•
ASSIGNMENT
MILITARY COMPETENCE?
DUTY
PROFESSIONAL
[CFJ
.
.
.
LAST
MDEAL
THE
TO
ADHERED
YOUR
THEY
T
ON
FOU SERVED
BEHAVIOR?
UESTION:

THINK OOF ALL YOUR SUPERI(ORS,

•.1U OV ETHICAL

Evaluaion of

Profess.
Competence
(14)

vyk
k

PEER

SUPERIOR
Ethical
Behavior
(17)

Profess.
Competence
(15)

Ethical
Behavior
(18)

SUBORDINATE
Ethical
Profess.
Behavior
Competence
(19)
(16)

0-1
0-2
0-3

65

1.90

1.82

2.46

2.09

2.53

2.19

0-4

76

1.80

1.75

2.17

1.95

2.26

2.03

0-5

152

1.81

1.63

1.93

1.79

2.06

1.85

'0-6

120

1.61

1.58

1.86

1.79

1.95

1.75

1.78

1.69

2.10

1.90

2.20

1.95

Average

LEGEND:

1 - Close Adherence

3 - Moderate Difference

2 - Minor Difference

4 - Major Difference
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ANNEX B

INDIVIDR. LESTICNIAIFE
APPENDIX 3
This questionnaire is one of several methods being used to gather information for an analysis of professionalism within the Officer Corps. The
specific purpose of the questionnaire is to look at the standards or values
that guide an officer's behavior (thought and action).
Standards and values are largely a matter of feelings that an individual
senses.
They are difficult to express in precise terms that would have the
If you are not sure of the meaning of a word or phrase,
sam meaning for all.
assume you- own definition and answer on the basis of what it means to you.

,

Your responses to this questionnaire should indicate how you, personally,
feel about the questionnaire items. The questionnaire contains an optional
response section (Page 9) which you may use to further express your feelings
and ideas on any topic related to the questionnaire items.
You will not be asked to sign the questionnaire, but you may if you wish.
No effort will be made to link responses to individuals.
The biographical
data and questionnaire code numbers are solely for statistical control.
PART I.

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

1. GRADE:

01

02

SOURCE:

USMA

]

03

ROTC

04

BRANCH:

4.

EDUC.

LEVEL:

OCS

ARMS [Armor, CE, FA,
( ) Inf, MI, SigC.

DIRECT

53
5.

141L.
EDUC.

BASIC

15-16

SERVICES

[AGC, MC, MSC, CH, CmlC, FC,
JAGC, MPC, ORD, QMC, TC1
.....

or more

NOTE:

/7
ADV

AFSC
CGSC

/

OTHER

17

13-14

And

07 Above

97)

12

or less

06

.Lo

17
3.

05

o

.Z. 3
2.

(•/)

(ENTER

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE REFLECTS

WAR
COLLEGE

THE NUMERICAL RESPONSES OF
THE TOTAL SAMPLE (415).

6.

HIGHEST EQUIV.
LEVEL OF COMD.

NONE

3,3

PLT

CO

/91 /2?

BN

/13

BDE

DIV

L4,L?1

B-3-1

S.......

. -.,.

.-

.

DA

7.

HIGHEST EQUIV.
LEVEL, STAFF

NONE

BN

BDE

DUTY()(
8.

TOTAL

CORPS

ARMY

()

(

()

334/

*2.S Al 7

JCS
DOD

)

/97

6 or

MONTHS

l.es

OF COND.

()()

60 or

12

18

24
)

()

9a

(APPROX)
PART II.

DIV

30

()

IV/

36

42

()

48

54

C)

(

V..()

:g

se
5 J'9

irI

3S

more

IDEAL AND ACTUAL STANDARDS

Previous discussion and interviews have suggested that, at least theorecically, there is an "ideal" officers' code or set Of standards, and another set
which might be labeled "actual" or "real world."

a

The phrase, "Duty--Honor--Country" implies a set of standardb, that represent
what should be. What you have actually observed represents the existing standards.
Now, for u moment compare your own personal concept of the ideal standards
(implied by Duty--Honor--Country) with what you have actually observed among
all the officers you have known.
Do you feel that, within the Officers' Corps
as a whole, there is a discernible difference between the ideal standards and
those that actually exist?
DIFFERENCE
CONSIDER-

9.

NCflE

SLIGHT

M1DERATE

ABLE

GREAT

If yo% think that a discernible difference exists, do you feel that it
might vary by grade and experience?
DIFFERENCE
CONSIDER-

10.
11.

12.

JUNIOR
GRADE:
MIDDLE
GRADE:

SLIGHT

()

()

.5'
(

)

.2...
()

SENIOR

GRADE:

MDERATE

ABLE

GREAT
ELT,CPT

UPPER
GRADE:

13.

NONE

([)

#6

()
.2.7
()

16 7
/X7

)>)

(G)

.2231

()

()

[MAJ, LTC]

4/
()

(

/S

()

)

[COL]
GEN]

B-3-2
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;PART iI.

SENIOR AND SUBORDINATE LEVELS

Think of all the Army superiors, peers, and subordinates with whom you
served during your last duty assignment and the mannpr in which they adhered
To what degree do you feel that they adhered
to the "ideal" set of standards.
to the ideal with respect to that category of standards which we might call
professional military competence?

Close

Minor

Moderate

Adherence

Difference

Difference

14.

Immediate Superior (Hater)

()

15.

Typi.ral Peer (Contemporary)

(

j16.,

Immediate SubordinaLes (Typical)

Major
Differcnce

)(

)

(If yuu checked "moderate" or "major" difference for any of the levels above,
the matiu reason for your response.)
please indicate (on Page 9)

To what degree do you feel that they adhered to the ideal with respect
to another major category of standards which we might term ethical behavior?
Close
Adherence.

17.

Immediate Superior (Rater)

18.

Typical Peer (Contemporary)

19.

Immediate Subordinates (Typical)

(If

you checked "moderate"

please indicate (on Page 9)
PART IV.

Minor
Difference

Moderate
Difference

Major
Difference

()()()
(

)

-(

(

)

(

A1/
1A
(

)

or "major" difference

)

(

)

(

)

for any of the levels above,

the main reason for your response.)

SPECIFIC VARIATIONS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE

We would now like to go into a bit more detail about the specific nature of
the differences between ideal and actual if they exist in the Army today.

Listed below are many of the major functions common to the officer's job. The
way an officer performs these functions is influenced significantly by his
standards and values.
For each function, please indicate (V)

your opinion of the degree of

difference between ideal and actual standards as they apply to each function.
(For example, what is the degree of difference wheit the officer is performing

B-3-3

the lonctl.on ot rendering efficiency reports'?)
it you feel the differe-uce
var ies by grade and experience, add the letter J, M, U, or S (Junior, Middle,
Upper, Senior) to indicate the level where you feel the variance in greatest
Next., tnder the importance column,
difference to thL Army (Off icer Corps).

ADHINISTRAT1ON

NONE

Preparing and

20.

21.

Comp let ing (i i
cltey Reports

2 2.

Keteping Act

23.

K

DlFFERENCE
-SL IT
MOD.

53

z1

/(043

/d/

()

/I

GLving

I'ORTANCE .
L'I TLE MOD. GREAT

at/

'/40

1751

,))()

//1

57

~

j:,~.

4. •
24.

I

4/

A-3?1/9

rio
"

mid Stihori~rnaIe,

SUPPVUsSUNC

.
MUCH, :GREAT

ig

/4

the importance of this

1
())

/33

6S

I

S

/70

T-23

/.02

(

.2.13.3

~trate

Siprup,

teplu

(

indicate (/)

{

NONE

EI.RSONNKN,

SL I(;HT

C

14e ••6'L .4
t•
,
MOD.

MUCH

~

GREAT

LuT'TLE

/

MOD. GREAT

wid( Relay-

,!

irs

2h.

Loo~kingl

2 .S

tJit)
o rdg

otit

i

tnvs
| o

tor

,v

3.2-7 .o

28.

J

2.

in Ideas

••

/..•

;J.,

.........

3UPERVISING PERSONNEL
S D
31.

Evaluating Subordinates'

32.

D&FERENCE
SL"KTI D.

NONE

Work

))

Being Loyal to

PLANNING AND DIRECTION

34.

()

1/7

/41.3

NONE

SLIGHT

Taking Responsibility for own
Plans and Actions

2/

Applying Non-

(.

36.

MOD.

37.

38.

(

Giving All-out
Effort to Assigned
Tasks

(*)

39.

NONE

SLIGHT

MOD.

7

/

)

(
()

/3

C)

)

)

MJCH

GREAT

//
()(

-27
~

*~

'944

)

C)

C)

(

)

MOD.

(

)

GREAT

(

)

C

'/
/7

/A/4

C)

C)

()C

40,

Being Loyal to

.3

.1/

41.

Cooperating with

/3

47
17
42/
?/
•7

42.

LITTLE

)

~2
)))

)

C )

)

)

'

13 11)

(

(

)

1/'3
/3

C)

Subordinating Per-

k.Asociates

GREAT

31/

Accepting Organiza-

*1

)
()

Complying with
Orders & Directives

sonal Interests

MOU.

'

3.

)

LITTLE

GREAT

.&

,,

.33

Action

tional Procedures

MUCH

(

'laking Prompt

ACCEPTANCE OF ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

(

Z55
1134 6'7 110e24

biased Judgment
35.

IMPORTANCE
LITTLE MOD. GREAT

GREAT

7
(

Subordinates())

33.

MUCH

(

Showing Loyalty to
Organization(

)
/()
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44.

ACCL.TTANCtE

D. cvflEMN

(;Iw~u~nE~

KnOCH

SLIkT

NN

E

F1('

"I1r

SGTW

""

VK

)

to D11ties(

4$. Maintainitng Mili-

50,. Adaptingl
I,

/9

3/

Adaptinlg to

49.

;*,

'

Lo Job

I

i)

oing Villnalcial-ty

ble as an

13

Al
aspvls

NONIS

SLI.GHT

uc~iol..n11 Moral.~,~..*
Ml [11,vA.RY rRo F~lCIFItNM
53.

54,
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XUhGEt

140UD
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e Skills
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